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PREFACE
t

The Committee on Human Factors was established in October 1980 'under

the Joint aponsordhip of the Office of Naval Research (ONR), the Air
Force Office of Scientific. Research (AFOSR), and the Army Retearth

I-
Institute for the BehtiVioral acid Social Stiehtes (ARI) to identifyw ,

..L

basic research needs Of ihe military Servites in support of human
i

,,_ _ rfactors engineering applications and to-make
recommendations for badic

researcbhai will improve theJoundatiohs of this discipline; The

'"committee's first meeting was held .in Decembe10980; In October 1981

the National Aeronautics and Spece Administration (NASA) joined the

sponsors of the committee; and several other government agencies have

expressed interest'in the committee's work.

Human fetters issues arise in every domain in whith humans

interact with the products cd'a tethhological society; CenSequentIy,
.the knowledge broUght to bear in human fetters applications must be

drawn from a wide range oT scientific
and engineering diStit;lines.'

Although no small group'can be fully teisentetive of all diSciplines

relevant to huteh fattorsi theexpertide,represented on the committee

is quite broad; 14 inclddes specialists from the, fields Of

-engineering, bieMechanits, psychology; cognitive science, and

vii



ftom haotan fattors e'ngineering; While other

Ar!sciplin,!a May be relevant, it is thetie that are expected, to

contribute moat subStantially to the habit data, theory, and methods

needed to improve the scientific basis of hUMan factors;

I wish to thank each member of the committee for their thbughtful

contributions to this report. Individual members or small grouplikof

members accepted primary responsibility for authoring each chapter.

This authorship is atknowledged in the note at the beginning of each

chapter. All committee members, whether they were authors or not,

deliberated, reviewed, and contributed to improvements in the conte.lr

of each chapter. I am:especially grateful to them for their generous

contribution of time, both in meetings and outside; Their efforts

have contribute greatly to the quality of this report, which

a product of the full cOmmittee;, Special thanks are due to the study

director; Robert T. jiennessy, who contributed both technically and

administratively to every step in the report's development; In

addition,-he has. taken the kind of,initiatives that made it possible

for me to chair the committee with minimum effort and maximum reward.

Martin A. Tolcott and Gerald S. Malecki of the Office of Naval

Research, Alfred R. Fregly of the Air FOrte Offici of SCientifit

Research, Robert M; SASmor of the Army Readatch Institute, and Melvin

D. Montemerlo ofthe National Aeronautics
arid Space Administration,

representatives of the committee's sponsors, have alsomade important

tontributions4 Their support, encouragement, and identification of

relevant issues have been most helpful;
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I am grateful also to the participants in our workshop on applied

methods: Stuart K. Card; David Meisteri Donald L. Parks; Erich P.

Priehi and John B. Shafer. ,Their brda4 understanding Of' applied

methods and their cogent appraisal of the issues and need6 in this

area formed the basis for Chapter 7 of this report.

Several people were helpfulto the committee in specific ways.

At Wright-Pa Etekaon Air Force Base; Kenneth R. Boff organized a series'

of briefings by °personnel from the Air Force Aerospace MeditAl=

Reseahch La-orator ,and the Air Force Huianipsources Laboratory as

well as tours of several of their research facilities; During the

committee's visit to
4

theaNaVal Training Equipment Centeri Walter S.

Chambers and Stanley C. collyer arranged for presentations by members

of the Human Factors;LaboratOry and briefed the committee on the

research uses of the visual technology yesearch simulator as well as

demonstrating this device; I extend my appreciation to these

individuals and organizations for their efforts on the committee's
4

behalf.

Many other individuals also have contributed to theework of the
_

committee and thereby to the contents of this report. A number of

human factot6 professionals proVided thoughtful and detailedrespehses

to a survey on research issues. Others served as outside reviewers of

. particular Chapters. Karen A. English and M. Jeanne Richard6 have

served ablycand conscientiously as administrative secretaries over the.
.

course of the committee's history. Christine L. McShanep editor for

the Commission on Behavioral and Social. Sciences and Educatitini

through skill and perseverence greatly improved the Atyle and clarity

ix 8



4 ly all triqse fndividuals I express- my sincere [hanks

for their significant contributionsi

The committee's work la-Aingoingi This is the fire-it in What is

expected to be a continuing series of reports on issues in human

factors research. I invite the reader's comments and reaCtions.,to-

thisia4fUtare,repOrtS3
.4' r

J
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Richard t Pes4i Chair

Committee on lidman Factors
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_I-NTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

In the last several years the public hat betome sensitized to the

importance of equipment designed to accommodate its'.human users. In

the course of events at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant many

residents of Harrisburg were evacuated because of the accident

precipitated by operators misinterpreting their instruments. Coal

miners cover equipment lamps intended to illuMimate the mine wall;

because they object to the glare in their fates. The M-1, the most
6

technologically sophisticated battle tank ever produced, is limited by

the operating difficulties experienced by its crew; With computer

terminals now pervasive In the workplace; more users are voicing their

complaintt about requirements to converse in arcane dialettS Of

computer-languages.
A

Each of these examples reflects a failure to consider the design.

of a system from the point of view Of its potential users;; thus it it

not surprising that the public is detatiOngthat more attention be

paid to such considerations. These deManfit may be expreised in.the

decisions of jurors in court cases involving product liability, in the
-

4renewed=dtphasis otthdman factors in military and aeronautics

4

The principal author of this chapter is Richard W. Pew.
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laboratories, and in the increase in job opportunities. for human

factors professionals in the computer industry. -In March 1982, over

1,000 people participated in a- conference devoted to discusaing how to

make computers; more user - oriented.-

The historical roots of the human factors profession are in

industrialengineering and in psychology. In the early 1900s

Frederick V. Taylor coined the term itr_Lenti_f_tc_ management; by Which he.

meant the application of scientific principles in the design of the

industrial workplace. 'Although overzealous "TayIorise resulted In

some early mismanagement, his work formed one of the building blocks

for moderOlinduStriaiengineering and operations research.

During the latter stages of World War II, psychologists, wn:

been involved itthe seIectiori and training of aircraft pilots, were

called on to take a novel perspective, Instead ofselecting_pilots to

meet the severe demands of the 'cockpit, they were asked to select the

cockpit design best suited to the characteristics of pilots. This
.

approach reduced accidents and allowed a larger population of

potential pilots to be Certified. Because flying pushes the human

body to its physiological limits, the effects of physiological stress

_ -
on performance became a further consideration. .After the war a small

group of universities began traini4human factors specialists for

research; and development in the, military services and the aerospace

indus(ry,.

19 7 the Human Factors Society was formed with 90 founding

members; 7 1977 the membership had *Town to 1i956; and in the last

,five years.the organization has expanded by an additional 50 percent.

In additio44 various engineering societies have formed groups related
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to human factors.

3
.

The formation of this committee within the National

Research Council 4n 1980 ii the latest explicit recognition of the

importance of human factors in today's'technologicalsociety.

Human factors engineering can be defined as the application of

scientific principles; thethods, and data drawn from a variety of

disciplines to the development of engineering systems in which people

play a significant role. Successful application is measured by

improved productivity, efficiency, safety, and acceptance of the

resulta9it system design. The disciplines that may be applied to a

particular problem include psychology, cognitive science, physioldgy,

biomechanics, applied physical anthropology, and industrial and

systems engineering. The systems range from the use of a simple tool

-sonsumer-to multiperson sociotechnical systems; They typically

include both technological and human components.

Human factors specialists from these and other disciplines are

united by a singular perspective on the system design process: that

design begins with an understanding of the user's role in overall

system performance and that systems exist to serve their users,

whether they are consumers, system operators, production workers, or

maintenance crews. This user-oriented design philosophy acknowledges

human variability as a design parameter. The resultant designs

incorporate features that take advantage of unique human capabilities

as well as build in safeguards to avoid or reduce the impact of

unpredictable human error.

On the international scene this collection of activities has been

called ergonomics, meaning the study of work.. Its practitioners have

placed somewhat more emphasis on biomechanics and the physiological

13



costs of doing work than'have human factors practitioners in the

United States. .Aside from this distinction; the two terms refer to

the samecollection of specialties.

While its foundations rest ultimately in the parent disciplines;

human factors research focuses on the solution of system design

problems involving more than one of these disciplines. Since World

war II the 'major sources of funding for basic research underlying

human factors work have been the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) and the military services.: Since the passage of

the Mansfield Amendment (Public Law 91-441; 1970) to the U.S. defense

budget; which mandated a shift toward system development and away x.c-

basit research, the real dollar vo]ume of research has not increabed

very much. What research there is has focused increasingly on

short-term goals. AB a result the basic knowledge needed to provide

the underpinnings for human factors applications to new technology has

not been generated: The need to reverse this trend is at least part

of the reason that the military services and NASA have taken the

initiative in sponsoring the work of this committee. This report

reflects the committee's recommendations for needed research in terms

of both long-term and short-term objectives.

This report does not attempt to cover the full scope of human

factors engineering, even in relation to military and NASA needs. As

the committee began discussing research needs; a wide range of

possible topics was considered. ''Two of our meetings included tours

and discussions of ongoing research in military laboratories.

Committee members were encouraged to develop brief position papers on

highlighted topics that were germane to their interests. The human



factors community was sUrVeyed.through an article in the.Bulletin of

the Human Factors qociety; and 116 responses were received; the survey

results confirmed the importance of many of the topits already

. .identified by the committee. Some topics were driopped-
P
and some new

papers were generated. Others were combined into coherent units;

still others were deferred for fUrther study or initiative.

The material in this report:is the result of that process. EaCh

chapter is deSigned to be a self-contained report of an important area

in which research is needed. All the topics discussed here meet the

following criteria: (1) each topic is germane toour military and

NASA sponsors; (2) the topics are within the expertise of the

committee; (3) each topic has been, in the opinion of the committee,

incompletely addressed by previous or current military and civilian

research efforts; and (4) the potential results of the re-commended

research will be important contributions to the scientific basis and

practice of human factors; And the work of the committee is ongoing.

In addition to the research areas presented in this report, work on a

number of topics is in various stages'of development: (1)

organizational context in relation to design; (2) team performance;

(3) simulation; (4) human performance modeling; (5) multicolor

displays; (6) human factors education, and (7) Accident reporting

systems. We expect to address many of these as well as other topics

in subsequent reports.

In.the paragraphs that follow, the areas of research suggested by

the committee are summarized together with some of our major

recommendations. The chapters thetselves provide a detailed

elaboration of these topics.



HUMAN DECISION MAKING

A. central issue in the dtderatanding of human perforMAnCe is human

decision making. It has beCOMO even more important with the increased
role of automation in complex Modern systems ranging item military

command, control, and communication systems to aircraft And process

control systems. There has been much support for research on dediszor

making over the last 15 years, particularly by the Defthae Aoivanced

Research Projects Agency and the Office for NavarResearch. This

research has ended to ocus on formal decision theoretic

'constructions, which, while analytically powerful; have proved to.be

-insufficiently rabdit to-reflect the'Strengtha and weaknesses of human

decision-ma%ing capabilities.' The committee recommends further

research, with an emphasis on moving into uncharted areas.

Surprisingly, despite the effort devoted to deeitaion=making

research in general; there is Still a need for research on how to

structure practical deci:rtan probls and on improving the realism of

models that claim to relate to deCision-making performance. We do not

know how to represent decision situations that evolve dynaMiCally, nor

do we have a systematic framework from which to consider deeision
aiding;

Furthermore, we are coming to realize that many planning

activities actually involve decision making that cannot be modeled by

enumerating the possible states of tIr world and courses of action in

a unitary decision matrix. They often evolve over time in bits and

i;
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pieces with iimIted central directio. We need a deeper understanding

of such diifuse decision processes in order to provide effective

computer aids for this kind of decision.

While previous work has led to many decisionmaking A0A and

models; no criteria or methodologiee have'been suggested for

evalmating their relative merits. Until such comparisons are made,

practitioners will continue to advocate their own products without a

baSiS for choice among them. Finally, there is a persistent need for

deVelopment of innovative ways.of soliciting preference and relative

value judgments from people, a problemi that leads us directly to,the

second topic.

ELICITING EXPERT JUDGMENT

The application of expert judgment covers everything from medical

evaluations to accident investigationS. Although the subject matter

.ranges wideiy; it is our belief that there are generic, substantive

research issues that should be addressed in a coherent program. These

prOblems recur in diverse contexts fat WhiCh elicitation methods

eitherdo not sexist or are inadequately standardized across

Applications to 'yield consistent results. The research issues include

% (1) creating a common frame of reference froth which to assess

judgments among a group of experts; (2) fOrtUlating questions for

experts in a way that is compatible with their mental structures or

cognitive representations of a problem; () el-felting judgments about

the quality of information; (4) detecting and idehtffVing reporting

17
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ItLias in judgments; and (5) minimizing the effects of memory loss and
tc.

distortion on the reporting of past events.

'SUPERVISORY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Supervisory-control isaatveynew conceptualization of system

function that is playing an increasingly important role in automated

systems. In such systems; operators supervise the semiautomatic

control of a dynamic processisuch as a chemical plant gr railway

system. Typically the operators work in teams and control compute.

which-in turn mediate information flowaMong various automatic -

Components; Other examples Of supervisory control systems are modern

aircraft; medical intensive care units, power plants; and distributed

command and control systems such as may be found in military

operations or in manufacturing by robots. Such systems deeMifiasize

the importance of human sensory and motor capabilities and emphasize

complex perceptual ancisognitive skills. This peripective is

relatively new to practicing system dellignere; work is beginning to be

sponsored-in these areas; but much futchei developMent is needed.

Supervisory control may be-thought of as a generalization from

earlier work on monitoring and controlling cooplek systems; in that

sense the foundations for modeling and theory are establiShed. The

theory)duat be greatly elaborated and extended; hoever, to meet the

analysis requirements of current andifuture systems. As the human
\

skills of thinking, reasoning, planning; and decision making become

key; the models must be able to accommpdate these humanroapacities and



limitations. This is a chbice'wopportunity to bring together work on2

control theory models and CognitivetVente representations.

Cognitive psychology is also advancing our Understanding of
.-.

way in which resources are shared among various processes within 'thei

brain. This work has unexplored implications for Understanding how to

modify system design to change perceived_worklbad,
particularly in the

complex tasks typical of supervisory control. Each Of the military

services haS research_programsfbCiited
on humac Workload analysis. In

our opinion Many of em are too'applicationoriented;
they need

stronger.acut on ilesearch to advance the knowledge base from Which

new iipplicdtion,techniques will emerge.
-

Another key concgiql in supervitory control is prediction and the

control of human error. Our understanding of this topic is in its

infancy. We have no general theory of hUman although theories

abound for human response time. Human reliability analysis has been

in vogue for several years; but, as currently practiced; it simply

Uses the numerical aggregation of historical data on recorded human,

failure rates.. It it Weakest in just the Situations in which itit

most needed--when the activity involves complex diagnotis, situation.

assessment, and interaction with computers.

At the level of design; there are three mayor 4Uestions.: how to,

design supervisory Control taSkii'tO accommodate human Capabilities and

limit-Atli:41a; how to organize And display the information needed to

carry out these tasks; and how much control to delegate to'the human

versus the automatic parts of,iheastem,.
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USER - COMPUTER INTERACTION

Since computers are already playing a major role inmost neW system

developments, including supervisory control systems; issues of

facilitating the learning and use by both computer professionals and

novices has been accorded a chapter Of its own. -

1 -

At A_March 1982 conference on user computer interaction, more

than 100 papers addressed a variety of topics related to hardware and

software design. More than half of the 1i000 participants were systi2i;

44_design specialists from industry and government. The committee

believes that this/level of interest foretells a heavy demand for

scientifiC khowledge tfiat has yet to be Created. Although a numbe;. of

industrial laboratOries are supporting proprietary work, there is only

one major funded collabOrative effort between computer Science and

human factors specialists; that at VirginiaiPolytechnic Institute and

State University (funded by the Office for Naval Research).

Most human factors research has been done in the area of computer

hardware. Information is AVAilable on Which to base design decisions

concerning information display hardware and keyboards. ;Many

Alternative in devices, such AS joy sticks, track balls, and light

pens, have been studied in the Jbontext of specific appliCations.

There is a need for.further Work on input devices that ftitalei On

Comparison among the full range Of devices across a broad set Of uses,

Including Instruction, text Orb-ceasing, and graphics;

20
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Automatic speech recogniti 'bn and production haVe attracted. much

interest as the technology improves; Speech as an taternative to

manual and visual modes of input and output needs systematic

investigation; Fundamental_ work is necessary on the design of

interactive speech dialogs that .involve,inherently sequential

communication and potentially heavy memory demands on the listener.

As computer terming are becoming pervasive in the white-collar Alp

workplace; concern is growing about the adverse effects on people from

long-term use of terminals- with cathode ray tubes (CRTs); 'A recent

study by the Rational InstitUtefor
Occupational Safety.and Health

found no radiation hazards from CRTs but_did find a substantial

increase in worker complaints of fatigue and other health problems

from sustained daily use; This study was not able to distingufSh CRT
*-

'design-based complaints from those relating to the task or other

features of the workplace- -and this is an urgent research need.

Europe; governments are now mandating standards for workplaCe

designs; It will not be long-before similar actions, are taken in the

United States and the research must begin now to anticipate them.

In the area of software design; research needs are only beginning

to be filled. Effective design of sophisticatel software implies

understanding of human knowledge sytems and the ability to represent

not only what a user knows bUt also how a user makes infertitea from

that information; There is a need for models of users' understanding

of the system th which they are interacting; a problem that is

important for supervisory control applications as well;

Perhaps the most neglected research area in computer system

development is how to produce effective materials and reference

4el 1
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information. While design principles developed for printed materials

are useful for computer system Aocumentation, there are documentation

opportunities unique to interactive systems that we do not yet

understand how to. exploit effectively.

Finally, there is a need to understand in more detail the

charaCteriStics of the user population that make a difference ini

computer system design. We need research that suggests; in Oirametrit

terms; how changes in user characteristics should be.reflected in

system design changes.

The committee regards:user-computer interaction as one --f the

most urgent topics on which to undertake research initiatives.

POPULATION CROUP DIFFE4ENCES

Through public sentiment as well as government legislation, our

society has mandated the elimination of discrimination among

popUlation groups in the design of jobs and workplaces. In addition

to racial discrimination; there is growing concern abut

discrimination op the basis of sex. age, and disability; We lack the

research necessary to describe the nature and extent of performance

differences among the various population groups about which

discrimination is a Concern. The committee bilieves it is in the

national interest to undertake the research necessary to accommodate

this relationshp between population group differences and design.

It is not enough to consider population group differences per

Be. In some cases the effect of a group characteristic such as age on

22
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perfOrtanCe may depend on the value of some other variables, such as

amount of training or level of interpersonal skills. It may be

misleading to discover simply that performance detericirates with age,

when in fact training or expeiience may reverse that trend. Such

interactions remain largely unexplored:,-

if There is also a need to understand the way in which these

differences in perfortInce should influence workplace design or

trainingprocedures. We know how to write equipment specifications

designed to fit 95 percent of a particular user4Population insofar as

body dimensions are concerned, but for most other human performance

characteristics we lack this knoWIedge.

APPLIED METHODS

Much human factors work is performed under constraints of moneyi.time,

and opportunity that precludt the use of the kind of experimental

methods used in laboratory research. From necessity, human factors

practitioners have ad pied or developed a variety of applied methods

for acquiring or organizing information reli4ed to human

charaeteristics that arise in the context of system design,

development, and eValuation. Examples of these methods are task

analysis, information flow analysis, collection and analysis of survey

data, evaluation of physical mock-ups, and the structured walk

through; In contrast to the methods of scientific research, which are

maintained and disseminated in university curricula and Mxtbooks,' and

by specialists who devote careers to improving and inventing

experimental design procedures, applied methods in human factors work

2.7



are described only briefly in technical project Deports, which are

difficult to access, and ifforts to improve or invent methods occur

largely in connection with a particular project;

There is a clear need to develop a compendium of standard
_d

,descriptions a the most important - applied methods; This compendium
/,

would be valuable for use in human factors curricula in colleges and

universities and for continuing education tutorials for human factors

practitioners. Currently most knowledge of applied methods is gained

thrbugh- on-the-job experience.

DOcumenting existing applied Methodsi'however, will not fulfill 1

the tethadAogical needs for all current and future system design

purposes. Advances- fn computer technology applied to automatic.,

superViSory control systems and computer systems themselves alb have

profound Methodo/ogical implications for the analysis and description

of the toles people play in these sytems. Existing methods such as

workload analysis; protocol analysis, acrid functionallocation require

research tomodify and extend their use in new applipations in which

the emphasis is on Cognitive.functions of operators rather than on the

perceptual -motor fUnctiona prominent in ord.syateMS.

Similarly, there is a need to develop new methods to provide
40_

information of the type and lorm necessary to resolve such issues as

translating task requirements into perso nnel selection criteria,
4 4,

_deriving training reOireme s from functional requirements, and

describing oi-evaluttifilLthe effects of task or system functions on

the affective responses of perdonnel.

All the basic research needs Addreseed in this report require

.experimental investigations to provide the theory, principles, and
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data to support human factors work in:the design and evaluation of

systems: The application of the knowledge derived from basic

research, however- will occur largely through the use of applied

methods.,YDocumentation of existing methods and research to extend and

-Initiate methods to meet future needs are as essential as the

substantive research'to idprOe both the scientifiC baSiS and the

4

practical effectiveness of human factors work.

41.

CONCLUSION

System design and the world of Work are Undergoing profound changes.

In a period when automation is replacing the need for finely tuned

perceptual-motor activities by skilled operators, human productivity

no longer easily. Assessed in terms, of unit output. New systems

place increased:demanda'on the cognitive and decision=making aspects

of human performance. The role of people in systems is shifting `to

those of monitoring and direct g otherwise automatic processes in

industrial production, tranSpOr ationi military operations; and .,office

work.

These changes in hutah-tuathine relations both offer new

--; +-
opportunities and present newA,roblems for system design; It.is

therefore timely and appropriate that the committee's first report Of
%;-

research need's fn human fattorb emphasizes the importance of

understanding fundamental Cognitive processes and their role in

Interactive and supervisory control systems.

2,7
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II

HUMAN DECISION-MI(11M

Work organizations, and those who staff theM, tiseand fall by their -.

.

ability to make,decisions. These may be major Strategic decisions, such

as the deployment Of forces or Inventories,-or lecaltactical decisions,

such how to promote, motivate; and u erttand particular

* _subordinates; To list the kinds of dec ions,that need to ki 'made and

the stakes that sometimes ride on them would be to repeat the obvioUs;

-
Decisions are made explicitly whenever one consciously combines belies

and iralues in order to-choose a course of action. They are made

implicitly whenever one relies on a ritualized response (habit,

tradition) to cope with a choice between options. Repetition of past

Adecisions may result in suboptimal choices; however may also provide

a ready escape from the difficulties and expense of explicit decision

making. The reasons decision making often seems (and is) so difficult

are quite varied, as are the opportunities brit interventions and the

needs for human factors research to buttreet those interventions;

One problem is Information overload: Mete things need to be

considered than can be held and manipulated in one's head

The principal author of this chapter is Baruch Fischhoff;
A
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simultaneously. Coping .Frith Such compdtationli probleins is an ideal task

for computers; And there are A variety of software packages available

that in One.way or another combine decision makers' bellefi And values in
order to produce a recommendation. Chasing between and using theSe

decision aids forces one to face a second inherent.difflculty ofH4etision

making: not knowing how to define for structure) thedecisionlprOhlim

and to assess one's own values; that's, how to make trade-offs betWeen

competing objectives. Because analytic decision-making methods cannot

operate with-out guidance on these issues, judgment is an 'inevitable part

of the decision-making processi as is the need for,judgmetileiicittio.n

methods to complement the decision aid-,(ses Chapter 3).i:1 A third

diffiCuItY is'knowing when to stop analyzing and start tatting. Taking

that step requiresione to assess the qualityalf the deciiion-making

process and reconcile any remaining conflicts between the recommendation

it produces and that produced by one's own intuitions. To help one

ihrodkb this-step; a decision Aid must reveal its own lititti in ways that

are psychologically meaningful. A fourth difficulty is that in many

Interesting decisions one knows too little to act confidently; When

uncertainty is a fact of life; the role of good design is to ensure that

the best use is made of all that is known.

The existence- these four problems is common knowledge. Their

resolution is cot licated by a fifth diffitUlty whose identifidation

requires research: People's commonsense judgments are subject to robust

and systematic biases. These biases make it difficult to rely ok

intuition as a criterion for the adequacy of, decisions and the methods
_

-that produce them. Decision aids must accommodate thetie biases and may

require supplementary training exersA,s lest their recommendations be
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adopted only when they affirm intuitions that are known to be eaulty.

Given the multitude of decisions that are made, any research or

design effort that made even a minute contribution to the quality of a

minute proportion of all decisions would bear a large benefit in Absolute

terms. Proving that such a benefit had been derived would be as

_10
difficult as it is'in most areas of human factors work; WheneVer

uncertainty is involved, better decisions will produce outcomes only over

the long run. That makes it difficult to establish the validity of bona

fide improvements and easy to fall prey to highly touted methods with

good face validity, but little else. A sound research base is needed not

only to develop better decision- making methods; but also to give users a

fighting chance at being able to identify which'methods are indeed better

for their purposes.

BACKGROUND

Ad hoc advice to decision makers can be traced from antiquity to the

Sunday supplements. Scientific study ofdecision.making probably begins

With the development of statistical or Bayesian decision theory by Boteli

Raingiyi de Finettii von Neumann; Morgenstern, Venn, Wald, and others.

They showed how to characterize and interrelate the primitiveShif

general model of decision-making situations, highlighting its subjective

eleMenta. The development of scientific decision aids-could be traced in

the work of Edwards; Raiffai Schlaiferi and others, who showed how

complex real=Vorld decision situations could be interpreted in terms of

the general Model. Essential to this model is the notion that
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decision-making problems can be decomposed into components that can be

-assessed individgaIly, then combined-into a general recommendation that

reflects the decision makers' best interest. Those components are

typically described as options, beliefs; and values or alternatives,

opinions, and preferences, or some equiValent triplet of terms. They are

interrelated by ais integration OtheSid Called a deeision rule or problem
'

structure (e.g., Fischhoff, et al., 1981; sage; 1981).

More generally, decision- making MOdeld typically envision foci=

interrelated steps.

1. Identify all relevant courses of action among which the ds-cision

maker may choose. This choice among options (or alternatives)

constitutes the act of decision; the deliberations that precede it are

considered to be

2. Identify

of choosing each

part Of the decision-making process.

the consequences (advantages) that may arise as a result

option; assess their relative attractiveness. In this

act the decision maker'd values find their expression. Although these

values are essentially personal; they may be clarified by techniques such

as multiattribute utility Analysis and Informed by economic techniques

that attempt to establish the market value of consequences.

3. Assess the likelihood of theie consequences' being realized.

These probabilities may be elicited by AtraightforwSrd judgmental methods

or with the aid of more sophisticated techniques; such as fault tree and

event tree analysis. If the decision maker knoWS exactly what will

happen given each course of action, it then beCoMes a case of decision

making under conditions of certainty and this stage drops out.

4. Integrate'aIl these considerations in order to identify what

appears to be the best option. Making the best .of what is or could be

as
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known at the time of the decision is the hallmark of good decision
making: The decision maker is not to be held responsible if this action

. _

meets with misfortune and an undesired option is obtained

These steps are both demanding and vague; FUlfilling them reqhiti6

considerable attention to detail and may be attbmplished In a variety of
ways; MoreoVer, they may not even be followed Sequentially; if insights
gained at one step lead the decision maker toi,reViie the analysis
performed at a different step. This flexibility has produced a variety
of models and methods of decision making whose interrelation =-are not
AlWays clearly specified.

The opportunity for routiniting and merchandising ese

decision- making procedures led to one of the academic a.d consulting
growth industries Of the 19706; A wide variety of softw packages and
firms can now bring the fruits of these theoretical advance to

practicing decision makers. Decision analysis, the most 'common name for
these procedures, is part of the curricUlUt Of most busineis schools.

Although it has met considerable initial resistance from decision takers
because of its novelty and because Of the explicitness about values and
beliefa that it requites, detision analysis seems to be-gaining

considerable acceptance (t4., Bonczek5.Tlet al., 1981; Brown; et al.,

1974; Raiffai 1968) This acceptance seems, even now, to go beyond What
_could be justified on the basis of any empirical evidence of its0

effitaty. Figure 2-1 gives some examples of the contents within which

decision-aiding schemes relying on interactive
computer systems have been

operating and have-been reported in the professional literature. Figure
2-2 is similar to the summary printo/Orone

such scheme, whith offers
physicians on-line diagnoses of the-causes of dyspepsia.

30
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sic

Accounting -- helping to assess the financial viability Of corporations.

ClihiCal diagnosishelping physicians to decide Whether to perform

diagnostic procedures and how to interpret their results.

Counseling=heIping people to choose Careers or consider having -child:en.

EnergychoOsing where to site tfiergy=producing:facilitiea.

Meteorology;---derivation of'precipitation forecasts;

Military==deciding whether troops are in an adequate state Of,

readiness; preplanning responses.

Petroleum geology"allocation of res6urces for oil exploration.

Pharmaceutics -- helping in monitoring fieti reports in order to decide

whether drugs need to be recalled.

Research and develOpMentdeciding how Lio allocate funds.
=-e

4

FIGURE 2-1 Examples of Operating DecisionAiting Systems
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A

ROTHERMAN AREA HEALTH 4UTHORITY
MONTAGU HOSPITAL

SYMPTOM PROCESSING PROJECT

HISTORY SHEET

UNIT NO. 1 456/89
SURNAME: SMith
FIRST NAMES: John

CLINICIAN: Dr. Gardner

SYMPTOMS INPUT TO: COMPUTER

Male
Age 60-69

Site epigaStrid
Radiation none
Duration 74t1yr
Pattern epfiodit
Pain is moderate
Progress worse

aAggd by food

COMPUTER PROBABILITIES

FUNCTIONAL
cHoupysTitis
DUODENAL ULCER 2
GASTRIC ULCER 76
CA; STOMACH
none Of these

22

0

Relief antacidt
Nightpain press
Nausea present
Vomiting present
Meals: pain immed
Haematemesia taxi
No indigestion
Bowels OK
Micturition OK

BASED ON THESE SYMPTOMS

0 25 50 75 100

If you judge any of the above probabilities
to be in error pleaseadjust them accordingly;

PROVISIONAL DIAGNOSIS if appropriate is--
,

Level Of confidence in this diagnosis.

very tentative
1 2 3

certain
5

The highest probability has been assigned to GASTRIC ULCER;_ If this orany:otherprobability is not in attordance with your own judgementiplease indicate reasons for your tontlusiOns.

FIGURE 2-2 Summary Printoutof a Medical Deeision-Aiding SchemeSource: D. C. Barber And'4. Fox (1981);



BehavioiSi decision, theory (e;gi:Binhorn and Hogarth, 1981; Slovic,

et el.:, 1979; iftIliten, i910).hasAakt*dedlsiOW;.aiding out, of the realm

of mathematics and MerchandiSf.pg infO thS:.realm of behavioral research by

recognizing the role of judgment in st ing problems, and in nreliciting

their components. 'Researchers,tn this field have studied, in varying
I- ,

degrees of detail, the psychologiCal proCissesunderlying these judgments

and the ways in which they c n be imprOved through training,. task,

restructuring, and decision-aid design; A particular' focus has been cn_, .

the identification and eradication of judgmental biases. The research

d estribed"below is that which seems .to be needed to help:behayioeki

d ecision research fulfill this role.

An important development in this research over the last decade has

been its liberation from the methiOistic models of behavior inherited

afrom economics and philosophy; The re-Suit has been more process-oriented

theories, attempting to capture how people do make and would like to make

decisions (e4;, Swenson, 1979); Thios change was iromptedin part by the

realization that mechanistic models offer little insight into central

questions of applications, such as how action options are generated and

when people are satisfied with the quality of their decisions. These

developments are reflected in the research deticribed

There may seem to be a natural enmity between those purveying

techniques of decision analysis and those studying their behavioral

underpinnings, with the utter revealing the.IimitS of the procedutet

that the former are trying to sell; In general, however, there hAt been

rather good cooperation between the two camps; Basic researchers have

.oftendhOten to study the problems that practitioners find most

33
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troubledome, and practitioners have often adopted basic researchers'

suggestions for how- to improve their craft. For example, in both

,commercial and government use, one can find software packages and

dicision-making procedures that have been redesigned in response to badit
research. Established channels (e.g,, conferences, paper distribution
lists) exist for members of this community to communicate With one
another. Many of the leading practitioners haVe doctoral -level training,
usually in psychology,

management science, operations research, or

systeM0 engineering; and maintain academic contacts. Indeed, the
quantity of basic:iesearch had been reduced by the diversion of potential
researchers to applied work, although.its quality may have'benefited fret
being;better focused. Although problems remain, research in this area
has a fairly good Chance of being usefUl and of being used. In addition,
none of the lesearch Issues distUesed.in the following sections appears
to pose any serious methodolOgital difficulties; The conventional

experimental. Methods of the behavioral_ sciences. are suitable for

performing the recommended
investigations.

RESEARCH ON DECISION MAKING

Given the relatively
good communication between decision-making

. researchers and practitioners,
the primary foCtia of the recommendations

that follow is the production of new research, as opposed to its.

distemination t It.seems-reaatinable to hope that the same communication

networks that brought thete applied problems to the attention of

academics Will carry their partial soIutiOna betk to the field. Retearch
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---
on ddtidion making per se assumes that there are general lett-tont; to be

learned froM studying the sorts of itidUSs that recur in many dedision

problems and the responses typically made to them. In fact, the

complexity of real deCision problems is often so great'as to prevent some

lessons from being learned from direct Study.

These'recommendations are cast in terms of research needed to

improve the 08 of computerized aecidlion Aid referred to generically as

decision analysts. :These aids work in an interactive .fashion;

people to provide critical inputs (eg;, the set_of actions that they are

considering; the probability of those actions. achieving various gt.sql,;),

combining those inputs into a recommendation of what action to

repeating the process until users feeilthat they have exhauiited its

possibilities. In order to be .useful, an aid must: (a) deal with those

aspects Of decision making for Witch people require assistance, (b) ask

for inputs in d language compatible. with how people think intuitively

about decision making; and (c) display its recommendations in a Way that

properly captures their implications and definitiveness. Achieving these

goals requires understanding of (a) how people assess the quality of

human performance in decision-making tasks, (b) theAiature of

decision- making. processes; and (c) how people assess the quality of

detiSion=Making processes; both those they perform and those performed

for them. The research described below is intended to contribute to all

three Of.theiie aspects of systems design. It, is also intended to

facilitate the development of supplementary components of

decision-aupOrt systems; such as exercises for improving udgment or for

more creative Option generation.

*35
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In this light, research that contributes to hardware or software

design should alib be a useful adjunct tO,Atik fOrMal or semiformal

decision-making process in which judgment plays a role. Even the devotee

of decision analysis often lacks the time or resources to do anything but

an informal analysis;

Decision Structuring

Decision making is Commonly charaCterized as inVOlving the four

interrelated steps described earlier. The first three of these give the

pr bIem its structure; by specifying the options; facts, and value issues

to be considered 8,4 well as their interrelations. Prescriptive models of

dectsion making eldLotate on the way these steps Should be taken. Most

descriptive theorieS hypothesize some deviation Of people's practice from

a prescriptive Model (PiSchhoff, Goitein, and Shapira, 1981). These

deviations, should, in principle, guide the development of the

prescriptive model. That is, they show how the prescriptive models fail

to consider issues that people want to incorporate in their decisions.

In practice; however, the flow of information is typically Asymmetrical,

with prescriptive models disproportionately setting the tone for

descriptive research.

As a result, decision structuring is probably the least developed

aspect of:research into both prescriptive and descriptive aspects of

decision making (von Winterfeldt, 1980). Prescriptive models are

typically develOped from the pronouncements of economists and others

regarding how pitiPie should (want to) run their lives. or from ad hoc

3n
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lists of relevant consideration . Descriptive models tend more or less

to assume that these prescriptions are correct. Neither seems to have

explored fully the range of possible problem representatiOns that people

use when left to their own devites:

Paying more attention to the diverse ways in which people do make

detigions would enable decision Alders to offer their tlients a yore

,diverse Set of alternative ways in Which they might make decisions! along

with some elaboration on the typidAl strengths_and weaknesses Of each

method; Some research projects that'might serve this end folloW.

o Studies of dynamitistructuring! Allowing for iterations in th0

decision-taking-process! witb4each-round responding to the insights

gained from its predecessors
(Humphrey&and McFadden! 1980). Can people

use such opportUnities! or do they tend to Stick to an initial

representation? Are there initial structures that are less confining;

which should be offered by the aids?

o- Studies of goals other than narrow optimizatiOn. In economic

mOdels! the goal of deciSion Making is assumed to be maximizing the

Utility of the immediate decision. ReceotIy attention has turned to

other goals! such as reducing the transaction costs from the act,of

making a decision! improving trust between the individuals involved in a

decision, making do with limited decision-making expertise! imposing
A consistency over a set of decisions, or facilitating learning from

experience. TheOretical studies are needed to clarify the consequences

Of Adopting these goals(e.g.! how badly do they sacrifice Optimization);

empirical studies are needed to 46e how often people actually Want to

accept them (particularly after they have been informed of the results of

the theoretital studies)

.q1
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o Option-generation atudies. Decision makers can only choose

between the options thei)can think of; Each decision need not be a nevi

test.of their imaginations, particularly be cause research indicates that

imagination often fails. Research can sugg est better formulation

procedures And:genetic options that can be built into decision analysis

schemes (Gettia and Fisher, 1979).

any decision analysis schemes are sold as stand-alone systems,,

to be used by decision makers without the help of a professional decision

`anaIyW. The validity of these claims Should be tested, particularly

with regard to decision structuring, the area in'whith the largest errors

can occur (Fitz, etaI., 1980). Researth could also show ways to improve

ihe stand=aone capability (e.g., with better itittodUttOrY training

packets).

I

Measuring Preferences.

Unless one is fortunate enough to find a dominating alternative, one that

is better than all competitors in all respects,:making decisions means

making trade-offs. ,When one cannot have everything, it is necessary to

determine the relative importance of different goals.- Such balancing
4

acts may be particularly difficult when the question is new and the goals

that stand in conflict seem incommensurable (Eischhoff, etal., 1980).

Dealing with hazardous technologieS, for example, leads us daily to face

questions such as whether the benefits of dyeing one's hiir are worth a

vague, minute increase in the chances of cancer many years hence.

Decision analysis schemes seep to complicate life by making theSe
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inherent conflicts' apparent (McNeil; et al.; 1978). They actually

cc:implicate it when-they pose these-questions in cumbersome; unfamiliar

ways in order to elicit the information heeded by their models- -e.g.; how

great AO'increase fn. your probability of being aliVe in five years' time

'would exactlycompensate for the i.20 probability that you will not

recover fzom the palposed surgery--and does this trade-off depend on

other factors?

Such questions are difficult in part because their format is

dictated by a formal theory or the programmer's convenience; rather than

by the decision maker!d way of thinking. They are alSo difficult be-sla3e

of the lack of research guiding their formulation. Research on th.-

elicitation of values has lagged behind research on the elicitation of

judgments of fact (Johnson and Rikberi' 1977). Although there are many

)highly sophisticated axiomatic scheines for posing value questiond; few

have been empirically Validated for difficult; real -Iife issues. In
_

practice; perhaps the most common assuMitiOn is that decision makers are

able to articulate responses .to any question that la stated in good

EngliSh..

The projects described below may help solve prObletd that currently

are (or shbuld be) worrying practitioners. Some similar needs have been

identified by the National Research Council's Panel on SUrVey-Based
A

MeasureS of Subjective. Phenomena (TUrner and Martin, 198X).

o No opinion. In moat behavorial decision research, as in most

survey research; economics; and'preferento theory, people are typically

assumed to know writ they want; Careful questioning is all that is

needed to reveal the decision maker's implicit trade-offd between

whatever goals-are being compared. The need for some response -is often
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necessary for the analysis to continue: KnoWihg how to-distbVer when
decision makers haveao opinions and how to cope with that situation

_would be of great value. :StudieS of "no opinion" in survey research
_(Schumann and Presser, 1979) -.would provide a useful base to drAW on,
although they often show that people have a disturbing ability to
manufacture opinions on diverse (and even fictitibUs) topics;

o Interactive value measurement. One possible response to
situations in which decition makers' values are poorly articulated (or
nonexistent) is for the Aetabion eider to engage in a dialague with the
client, suggesting

alternative ways of thinking
Abouithe.prObleM and-the,

implications of various possible reacilutions; Although there are obvious
opportOnities for

manipulating responses in such
Situations, research mayshow how they could be minimized; at any rate they may be rendered no

worse than the manipulation inherent in nut confronting the ambigdity
respondents' values; Of particular interest is the question

04' people are more frank Shout their values and less susceptible to outside
pressures When interacting with a mathihe than with another human being;
Again, some good lesdd could be found in the survey

research literature,
partipplarly in work dealing with the power and prevalence ofinteriewereffecti

o Specific topics; In order to interact
constructively with their

clients, should decision alders be able to offer a comprehensive,
balanced description of the perspectivea that one could have on a
problii? The provision of such perspectives may bemnhatited by a
combination of theoretical and empitital work on ha4 people could and do
think about particular issues (Jungetinehn, 1980). FOr example, to aid
decision problems' that involve extended time horitons, one would study

40
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how people think about good and bad.Out-ctidied that are distributed over

time. One migh discover that people have difficulty conceptualizing

distant consequences and therefore tend-to discount them unduly; such a

tendency could be countered by the use Of scenarios that reify.
4

hypothetical future experiences. Medical counseling and the setting of

safety standards are two other areas with specific problems that reduce

the usefulness of decision technoxogies (e.g., the difficulty of

imagining what it. would be like,to be paralyzed or on dialysis,

unwillingness to place a value on human life).

0 SimUlating Values.

is to work quickly through

different parameters. A poisible

One obvious advantage of computerized AY8titS

Calculations using alternative valueL

use would'be to help people

clarify what they want, by simulating the implications of different sets

of preferences ("If those were your trade -offs; these would be your

choices "), both on the problem in question and on sample problems. Work

along this line was done at one time in the Context of social judgment

theory (Hammond; 1971). Completing it and making it accessible to the

users of other decision aids would be useful;,

o Framing. Recent research has demonstrated that formally

equivalent ways of representing decision problems can elicit highly

inconsistent preferences (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and

Kahneman, 1981). BeCause moat decision-aiding schemes have a typical
N4

manner of formulating preference questions, they may inadvertently be

biasing the reaults they produce. This work should be continued, With an

eye to CharaCterizing and studying the ways in which decision analysis

schemes habitUally frame questions.

41
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Evaluatibn

The decision maker looking for help may be swamped by Offers' The range
of available options may run from computerized

decision Analysis routinesto super-soft
decision therapies. Few of these schemes are supported by

'empirical' validation studies; most are offered ty indi;idUalS
with a

vested interest in their
acceptance (Fischhoff, 1980); A comprehensive

evaluation program would help detision makers sort out the contenders for
their attention and to use those Selected judiciously, with a full
understanding of their strengths and limitations (Wardle and Wardle)
1978); Sikh a program might involve the following elekehts:

o Cbllecting and tharacterizins the set of existing decision sid0
with an eye to discerning

common behavorial assumptions
(e.g.; regarding

the real difficulties people have In making decisions; the ways in which
they want to have probieMS Structtited, or thequaIity of the judgment
inputs they can provide to

deCision-making models):
o Examining the assumptions identified'abOve; This might include

qbestions like: Can people Separate judgments of fact frott judgments of'
value? When decision makers are set to act in the name of an
institution, can they assess its preferences,

Unencumbered by their own?
Can people introspect usefully AboUt beliefs that have guided their past
decisions, free from the biasing

iffects'of hindsight?
o Developing methods for evaluating the quality of decisions (such

as are produced by different methods): For example,.7,74hat.weights should
be placed on the quality of the decision process and on the quality of

42
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the ouycome that arises? What level of successful outcomes-should be

expected in situatioils of varying difficulty? -This.work would be

primarily theoretic (Fischer, 1976).

o Clarifying the method's degree of determinacy. To what extent do

arbitrary changes (i.e., ones regarding which the method is silent) in

mode, of application affect the decisions that arise (Hogarth and

Makridakis; 1981)? Similarly,; one would likeme genera guidance on

the sensitivity:of the procedure to changes in various aspects of Cic

decision-making process; in order to concentrate efforts the Most

important areas (e.g.; problem structuring or value elicitation).

Conversely, one wants to know how sensitive the method is-to the

particulars of each problem and user. That is, does it tend to render

the same advice'in all circumstances?

o Assessing the impact of different methods/ oq,"process" variablet,

sycb as the decision maker's alertness to new initormation that threatens

the validity of the decision analysis or the degree of acceptance that a

procedure generates for the recommendation it produces (Watson and Brown;,

1978). Such questioning of assumptions has been the goal of Much

existing research, which should provide a firm data base for new work

(although many questions, such as the first two of the three raised, have

yet-to be studied).

Improving Realism

The simplified models of the world that decision analysis software

packages use to represent decision problems are in at least one key
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respect very similar to the models generated by flight or Weapons
simulators. Their usefulness is constrained by the fidelity Of their
representations to the critical

features of the World they hope to
model. Although there is much speculation

about process effects, it
point& in inconsistent

directions and is seldom substantiated by
empirical studies (either in the laboratory or in operating
organitatitins). Although these topics have been studied very little in
this context; research could draw on Whatever

analogous studies have been
conducted With other kindti of simulatord. Some suggested research topics
Tioflow.

o Hot and cold cognition; Decision analysis schemet are cold and
calculating; and they expect the decision taker to be so as Well. It is
not clear how Well their putative advantages survive when detition makers
shift from "-cold" to "hot" cognition. Such a shift occurs with emotional
invoremtnt; such as might happen when the stakia increase or the topic
is arousing (Janis and Mn,an 1977). The use of decisibn aids for medical
patients pondering possible treatments assumes that decision quality will
not deteriorate in such situations -=or at least no more than it
deteriorates without the aid. An-other such shift involves time
pressures; such as might arise in crisis decision making (Wright; 1974).
Many proponents of decision analytis claim that time constraints actually
enhance the usefulness of their tool; rather than thresten it; arguin
that a quick- and-dirty analysis is often the most cost-effective 14-0, to
use the tiChnoIngy;

EVidence is needed regarding whether this is true;
both when quickness is atitin and when it is imposed..

o COntingency planning. Many of the most important tides of
decision aids are for the sake of contingen-cy planning!' The essence ca
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such planning is anticipating future situations and prescribing the

actions needed should they actually occur. In principle;, replanning

responses should allow a more leisurely and thoughtful a ysis with

better utilization of experts and decision aids than would be possible if

one waited until a situation demanding an immediate response developed.

The/success of such efforts depends on the planner's ability to imagine

advance how various contingenciea will appear should they come oiyout.

actual contingency does not resemble its image, then the

(preplanned) decisions based on that image

such cases, the decision maker must decide

adhere to the plan (and assume that his or

will seem inappropriate.

on short notice whether to

her immediate impress.;

faulty) or come up with a new plan on the spot (and assume that the event

that was anticipated is not the event that occurred). Although the

stakes riding on contingency plans are often very largei we have little

systematic knowledge about the correspond ce between actual and planned

contingencies; Research is needed on <1) when and why situatioN look

(or feel) different when they occur than they did during planning and (2)

what to do when plans made at an earlier time seem inappropriate.

o Overriding recommendations. The moment of truth for the decision

Aid comes when the decision maker must decide to follow its

recommendations or override them. Analogous moments face the tillers of

) most other human-machine systems, suggesting that the study of overriding

would have broad implications. The research questions are When do

people even think about overriding? How valid are the cues that lead

them to do so? How much better than the aid are theit intuitive

judgments? Does protracted reliance on decision aids increase or

decrease intuitive decision-making ability? Existing research on the

4!
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acceptance of computeritid diagnoses in medicine, clinical psyChology,and meteorology would proVide a good basis for thiS research;
o Better displays.

Decision analysts have aboWn considerable
.ingenuity in translating formal decision theory into terms that may beUnderstood by legs sophistitated

decision makers. MOO work needs to bedone in this
area, particularly if decitabn aids are to have stand=alone

capaCity. The features that the models capture are a mixture of thosethat are_eaiy to capture and those that de-Signers intuitively feel are
important to in-clude. Each of the four topics just dedCribed in thIS
section is a factor that may affect the realism of decitIOn aids and, if
so, Should be considered in their design and Utilizatibn. Research
efforts to date have hardly begunsto tap the potential of recent work in
computer graphics for developing superior displays (e.g., to fotilitate
interpretation of how robust a recommendation is by showing its
susceptibility to change with variation in the valUes of the input
parameters). A particular problem is that both quettions and
recommendations typically appear withoUt any IndicatiOn of their
rationale. At a result,

deCision maket0 May have little feeling forWhere the qUeatiOning is leading or how robust the concluding
recommendations will be (or how they can be e*Iained to others).
collaborative efforts might in-crease both the overall acceptance
decision analysis and the realism of its recommendations

When it Is used.

Aiding Diffuse Decisions

Common to most decision-making models is the assumption that decisionsare made by an identifiable individual At an identifiable point in time.

4s
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Clearly, however; this idealizationciften is not realized in praitice:

there may be manyAparties to a decision; some decisions just evolve over

time (or at least are made to seem that way); other. decisions are made by

people-who do not think of themselves as decision makers (e.g.,

supervisors monitoring and directiqg the behavior of subordinates or

systems); some decisions are made by people who are not officially

recognizable as decision makers-(e4., aides to a senior official);

Rather-different form's of revarch are needed to improve decision.ir,Ekirig

in each setting; a number of the are outlined b

Multiperson decisions. Decision theory thods are typict.1

designed to explore and aggregate the beliefs and preferences ol

individual. Due approach to dealing With multiple decision makers

3

is a

computational scheme for aggregating their beliefs and preferences prior

to using them in a common decision model (Rohrbaugh, 1979). TheoretiCal

work has suggested a variety of analytical aggregation schemes. {Although

thisworkshouldcontinueit could be usefully complemented by empirical

studies (using simulations and experimentation) of how greatly'the

results of these various schemes differ and how well they are accepted by

users; Another approach is Go haVe the parties aggregate their -:

perspectives through some structured interaction (Sachman, 1975; Steiner,

1972).-Thia approach, well worked by students of the ris16, shift and of

the Del Phi methods; might benefit from research using computerized

systems that allow participants (perhaps at different sites) to go

through many rounds of interactions with varying,communication channels
AV

and protOcO/s.i For example; wills decisions be reached more quickly and

Adopted more enthusiastically if the parties can chserve visual images of

one another, not just printed summary statements?

47
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o Evolving decisions. Insofar as, decisions represent choices

between alternative courses of action, any decision may be expressed as a_,

statement of action ("I [or we] will dtrX"). Such translation of a

-complex decision process to its procedural itpliCations can have

drawbacks. 'One is that the underlying rationale of an kction is lost,

making it difficult to understand why things are done the way they are,

how to respond to new contingencies; and when it is time to rethink the

whole decision.- A second potential drawback is that thOse decisions that

still have to be made are not addressed directly, leaving Crucial steps

to guesswork (e.g., an operator may be told something to the effect of_

"Figure odt what is going on and then follow steps Si to Sil") A ti

third possibility is that proceduresmay have internal ihtbhaiStenries or

be at crosspurposes, and people either do not realize it or they realize

it but, do not quite know what is. wrong. Systems that add rules over time

may be particularly lorOne'eo this problem (the social security systedi is

an exaMple). Some combination of artificial intelligence, decision
_ _

modeling, and experimental work might help people to diagnose the logic

Of thi systems that they deal with and that thiy are called on to

redesign (Corbin, 1980; Klein and Weitzenfeld, 1978).

Unwitting decision makers. Just as any dteision may be thought

f as an action; so may each action be thought of as a decision. Most

students of dedidiOn making would probably agree with the hypothesis that

people would be better off if they realized the decisions implicit in

their actions, and structured them at such. For example, a supervisor'

contemplating the shutdown of a:,plant because of,a malfUnetion Would make

wiser choices with even 4 rudimentary deCisiorf analysis listing

alj/possible courses of action, iketching out possible constqUences and

8
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contingencies; crudely working through the expected utility of each

action). Such structuring has become part of the training of some

f----medical students. The user Of computerized information retrieval systems

(e.g.; Prestel; Teletext) might be Usefully seen as making a series Of;

decisions (such as: These alteratives are ambiguous--whith gives me the

best chance of getting the information I need? Is it worth my time and

money to use the system onthis problem? Is the answer I got complete

enough or should I keep working?). kUseful way to exploit existing

research would be to translate it into crude aids; adapted to the

conditions and probfems of pai.tiCular work settings (along with an

evaluation of their efficacy).

o Unofficial 4etiSion makers. sentoiefficield in any

;:organizations are too titisy to make:deliberative analysts of the many

decisions they must consider. A.cOmmon (and sensible) defenad 1.1 to have

aides conduct the analysed. Fat this strategem to work; the senior;-.

official must communicate well enough with the aide to ensure that the

appropriate' problem is adtlreated; the ide must communicate well enough

With the senior official to ensure that the rationale behind the

decisionmaking method and the itplitations of itw conclusions are

Understood well enough to hji! tly represented and afforded due

COnsideration. -,C9mmunication problems are likely to be particularly

great When the official must .present the Conclusions to some :larger

public or when the training of official and aide are quite different.

Consider; for example; the difficulties experienced by public officials
a.

enunciating the policies devised by economists or by those of jmnior

executives trying to sell.dectscAnakyaeld711.1rie senior

executivesetterMethods.of cothidpication (and for realizing. the lack
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Of it) would-be a useful addition to the software accompanying any
decision=making method. These methods could apply to the front end of an
analysis training filmsi practice exercises) or after it is
complete (Federico,"et al., 1980).

CONCLUSION

Decision aiding appears to be increasingly viable and popular. A Variety
of softWare packages are currently being marketed and used; each offering.
somewhat different

operationalizatiohs of the basic Model. if their
3promises are not to outstrip their -capabilities, they will need to be

atcompanied by behavorial research regarding how best to design and use
that software; The five problem

areas described in this Chapter
represent topics for which research 10 likely to be particularly useful
and USAbli.

These projects require primarily experiMintal methods, bUilding
the theory and hardware already available. TO be most effectiVe they
need a context that affords ready contact with decision theorifits and
practicing deCiaion analysts. The former can Solve the questiOn4 of
theory to which they are most 641ted; 'the latter can provide access to
their machines (and perhaps to their Clients) and facilitate the
translation frot researcto praCtice.
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III

ELICITIVq_LINFORMATIoN.FROM EXPERTS

Many formal and informal processes in working organizations hinge on the

effective communication Of "expert inforaigtion." Risk analyies may

require a metallurgist to assess the likelihood of a valve's fraCturing

under an anticipated stream or a human factors expert to assess the

likelihood of its failing to open due to faulty maintenance. Strategic

analyses may require substantive experts to assess the growth rate of the

Soviet economy or the proportion of its eXpenditures directed to arms.

Tactical planning in marketing or the military may demand real-time

reports by field personnel-of'what seems to be nappening "at the front.-

Air traffit control typically, requires succinct, unambiguous status

reports from all concerned. Computerized tareer-counieling routines or

Procedures for establishing entitlement to social kenefits assume that

lay people can report on those aspect_ of their own lives about which

they are the ranking experts. The U.S4. Census Bureau make& iiiilap

assumptions when asking people about their employment status, as a step

toward directing federal policies and jobs programs. In product

The principal author of this chapter is Baruchtrischhoff.
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liability trials technical expeits give evidence in a highly stylized

manner.

AiCan'be seen from these examples, experts may talk to the consumers

of their advice directly, to elicitors who then translate what they say

*-
into a form usable by a computer, or to a computer. Insofar as computers

have been designed by people, all of these communication modes assume

some fairly high level of interpersonal understanding. The elicitors

must ask questions that people can sensibly answer. The recipients of

those answers must interpret them with an appreciation of the errors add

ambiguities they may conceal. The quality of that communicat31n is

likely to depend on the novelty of.the problems, the historic level ,

interaction between questioner and answereri'and the quickness yith which

miscommunications produce diagnostic signs. Poor elicitation by air

traffic controllers may become visible vety quickly; whereas employment

surveys may (and have) elicited. biased responses and misdirected economic

planning for years without the error's being detected; Particularly

clumsy elicitation may lead users to reject the eliciting system, thereby

avoiding mistakes but also wasting the resources that have been invested

in its design.

. New research about elicjttation and the translation of Icistitig

research findings into more usable form could benefit a wide variety of

enterprises; -this chapter discusses, elicitation is not a field of

inquiry or application in and of itself, but a function that recurs in

many problems. This creates special difficulties for the accumulation

and dissemination of knowledge about it.
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BACKGROUND

Perhapi because elicitation is a part of many problems but all of none,
it hat; emerged neither as a discipline nor as an area that is seen tp
require special expertise. The typical assumption is that elicitation is
not a particular problem, AB long;Nhings

stay fairly simple and one
uses common sense. The validity of that assumption may not be iilestioned
until some egregious problem has Clearly *risen frOM a particular
failure; When problems arise, the lack of a coherent body of knowledge
may encourage ad hoc solutions, with little systematic testing or
accumulation of knowledge. Solutions are generated frOm the resources Of
those working on a particular problem and viewed from their narrow
perspective.

One reason for aggregating these elicitation issues into a single:
chapter is tp keep them from being orphaned, as parts of many problems
for which there iB no focus of responsibility.

Another reason is to
suggest that there are enough tecurrent themes to generate a Coherent
body of knowledge,

thereby reduelng the degree to which tath'System
k designer faced with an elioiftion problem must start from scratch.

4--Although work may still foCbs on specific problems; conceptualiting thet
in a general way may increase both the pool Of talent they draw on and
the breadth of perspective with which the Solutions are interpreted and
repoitedidause a moron eletent'of these projects is dealing with
substantive experts; their cumulative impact should he to generate a
better underiending-of the judgmental processes of experts.

59'
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fi

e research bpses;fd flIowing projects are sufficiently

71.

diverse that further detailaiare given within each context; In some
4

cases* there is a distint research literature on which new projects can

be, based. In others* the proposed xopic dpes not exist"a& a separate

pursuit, or atleast not within the context of human factors; the

literature cited is suggestive of the kinds of;approaches that have

proven useful in other fields or related problems that might be drawn...on.

0

RESEARCH ON ELICITATION

Ensuring a Common Frame of Referente

. _

7
An obvious precondition for communication is ensuring that elicitor &-

respondent are talking about ihe same:thing. In ordinary conversatio-

the participants have someropportunity for oetecting and rectifying

MiSunderstandings. If ques ons are set down once for all respondents*

then misunderstandings must be anticipated-in advance. Some implicit

theory of potential (mis)interpretations must guide the question

cqmposers for management systems* accident report forms* or automatic

diagnostic routines that rely on expert judgment.

These problems are not, of course* unique to human factors. They are

probably best understood by professionali Whoie central concern for_the

-,
longest periods of time has bein ASking.questions;.these include

anthropologists (Agar* 1980)0 linguistsi_historians (Heater* 1971),

survey researchers (Payne, 1952). philosophers* and some social

60
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psychologists (Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1969). Two general tbnclusions
one can derive from their WOrk Is ilk the Opportunities for
misinterpretation are much greater than most people would presuppose
that the nature of possible Specific

misinterpretations is hard to
imagine intuitively.,

The chances for miscommunication are likely to increase to-the extent
that elicitor and respondent come from different

cultures and have-had-1
).-littfe opportunity to interact. Systems designed,by technical expeitEd

for lay users often fall Into this category, especially when the
elicitation is far removed physically Or temporally frbia the design'
effort. Consider, for example,

a computerized job search program that
requires Unemployed workers to characterize their expert-eh-6i in terms of
one of the 12,000

categoriti.ofthe Dict1-onary Of Occupational
(DOT) code,(e.g.,

handkerchief presser). AlthOugh a considerable

intellectual effort has gone into imposing a Semblance of order on the
world of work, that order may be very poorly

Matched to the Villein which
applicants conceptualize their experience. Indeed, even those Who elicit
such inforMation from job applicants and translate it'izto the DOT code
on a fulI-time basis may have considerable

difficulty. Similar prOblems
may face a ayateM designed to clarify

entitlement to social services or a
computerized system for diagnosifig car or radio --problems

on the' basis of
a tiger's description Of presenting syMptoms. Thest;problems may persist
even with the clearest

display and the most lucid users' manual;
Although the details of each problem are unique, seeing their common

elementS can enable designers to exploit_ a larger body of existing
research and research methods. One strategy is Iite=tUre reviews that

4-make accessible the meth'6-da used by fieldt such as anthropology to
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uncover misunderstandfngs. .Using these methodS with smailasiples of

users'prior to designing systems or in the early stages of deSign could

effectively suggest minor changes or even major issues (such as whether

the system could ever stand

interpreter between it and

4ncreasinkly being used in
1_

rOviiion in the categoris.
:11 ,

alone; or whether it will always need an

sur4e.Y.designi they maik:eveti leado some

the actual user). ,Stith ,strategies are

.

of Justice:DepartmeUC.mtatistitS

_ _th%an:sioile compatible with .the ways id,which.wictims'of crimes. think

elieirexperiencNationai Researc Coun'CiI; 1976).

-Another research strategy is to teview:existing case Studies of

Mishaps (e.g., in diplomacy, survey reAeatth; Tolice work; or softwile

design) for evidence of problems due to-questiOners and respondents

Unwittingly speaking different languages (stooks' and Bailai; 1978). suCh

studies would help establish theojreValente of such problemm and create a:

Stock of cautionary tales for educational and motivational purposes;

A third strategy involves experimental and obServational studies of

groups'of individuals who xegularl communicate with one inother; in

order to see how well they understand one another'S perspectives.
.

Software designers and less educated users; engineers and machine

operators; and market reseatehers and consumers area few such dyads.
16;

The intuitive beliefs of the iliCitors in -each of these dyads regarding

the perspectives of their reapondents might provide some productive

hypotheses and reveal some misconceptions worthy. of correction.

letter ways of elicitingjnformation should also suggest better ways.

of presenting it. Informing and counseling patients about medical risks

is one area in which these problems are currently under'active study (see

Chapter 2).
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.

Matching Questions to Mental Structures

AA presumption of many elltitation efforts is that the respondent has an

answer to Ahy questidh that the elicitor cin.raisa(Turner and Martin

198X). One contribUting factor to this belief Is the fat that elicitors

often cannot accept -htiatiswer7 far An AnSweri'needing.aome best guess at

the answer in order ttiatt on With bUSiness. kiecond contributing

factor may be the tendency, long known to surveyors, for respondents to

offer Opinions on even nonexistent,isstits, perhaps reflecting some

feeling-that they can,, should, or mutt have opiniOns on ever ything. A

thir d. factor may be the elicitors.' (intuitive or scientifit) btidels of

y 8 stht presume store of knowledge waiting to be tapped

whatever question proves most useful to the elicitor (Lindley, et al;,L,

A.979).

Coping with situations in which the respondent has little or no
5

knowledge about the topic in question is dealt with in the next section,

on how to elicit assessments of Information quality. Alternatively, the

respondent may haVe the needed information, but not in the for required

by the question. Whenever there is incompatibility between the Way in

which knowledge is organited and the way in which it is elicited, the

danger arises that the expert may not be used to best advantage, may

provide Misleading information, or may be se044Ad Into doing a task to

which his or her expertise dbes not extend. For exampIei.risk assessment

programs often require the designers of a technical system to describe it

in terms of the logical itterreistionahipa between various components

-4e



(including its human operators, repair people, suppliers; ett.) and to

assess the probability of these~ components' failing at various rates,

perhaps as a function of several variables (Jennergren and Keeney,

1981). Given these judgmental inputs, these programs may perform

miraculous simuIatiOns and calculations; however, the value of such

analySes is Contingent on the quality -of the judgments. The processes by

Which experts are recruited may or may not take into consideration the

need for these special Skills. I some situations. no one may have th;,..

ReSearch designed to improve the compatibility of questions with the

way in Which knowledge is stored abouleFbe guided by substantive the

about that Storage as well as practical knowledge tif.the information,

needed; The citations given here represent different approaches _to '

O

. _

conceptualizing such misthatches between precise queStitina and differently

organized tit Undtganized knowledge. As an example of the kinds of

testable hypothesed thaVemerge from these literatures, consider th

possibility that thy experts experience-the topics of their expertise

one by one, whereas elicitors often need a summary (eig.,,;, of the rate of

target detections by goner operators, the conditional probability of

misreading an altimeter given a partitular.nOmber of hours of flying

experience; the distibtition of hearing deficits associated with various

noise levels); If experts

experience, then they will

are not accustomed to aggregating their

respond differently to procedures that request

,,',aggregate estimates immediately and those that focus first (and perhaps

entirely) on the retail of individuil incidents (Fischhoff andyhtppIe,

1981). This particular research could build somewhat on probability

learning studies or attempts to distinguish between episodic and semantic

otebory

64
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Efforts to design the best reSpbnse mode assume that respondents have
theiknoWledgeithat the elicitor needs, but not organized in the most
convenient form. A mar troublesome

Situation arises when they do not"414

-have organized at'all. /n that case the elicitor's task becomes to
evoke a ofithe relevant bits and pieces, then devise some scheme forU

interpre4pg them. Doing So'first required discovering that incoherence
exist's, w eh may not be easy, insofar as a set of question& may elicit
consistentixeeponsei simply because-it has condistentIY.impoted one 44)2K
severaIpossib4 perlspectived. Although sensitive elicitors may already
be.poking arobhikereatIvely, there are few codified and tested

.

,

procedures: Such procedures:mightinvOlie
eiandard.sets of queatiOns

designed to produce
diverse perspectives, which the respondent would the

integrate to provide a best guess (or set of best guesses) for the
..-

-...

problem at hand; For exiiipleione might always ask ,about ca$e-by-cage
and aggregate estimstga4 In that order. .3uch efforts:tight also protpt.
and be helped by the development

of memory tifildels allowing for multiple;
incoherent representatiObs.

Clarifying Inform-aft-Oh QOplity

Before. taking action on'an expert's opiniOn, one Wants to know hoW good
that best guess is. Great uncertaittY might prompt one to try to uncover
its sources or to take alternative

tinurses "of action (e.g., hedging one's
;4!?:'bets). Although explicit assessmentiof uncertainty are becoming\a

greater part of enterprise! such at risk

weather forecasting (Murphy and Winkleri

analysis (r=Irley, 1977);

1977), and strategic assessment
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(Daly and Ahdriole, 4980), such experiences are rare for most people. As
. -

one would expect in novel elicitation situations; the,,responsea that

people give are not always to be trusted; Assessments of information

quality (or confidence or probability), have been the subject of extensive

research over the last decade (Lichtenstein, et al.; 1982). It has

protuced a fairly robust set of methods for elicItifig uncertainty and a

moderately good understanding of human performance in this regard. The

clearest finding is that people have a partial but not complete

appreciation of the extent of their own knowledge. Most commonly, this

partial knowledge expresses itself,in overconfidence, which seems gli_ze.

impervious to most attempts At debiasing, except for intensive trainin

(Fischhoff; 1982).

Many practical probl.gma.couId be solved in'this area with a moderate

investment in completing the research that has already been started

This research could use the atockipf elicitation-techniques already

available to understand better the 'range and potency of overconfidence

biases, to clarify how worrisome they are; and to determine the most

effective training and how far it can be generalized. Of particular

interest is the extent to which experts are prone to these problems when

making judgments in heir areas of expertise; current evidence suggests

that they are, but is still inconclusive given the importance of the

question (Spetzler and Staei von Holstein, 1975).

The practical steps that can be taken subsequent to such research are

developing and testing training procedures, identifying the least

bias-prone elieitAtion methods for situations in which training is

impossible or.ineffective,; and anticipating the extent of bias with
_ .

different methods and situations iRorder to apply ad hoc corrections.

13(3
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Choosing between these steps and implementing them efficiently will

Irequire a more detailed understanding of the cognitive processes 'involved

inrepresenting and integrating probabilistic information-; Although

-iiiating research covers much of the ground betWeen basic cognitive

psychology and field applications, it has not quite touched bases with

either extreme. Coping with this practical problem might provoke some

interesting thedretical work in the representation of knowledge;

Eliciting Systems

In the examples used in the preceding sections, the knoWledge that

expertswere asked to provide dealt with the components Of some large

system (e;g;, a failure probability, a job choice; a burnout rate). At
_

.times, however, experts are required todescribe the entire system

(Hayes-Roth, et al ;, 1981); Software packages that attempt to elicit

big picture include some of ;ht e! uNed4n-decision structuring, failure

probability modeling '(U.S: Nuclear Regulatbiy%Commission- 1981), mapSri
making, route pIannin; and edOndomic analysiti. once such systems have`.j

been programmed well enough to.liork at all, one must ascertairfthe degree

of fidelity between therepfesentations they produce and the conceptual

or physical Systems they are meant to model.; attempts to develop better

elicitation methOds or to'cope with known limits or errors should fo.iow

(Brown and Van Lehn, 1980); The research strategies outlined below,

based in part on the initial Work already begun and in part on

discussions with trotiblid siptem elicitors, may Shed,Stite light on these

problems; In each case one would want to know whether a Change in
_

67



procedure made a difference and if so, whether one method would be

preferred' in_ some or all situations. Because so littlesystemstic-

zt,

knowledge is AVailAble on'how results may vary with different elicitation'

_A

prodedUteS, geheral4iting the existing research findings should be done

cautiously.

o DeterMining whether formally equivaleni ways of eliciting the

same information produce different responses. For example, a-categOryOf'

events may be judged,differently when considered as a whole and WhCr.

digaggtegated into component categories.

Evaluating the:effectiveness of methods that require more

less "deep",(Or analytical or inferential) judgments about system

operation. For example,, if a process produces a distribution of events

(e.g., failure rates), one could assess that distribution directly or

judge something Abodtthe data-generating process..

o ViallOg the amount of feedback provided about how the elicited

system operates. For example, when a simulation of an industrial process

is designed according to an expert's judgment, it may be run a few-times,

t
just to See if it produces more or less sensible results. The expert

Could then introduce apparently needed adjustments: Such tinkering

should lead to successive improvements in the Modelhowever, it can also

prevent SithdlatiOui from producing!nonintuitive (i.e., surprising.,

ififortative) iesults; It also threatens the putative independente of the

Models created by different experts in areas'such as climatolOgy and

macroeconomics. The convergence of these models! predictions (about the

future Of the economy, for example) is used as a sign of their validity.

In practice; however, econometricians monitor one another's models and

ildjust'theirs.'if they produce outlying predictions'.'
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o Assessing experts' ability to Judge the completeness of a
'represeniation; HOW Well can they tell whether all important components
have been included?

Available_evidente suggests that -obnitideratiOns that
are out of sight are alto ou f mind; once experts have.beg14. to think
about a. model in a-partitul way-; the atteialbili.ty of Other

perspectives is apprecially
tedUced (FischhOff, et al., 1978). If this

is generall true, an elicitor might'try to evoke a variety Of
.perspective's Oh-the system superfiCially before pursuing any in depth '(as
a sort of intra-expert brainstorming).

Estimatihg Numerical Quantities

aCotton fort of Uncertainty is king something about a. topic; but not
a mocess y fact.

,

If that fact is a number (e.g., the umber of tanks an
P

enemy ha -r the percentage of those tankt that are in operating order),
itaybe!POssible to use :the related faCts in a systematit way if one
can :cletisea rUIe or algorithm for composing them (Armstrong, 1977).,

validity,Of such'estImatet dependtnn the spptOpriateness of the
44,fitt, the 'quality -of the component

eStitittAlei aclthe*actUracyof
sir compotitionS0d:

hms can make otherWite
'impenetrable j dgmtjt

and prnyement,

ate 17,40';c4itct;*,ii"
"-=

tubject both to external

systematically update one's

out any component (Singer, 1971).
here are ta

44411006.4._.41gorithtit thinking and
_

-up

'13
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f. algorithm efficaCy as do exist seem concentrated'on the solving of

deterministic logical problems for which all relevant evidence is

presented to the respondent and a clear criterion of success exists;

rather than estimation tasks in which the accuracy of the eleate will

be unclear until some external validation is provided. Like any other

judgmental technique, algorithmic, thinking could be more trouble than it

is worth if it increases confidence in'judgment more than it improves

judgment.

A primary research_.project herd would be to compile a set of

plausible and generally applicable algorithmic strIfegies. Proceai.

-.tracing of the judgmental processes of expert estimators might b;..

source,. The algorithms discovered in the study of logical problem

solving might be another. A aubseqUent project could attempt to, teach

people to use these* algorithms; then; looking at the fidelity with which

they can be Applied; measure the accuracy of their results and their

influence on confidence. The=use of Multiple Algorithms and people's

ability to correct the results of imperfect algoriams are also worth

study The besejiggoriehMsCouid then become part of management

information systems; decision support systems; and the like.
v

Two interpretive literature reviews might provide useful adjuncts to

this research; One would look at work on mental" arithmetic of the sort

required when people must execute algorithms in their heads. Although _

computational devicesilhoW be able to eliminate the need for such

exercises; judges OSYStill becaught without their tools or may use

unwritten mini-alsorl& to Troduce component estimates (once

they've gotten thOkgeneial idea). The second review would summarize;

A form accessible to desIgnersi.theTsychophysics literature on
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stimulus-presentation and response-mode effects (POUltoni 1977). That

literature, ihows the degree of variability in magnitude estfmation that
can arise from "artifactual" changes in procedure (e.g., order of4

alternative presentation; kind of numbers used);

The precedf g
i

engaged in :an

some

4
__A-- ;-'74tahtlhave assumed that elpritor,afui respondent are

nest, unconflicted ittemPt to' prod4Ce a best estimate of

;Detecting Reporting Bias'

quantity r 4elat-.1-OtishIp.'jihen researchldentifies difficulties

one assumei.s mutpal-gobd faith effttt on:rhe part of elicitors and
_experts to eliminate. them. In the real WOrld, hoWeVer, many 'wrong

/answers are delfberate; their producers 6 not wish to have them either
detected pr corrected; If the citations given here are at all

.representative, systematic tiarepresentation has been Of:greatest

interest to those Concerned with the social and economic context within

which behavior takes plate; Such misrepresentatiOnt_May be usefully

divided into two categories., The first includes deliberate attempts to

deceive in order to gain' some advantage. For exAmple; economists

chronically mistrust verbal reports of people's preferences (1.0.0

surveys) for fear that respondents engage in strategic behavior, tryvit.
to "put one over" on the questioner and dietort the survey's results

N
(Brookshire; et al ;, 1976). Some critic& Of survey 'research are even

e_

advocating that respondents do so deliberately So ea*to step the survey

juggernaut (see Turner And Martini 198X), as do some people in

Y.
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organizations who feel threatened by computerized inforMation systems and

wish to see them fail.
a

-1' The second category of misreports reflects cultural or subcultural

norms. In a bUSiness or military unit; for example, optimism (or
_

grousing) may be the norm for communication between members of some ranks

'.(Tihansky, 1976). Or the may be a norm of exaggerating one's wealth or

weight. Those who share the norms know how to recode the spoken word:to

gain a more accurate assessmeit however;, mechanical system.

people outside the culture. may take those reports at face value and

thereby introduce systematic errors into their workings..

Although -investigating misreporting is likely to be quite air

identifying it is part of systems design. One way to start is to review

the relevant literature in fields that have dealt with these questions

(e.g., sociology, economics). A SeCOntrie to erviewexperta off ti-F.!

* _record about how (and how often)..they try to Man ipulate systems that pose

questions to them; A third is to 1:$1t.it4e ongoing elicitations for which
I

it is possibile to validate responses.
',2)

Difficultiesi.onceidentified;,must still -be treated. One method is
t

to institute penalties for miereporting. ,A setond is to Make.C5nsistenty-;40

it
checks to detect ertbrs. A third s to eliminat the reations_for

...

N4;misreporting (e.g.; ensuring confidentiality). A fourth is to cOz4eect

or 0.

.

misreports for known biases. For example,. the Central Electricity

Generating Aoard in Great Britatmdiscovered that it COdld'quite
71,

accurately predct the time needed to return a power station to operation

by doubling the ti-te estimates reported by the chief plant engineers.

One difficulty with suC4adjastments is that people may change their

reporting practices if the find out ahoilt them (Kidd; 1970);
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Reporting Past Events

°Many planning and design activities are heavily guided by reports ,of past'

events, particularly accidents or other failures (Petzoldt, 1977;
i

Rasmussen, 1980); One reconstructs the way in which a syitem should haVe\
_ \

operated, contrasts that With the way in which it 'actually operated, and

uses that coipirison to improve future disign (perhaps assigning guilt.

andenacng_penalties along the Way).

'iisti,ospectiona are inevitably colored by the reporter's, -

knowledge of- what has happened; AS common sense suggests and the

citations below partially document, that COloting can be the source of
.,.

.

need d detail or of systematic distortion. It has been found; for

16xampIe that people seem to exaggerate in hindsi ht what could haVe been

(and was) known in foresight; they use explanatory 6-chtMes so complicated

and so poorly specified as. to defy empirical test; they remember people

as having been'more like their'presefit OelVed than WAS actually the case;

they fail to-remember crucial acts that they'themaelvea perforMed. These,

.probloms seem:to afflick both the garden- iety retrotpections evoked in
_ _

laboratorY studies and Chose of professions historiams, strategic
41,

analysts, and eyewitnesses (Fischhoff; 1975).

One needed project is to make these studies available to those

engaged in eliciting Or Wang retrospective reports; AnothIs to

attempt to replicate thern in hianan factors domains. Of particular
S

interest are cases in which the d4-66tion of bias has been documented
0_________

sufficiently-to allow recalibration of biased retrospections.
\-;

t

In cases
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in which distOrtions are lesa predictable; techniques should bd'aeVeloped

to help experts-reconstruct their view of the situation before, during,

and after the event.' For example, such research may show that people

exaggerate the probability they assigned (or would have assigned) past
t.

events before they occurred by about 20 percent, an the average; That

knowledge may make it possible to adjust retragbetive probability.

assessments, but not to eliminate distortions in the way particular

events and causal links are drawn.

For assigning blame or understanding how an accident, situation lOOked

to an operator just before things started to go wrong, strict:( La..*)

'reconstruction is essential. For understanding how the system actua.4i

operates; one needs to be wary of the danger that experts hive learned

too mu0hfrom a particular event, thereby tiSinterpreting the importance

and generality of the causal forces involved. Generals who prepare for

the_last 'War may.fit this, stereotype, as may the operators of supervisory

,
control systems who respond to each mishap. by ensu=ing that it Will not,

happen again, then rest confident -that the system as a WhOld'id now

fail-safe.

Three research strategies appear to offer some promise for clarifying

these questions. One is to review the reports>of historians, judges,

journalists, d others abouC'how they detect and avoid biases:
: A second

s to do theory-based experiments; 'Poking at how memory accommodates new
. ,

4---Ormation0 particularly to see which.processas,r0 reversible. The
. -

. th d is:Tesearch on debiasi4illidkintat the effect of directly warning
'

e----

people, of raising the stakes rislineCin a decTon, or'ol instructing

them to change the structure of the7task4 one that uses their

' intellectual Skills to better aaViihage.

l'74
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CONCLUSION

Eliciting infortation from experts :successfully is important to a varlet

of systems and organizations: The care taken in-ell-sitation varies

---tgreatly; from detailed StUdies of the elicitation Of some specifid

. _'recurrent judgments, to tarefbl deliberations unsupported by-empirititi

research,-to casual solutionS EVeh thoUgh elicitation is not a

discipline per se; research such as that suggested in this chapter could

focus more attention on it and make a body Of knowledge accessible to

designers. In part, that knowledge would be bOtrawed from related.fieIds

(with suitable translations); in part it would be created express to

solve human factors problems. Some of these projects coUlil be undertaken

in their own right; others would be best developed as part of ongoing
- 4

'projects, with more emphasis on eilcitiOtion than might otherwise be the

case. The interdisciplinary aspect of many projects may generate

interest in hUman factors problems on the part of workers lb other fields

(e.g., memory representation, workplace culture), and their expertise

could contiibtte, to human Factors research.

,7r
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SUPERVISORY CONTROL SYSTEMS

In the past 15 years the introduction of automation into working

environments has created more and more jobs in which operators are given

very high levels of responsibility and very little toxio. The degree of

resptnsibility and the amount of work vary from position to position, but
the defining properties of such jobs are (1) The operaiot has overall

responsibility for control of a systet'thati under normal operating

-' --conditions; requires only occasional fine tuning of system parameters in

order to maintain Satisfactory performance. (2) The major tasks are to

_ uprogram changes in inputs or Contr -routine-6 and; to serve as a backup in

th case of a failure or maifunctid
SyStem component. (3)

Important participation in system operation occurs infrequently and at

unpFedictable times. (4) The time constraints associated with

participation; when it Occurs; cini)e very short,,of the order of a few

seconds or minutes (5) The values and costs associated With operator

decisions Can be veryllarge.. (6) ai;od performance requires rapid

assithilation of large quantitieS of information and the exercise o
_

relatively complex inference proceS66S.

The principal Aiithors of this chapter Are'Thomas.B. Sheridan, BaruchFischhoff, 1-4 (-1 Posner; and Richard W. Pew.
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These kinds of jobs are found in

as chemical plants and nuclear power

control_of aircraft, ships, an-:urban

'remote control syt4ems for inspection

ts. - a -

and computer-aided manufActuring They are involved in medical

2

the process control industries, such

plants. They are involved in the

transit systems; robotic

and manipulation in the deep ocean,

,

patient-monitoring systems and lew enforcement information and control

systems. As computer aids are introduced into military comment and

control systems, such jobs become involved in that area. For example;

the Army- alone currently- has 70 automated

the concept development stage (U. S. Army

or computer-aided systems ,-..t. :c&

Research Institute, 1.;7c).
Tr

11!other services have similar projects under development.

The-human factors problems involved in supervisory control systems

can be cIassifed into five categories;

meters

Elfspiay. In the past these systems have used large arrays of

and gauges orjafiKsituation boards and control panels to display

information; with theggneraI goad of displaying everything, because one

never knows exactIywhat will be needed; Little attention has been paid

to the need to assimilate diverse information- sources into coherent

411 patterns for making inferences sitioIy.and directly; Today computers are

betng Used more and more in the control of these operations; large

display panels are being collapsed into. computer-generated displays that

These developments incan call uptheA0eded information on demand.

pitisica4;technolOgy are pushing human factors engineers to devise better

of-codihg.and formating larie.Collections. of information to
4

titerlitate iqterpretation and tellable decisions by operators.
A

needed are better means of- accessing intermatign, means that

83
L

Also

are'not
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W4..

__ °"..
, ____ _ ,opaque and do not leave operators confused in urgent and stressful

situationa.

2. Command. The emergence of powerful COMputersand robotic devices
tät necessitated the'deveiopment. of better 'command languages;" by Wiith
operators can conveys instructions to a lower-level intelligence; perhaps -
giving examples o hinta4nd providing criteria, or preferences; and doing
it in a communicationMode

that is natural anOdaptable to different
people and linguitire styles.

3. Operator-!ti Model. We also lack Wel174eveloped
methodologies for

identifying he internal conceptual model on the basis of Whiehon
operator attempts to soli e a problem. (This has also been called the
opeiator!st syatem image picturevor problem space.) Incorrect'''

opekattWa mode's can lead to disastrous results, Three Mile
Island);, its obviously a Matter of utmost iiportance for opePatorsof
military command and control systems to acquire

proper _conceptual models
and keep theM updated on moment -by- moment basis in times of crisis.

# re
A.L_Mbikload. We have no goad prigCipiet

of job ,design for
-Operat10118 inupervisory_contrbl systems; it part 'Seca

extremely

involved. They 4d to be highly trnsient; varying frOm4

,

_ 4difficult to measure or tact4late the mental wor

boiing when theWqk is routine to extremely demanding when

t has p4Oved

joht and

action is
.critical. At present thOre is no cOnsensus

dialwhat Mental workioiLd-
*

it, especiaIly.in the fonteXt of supi isory control;

Profitiency and_Errori.i

maintenance are critical In

ip.some sedge unique and is

possibilities; most of

rtailes of traign od proficlen y
_ : - _, ;;-,_:/f.-7

, *
*

this kincl.ofS6peration because tad% sVett is
-. ;..)

drawn ftom an xtretely large set "of

4

, 'or t

z-

.

_which will Ever'occur dur_ng the operating life =.



.

4

_ _

of the,:4yatem. not easy toAnticipate what types, of errors will

occur pr how to tr to prevent them

SUPERVISORY CAROL DIFFE
-

.
This section; adapted ftptii4he'ridad (198

t.aw

and con nista alpng different:applications

systems process c trol,.vehiCle

4,

.---

APPLICATIOgS

provides brief comparisons

of supervisdry control

and manipulators:

groceas crtrOr

6101[1-

. ii- .. ,

The'tAxm process usually refeis.10 adynamitayatem; such 08 4 f _1

t
1 oe-nuclear.poWer. g eraiinvpIlnt or Chemical or oil pi.odudt n,

.

,3
. . ,-

'I4 is fixed ° sp _ando tes ore At less.

__4

, 4 / 5_4410... )ty cpicalloime onsianj_*e op- yman-minutes or hours,._

i 1_ _
,,:.

--'ielapse after a con ti action is: taken before most he, iyateirxe
.6 4i .

#eis complete. ......
.''

j

/ Or
'N ; .-

<-7' -'

Most such_ roCessee-invo

- I

-inmpu:ly.

0
one pla5,0,--to another and it

4azvice,,versa. TYpiCafil smph slystemerVitoIve Multiple person e

and at lea some of Itie people move-from

e structures Withlgirld6 fltwing f

utieof heat tkergy to of act thh

-and multiple ma

.,location of die 45 taa tk---enother. Usually.thet4 is centltarcp4c0._
14

.

room where many. d signalp are displayed and Where;yalvea;upumpai

7 anf other devices_

.11 aT:
k

85
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'.;. Supervisory control haslmer! emerging A.; _an element i prOcees,
'1. _ __

So Ucigil for several decades:- Starting wi th,4e tromechanica 1 controllerst .
'.43,.- ,,._ ..._ i---___!-or control ttetionejhat Could be adjUit44 by fhe_dpergtor to maintain-,..:M.. .

certain variableg withiii-limfir'hote
thermostat,is an example),-5,

.

special,efectronic circuits gradually rep/aced the eIectromechanicel.--

functith such System; th 1 iator can bec-ciat a t of the control
..Y , .

_ -

,S loop by awitOing to manual Contro . Uttrly-Sch control station
-oitpliys both the variable being controlled (e.g., rod* temperattire for

it._ (1,' the"thermottS) an the control signal. (e,g. the flow 'Of
..

heft fi ertenr,
. t-:..z ..ii,

.fabirce). Many such siaPal control devices may'bt iped up in th46.4
,a::'

. ,osr,

control room,-,together with manual switches and Alves, rams I

..-4-dials and retOrding'displeYs,'
end .as many as I,,50alarms or . 40:04*.

-,
4

e

ennunciatbrindom6thst light..dpfo indate what4iant,Narieble.hai
-,1-'

a

star 400---
just one above orbelow limits:' From, diegattekof these: a ar s d.g.i. 4. .

-14
.

5 iir the firtt minute of a_lottilfchblent sent and809-qn the, -

second minute, by recent cent, in a large new nuclea- ppint) the
.

a

operator is supposed; to divine what
, -

The large, geheiJal-purpose- ompdter,

nR., _

le

unfit its way into prOcess
_ _

control. stead of,multiOli, Ande -e lanai

proportional- integral-derivative controlie
.

-....---
--.4

._

-i
computer can _trear_thi set Of Variables as ctOt. arid compute the.

each variable the

control trajectory at-WOUld be optimal (in -ente o digkett, most
'.--ete-f diTfttO, or whatever criterion is important); cause there: are many

. , ..
iety of displ

more interactions the -'0U *Orr of variables,

Lt.: '

°grams th, d'hu4
_

er-contr011er ably mt4dty

.t/1661* and s0e number Agottible adjustment%-
operat fhput

-;

* 4ter thin before.. is dow,agreat erat`ed; since"
Q '



A

the event

complei

lairee Mile Island, to:deve.100 displays that integrate
. ,

atternS of ihfdrmition'and allow thioperator to-issue commands

in a natUrar, efficient, and reliable manner; (

The perm systemata_te-
---_-

..0:

v . _14,
vedtdt is a fapbsi2nahle.wayto discrib4 th' display of Cbinimal ch dYlks of ,-
-1-_-_-_

,- , ,, 1 7(
.fis:: . .,___.-%.:

-..-'i -1U-0- rthadion (using G. A: MillWal4ell-kn iln.417.(1.npil.40,
J.

4./'' 4:17*:iti%meaning about:the cur -rent stateVredior of ya4iables, Uh (..

)been is i; .'. W. ----fp" 1

a .4 .rts

the pest, and,where it is1ike.y to go in thenear

Vehitle Caskrol

f.

Unlike the processes deicribediabbve"
mpve throughsPate at,

--carry*theit0Perliors with them or are tOdtrolled remotely: Vat
:- ;

types of vehidles have come under signifidant eegre?qf 0004vii0pr--
;e- /

control; in last 30 yAarrt
IF

We-might

-71117.,

.a;t(bith spaedraftstecaug-04tiaggsense, their function-A
A

the3simliest: They are laun ed to-perf6rM well-- fined
-
idtions, and

"A , -atheir interaction tdth th -;enVironment,(oth- .,:tha gravity)' 43 nil: Ini

other word , there aree obtatles and no unpredictable _triffi.o_to 'worry

.2e7about: It was spacecraft, especially*.kpoll0,:tbet human oper rs who

were highlyttkiiled t AohtiipOuaqanUal tnoteet .(tes1 pilots:or "Joyi,

stick keys") had t adapt to a cippIeteIy pew- -f getting.
:, /

Informat on from/the vehidle sndlrivfng i'l" hit: new war 43 to
0.the cctputer_. The astr nuts acLto ears to use a'

,.I
-o .,-...

, .
rd.. with programs (different functions appropria4e te_difftrent

s

mission phiSes), nduns (operands, or dfitalto

and ver48 (operationsepr ac bi

ressed'or grace
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, 7

'

Of cIourse, the astr4nauts

continuous contr

vehiClt and:man vered it to accomplish star eightift, thrustb

rendezvpusi and lunar landing. But; as is not4pnerallY r. ted by

stial- performed op--certain number of.

functions. They controlled the orieOtation of the

_

ebtitrol 1,h each of theAei,mOdes was heavily akded. 'Not only
1

were the Ammlnual contrOlhopti theMselves stabilized by electroniCi; but

Also .nonmanuai, Automatic antrOI functions were beyng.stmultineb
.

.

xecuted and 'coordinated With' Whit the astronauts did

1

;

In commercial and military aircrafeAttere has-been mdre and.more
---milAr *

. . .

Iflo
Supprvisory control in the' ast decade oe.tWd.... Commercial pilots are. \

.

sailed flightsmanagprs ,\inptive of the fact that ey'must /Mot".

t it attention among a large number of aeparate,but complex.

cd[iiputer o systems.
'

eed t'he' cost of t4
;W,-;

r%oifof the baiic iirframe. BY M
104

the new jumb Tjets'is, as of

litary, aircraft are taiXtd flying compUtersi.

_-$
r

Ape -it; now far exceeds the'rOst
J__ _ - . , , 4 ,±A-,,,.: .i..

inertial measOrement, 41tatkiteokif ;__
.:- -.I:

a

a

itary.*ircraft,=the computer cineAt

vehicle to iny;lAtitiide longitude; and altitude within afftiLiqoki,
, -

kilimeter. In addition t re are many other supervisory comMa#dithode&
.

intermedi ti between such high=1 vet co,: s and the lo est-gievel
,___ , i

are -.con inuons,
,

controlfof Ailitonsi elevatorsi
. / .

. . .

set,the autopilot tojwovide Visigla/ ofivsMooth command

fixed, `rat'sor. climb "rae 0 follow nuapor can have
. .

slaved to thT, * deurs4 The- autopilot to be set to...

tttude on

signals

..,..4b4ceAteAlt
RP

a new h

t can

CO rfie at '\

the a lel

-4 The pilot can lbck onto radio be

_
aUtO A Ornding In the Lockheed L-1011 for

AipAritakidentiAiabie Ieveltof:rontr
A _PN.of to have !*liable mean's otdifrakfns trout

2

4



-)autothat;ec control modes and reverting to manual control or some

intermediate mode: For example;.:Wben in an automatic landing mode the

pilot can either push a yellow iwiton on the control,yoke or jer the

4yoke back to manually get the aircTeit back under direct control.

Air traffic control poses ifiteresting supervisory ; 1 problems,

for the headways.(spacing) betwe-a-ii aicraft in the of major
- Aki

cotim4cial airports, are getting tighter and tighter, andeff-d-:td_be
4.

sal4 fuelkand t"wa1,51,noise over densely_ populated urban areas,reqUir

more radicaliyaiftollUnd landing tra ries. New computer -based

1.

.....-7

communication aidsivill guppiement p el 1-1.,*erbal communi_ation Zst

pilots and ground controller _ display technolaly will help7Itht.

g_ _ .

..J...: 4'

- .

already overloaded grim ontratlete monitor what li happer4ng:in
, .

*

. . thiee-dimensional space over larg r areal;: rovidingpredictions of:

chllision and:related A!,104: itlfOrmatint. The .CDTc k 4isplay of1 , 3 4. , .1
., sz. ," ..4 0. ,

affic information) is a,new compuber4Ased,eicture* weather, tAraini
0

c ,t+ . i \ V
h as mountains: and tail structuted, course4nfprmiiiOn s c -is 4.

way:.Points, 'radio beaconsadd:mtvkers, and runways and comm light
4.1, ,..

.

pathos as well be poSi-tibt, altitude, edicted
..- - -

---

. -....s# 0-position) sPiL ther aircratt It' es the.p ent on-ground.
,-,

control Jelly Miwsat -the n o iffwhet; Vu vs-;- 44:____ _
.

.

i' t-

,, -

_ _..*

ips nd submarines have haled4otve

84Fe

S

in manual contro
4 .

YeiAS,,hL (6eZ-repiated;both

h calkt :for .0mpuiii, control and

_

le, snit by .the tsar towaq. high

*sten-
. -!

capability, neVer.
4 r

: ay 'time lags prod
-1,

P
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New aiitoptiolh and ,computer-base(display aids; similarto th-dae-1
aircraft, Are now being used in ships.

Mani pU

r
In p, tense, manipulators

ators and Discrete Parts Handling

combine the fUnttiOns of proca'ss Contro4..atd

i xehicle coat l: Thezmanipulator;,base maybe carried. on a spce4fft,
/.

--'''

ts.-,i)

, ,

. ground vehicle, or submarini, or iebase may be fix4)) The fiend
if' --I -.

--

( ri eri-end effettor) is. Aired relativektnthe base iii-Upy three
tr.

tOgrtea ofjransIatin fnd th- a d
'1-

degree of. freedom. for
-

mln;a1a-fingers7oro

apetial

4,,&ensitgi or other funttions.

1
estOfC6iation.

some- hands hake dif
- _

sea of fried

rang;

iianipUlators,are being a

_
lunar movingtahltlesi undersea operatio

industry; The type of supervisory contr-
j

in

actOrding to the applicatidn.

fact

ulting frot

bliti

It may have one

"A-491/Y

Om t0,00000
o

-Aing, 04ittsp

a

ferent

ands zardo4's operations
_

1 ABd ito jAtifIC-A-tion f-

hrl)p-safont tiaradelay in the

oundltrip radio

title "an operator

Cdtitreir)oop ai

ItilistiaSton feom
441

series of 1 retehial movement1 _

.1774time-cotiAllitink?d imioradelcitli.

waits three seconds after e- h4ofca

a direct manual cont

Sher t aticfterref1

0 _-r Y t I. r-ve commands toliompleii_ egments of -a, ,----.,-

C __ -
and iota) ^omputer

having a computer on e moonece

.movement tar locally ',sit! local iens
4,

contra.. They propo this mode superviaory'control.
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10-

gosS

asiclOsialerW "esrtnjomdon would be unimportant, so,

oCsl'controil:VOUldint?oduce actions to deal With

11.Wother iilf-prtite-Ctiou rapidly.

0

otistYes

manipulator

nce of 4pervisory Control to the undersea vehicle

1sO Compe/ling.,There are things the operator cannot

sense or can sense only with, great difficulty end time delay (e.g., the
.

mud may easily be atirred up, producing turbid opaque water that prevents

the video camera from seeing),.so that local sensing and quick re-sponge

maybe more reliable; For monoto taaks (e.g., InspectiOAD

structures, or ship, hulls- or Au eying the ocean bottom to f;na

object) -.the operator cannot remain «lett for long; if adequate artifiti«

sensors could be provided for the key variables, superVisory control

should be much more reliable. The human operator !lay

to do; so that supervisory control Would fiatilitate p

her things

ks to

update ehe computer grogram or itIp the remote device get_
J.

trouble; *final reas n for superviSory control, andoften the most-

acceptable, is that, if ccittitications, pdwer, or other systems tail,

there are, fail -safe control modes into which the remote system reverts to

ite the vehiclILback to the surface TothewiSe render it recoverable._f.

Many of these same reasons for supervisory control Apply-to Other

-uses of manipglators. Probably the greatest current interest in

manipulators is for manufacturing (so-called industrial robots),

Intiuding machining, welding, paint spraying.`_ treatment,,surface

Cleaning, bin cking, parts feedingtv punch' esses, tiandlitil.betw

stranSfer.Lines, assembly, inspection, ilairig and inI4ding- finiihWd

A

14.

units, and warehousing; Today tep- = e aSka such as weldingaed paint"
tK_

'spraying can be programmedis
)

the SUpe v sot', then implEmented With the

4
0 l''

ti ; S I.
*-k 116 (
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41'
I

,
control loops that report-position and velocity; If the partsconvyor

is sufficiently reliable, welding or painting nonexistent objects seldoM

t .occurs; so hat more SophistiCated feedback, involving touch or vision;
A

is usually not required; Manufacturing

be a far more difficult task.

In contrast tO,Assembly line operations; in which, even if there is a

assembly, however,_ has proven to

mix of products; every task is prespecified, in many new applications of
r

manipulators with supervisory control, each new task is Unpredictabl.eto

.considerable extent; Some ekamples are mining, earth moving; building.

construction; building and street clearing and maintenance, trash

collection, logging; and crop harvesting, in WhiCh large forces and power

must be.applied to externalRbjects; The hUtah.-60erator'is necessary tb
program or Otherfiseguide,the manivAIator in some degrees of f 1st, to

Accumodate-eh n?w sitOtiob; iri6ther resptctS Certain
1.,

,characteristic

motions

hand tnort-

trammad andreed only .to be inttiat.edi at the.corr

to remove unhe *tthy dthy I 11U or to

on's- .such' as

dons snajorces,.,

44`y 'caiiities

n.1

rOSUrgerx, the goal is i0

to extend the suyeqp'_s

0 obtalu tissue samples,

stitch: ,Agai , the surgeon Controlt

aome de rees of
____

fre'(e -g;, of; oofiicaI

.18fe),

pressure):

.5

-4

1-'41 CdUterizing
. -;.

g;,-Air r waterautomation r6 role othe '-variables

".."
4P- v7.
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METHOD

a number of limited theories and methods in the huMan factors

lit
co

-

that should be bFouita-to bear oniihe'use of atpervisory

rstems. A great dea emains to be done, hoieve,' to apply them

in this context. The distUssion that follows dealt with live aspect iy of

theproblem. The first con

control. The second discussei-disphtY 8A &ImAticl

erilkurrent forMal models of supervisory

The thiz.-1

takes up Computer.knoxledge-baaed-tsystemskend-their relation to the

internal cognitive model of the operator for on-line decision making

4 /
supervisory control. The fourth deals with mental workload, istiess,

_

research on artPntiOn and resource allocation as they relate to
A

tm)ervisory control. Tge -fifth is concerted :with issUes of hu
,

k-. . . ,i
$ . / systina -refiitbillity, trust, and .tiltinulte authOrity.

1
. 1

tv .

S
,,,,,.

i-
. ,

...

'1>--.

". .. ',..% --i. 44
.2

. ,. ....t c.

6

e

In the area of real=time monitoring and controleloc ntinUoua

proceOlhes, the .optimal control mode/\(Baron'and iuei n, 1969)Atec
.,..

tbe:Perceptualn1Stor; bellaVIOr-of 'el d=loop systcma ving relatively
-_:.-.- , . ,"

_shi.TrpMe\6distanta,i, AF*p;rimefitationion.this topic has' een 1i
` .: 4.14"

,raggestAng that. thi lags of Model may- e broadened t epresent

morritgrtyvl& di
._

ete*cimlontb for in dy namic sygte which
I I)

'

MOO ing SupervisorAcontrol

I)

. ,

in

end

-
trol, is requent (Levisdn'tand, Janner, 19* 71): .There.-are

k 1



attempts_ to extend this w k to-ekplore its applicability in more coMplex./-

_systems (Barrini,itt a.; 1981; Kok-and OOP, 1980),
_

A increating number,of supt
A trol systems can be

represented' by a hierarchy of three ,kinds of interaction (Sheridan;.

1982): (1) a human 1DperatOr interacting with a high-level computeri'(1)
low-level computers interacting with physical entities in the

)

,

environment; ind ( ) the resulting multilevel and muItiloop interaction;
thaving interesting symmetrical P4,eriitt (Figure 4 -1). Since there are
three levels of intelligence (one human, two artificial); the allocation1.

`cognitive snd
tomputational taakc.410-Inng the.ihre 'becomes .Oe9tral.

Using Rasmussen'-1979?'"cattgorizatiOn of behavior into knowledge-based;_ -

e=basedi_ and skill-bised behavior; the operator may assign rUle-based
(e.g.; pattern recognition; running planning and predictive modelsi-

.

organizing) to.the high-level computer ,(Figure 4 -2). -imilarlyi, 1

,

, , ,
-;_.

_. ,_skilbased tatka (fatering; displaftenerationi serVb-contrOl) MiO:be
.. .

assileped.to vat-IOUs iO6-levelcomputett.
The operator mutt conAntrate:-. - . + ,-, , , .

._
.on the environmebtal teas

00aicomptpttr.this attention, Alloc
_

.
)00-

attention amo&five iiSes:' (1) planning whntAo d 'next (2)

or on-line pro

automatin,beha

ssary

Itmilig.of the comptiti m

or of the system for abno
- /

ainin

_ t

ring the (s

terven

4111k

s

e. chg

8

earn g from eaip

"1r

,
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--IrrIMMVP

'

1. Task is observed directly by NrnTril 00-rator.
2. 'Disk is_ observed indiractlY throucl-h lemon,

coinouters;Ind_displays, This SAS_firedbick
interacts with that from within HIS,

3. Task is controlled within SAS automatic Moc%.
4, Task is affected by the Proceilibof being

.i

sensed.

5. Task affecti actuators and in turr; it sf'sid.
G. Human operator directly affeCO
7. Human operato_r_attacts task iridtrrettIV

controls; HIS compaters; and actuators.-Yr-is
control interacts with Own from withi-i

8. Human operator gets feedback yzerri
HIS.

9. Human operator adWstscr:::..
10. Human operator adj&sts chtpla para-r

N

SENSORS ACTUATORS

urea
, -

FIGURE 4-1 Mui

2 -

v-1

nteraction in a SupOxvisory Contro1irstem
4 1

9
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learn
int &rya ne
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teach

plan

Iv+ owl edge-be god
;or
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behavior

skill_
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Di splay and rommAud

Design of integrated computer-generated displays is not a new problem,

and the military services and space agencies have pioneered develo;,menzL,

in thi. area for aircrAfr anci various command and .:_ontrol systems. 13L:t

the technology continues to create more possibilities. wN,.t,-

supervisory control systems need to have fewer displays, not more,

telling them what they want or neeLl to know when they want or

know it. An additional design .:71.71 Is that what opeLaLw..>

need and what they really need may differ.

As computer collabora tors ha'rlma more and more sophisticated

type of display would tell the operator what the computer knows ate:.

assumes, both about the system and about the operators And ... -:at it

intends to do.

An important source of guidance regarding the design of displays has

been and will continue to be the int-i"ve of experienced

operators. The designer needs to know how much credence to give to these

intuitions. Too little attention may mean forfeiting a valuable source

of information; too much may result in inappropriate designs that fit

untested folk wisdom (a pilot's belief in the value of verisimilitude in

displays is an example of the latter problem). Ericsson and SimDn's

taxonomy (1980) of situations in which introspection is more and less

valid Is one point of departure for research. Studies of metacegnition,

oples understanding of their own cognitive processes (as contrasted

with current psychological understanding), are a second (Cavanaugh And

(V7



(:T 7!!-.7 con,:uct,_,(1 thJ

l,350s and 1-?.: (co:,eHer 1968) are P third. "1-.e Rtnalps found thr2;

rhe rnur,-! Df cllac,nor--;^s 7piy

comleN

2rocess,

speech Is bo: avL.e .nd

c - ,erators infrmaticn

ir

vi:`1 !:,.7.7:7.-:f777 or 7.roFra.-tr '...s1c7-3. A more mit.f- -,'777

:ts found in the re. autoniot norimand c77'stcms in aircraft. Giving

co=lnds to a control system 17,7 -7.77.7 .7: 05 .,-., of sy-7750s i- yntax

new gRme for most rsC depends on oRrofuJ

terhno-;ogy tr.--.nfer From c7etr 7rotessio ::_hat is self-paced to cvnamic

control in which the pace i determined by many factors. Naturalless ir

use of such language is also an important goal.

Comand, in many cicum=tances, -1= not a solitary task.

mu=t interr_ict ml:y a .o.o done. This icy

ularlv 7e Y.7 the emorency mean= tht tho

t,.:d'flnical system cannot 1.), trmsl:od to re7ort and respond

an :interacting human system may assume (and perhaps interface with)

apme of te funz.tiorls o.:7 the interact:.-:. system ki:-!c's of

d.nteractor, oossibl r:?queYt*n. t'no

=2ocial kills) onc: communictions.

!.nterzot!_nrF. ore :.cur-F7



.eaturcs of tc.'1%nical systems make such intervention more :Ind ,6

easibie1 How coos huvi.ig oth2:8 around affect operator3'

actions (e.g., are (:,t creative, more risk-averse, more careff_i.
Another question ,J1z. _1.:-es with muItiperson systems is whether one

individual for group) should bcth monitor for and cope with crises. To

mi-dicinc it is not always assumed that same individual has expert
in both diagnosis

and treatment. Perhaps in su2e,:visory control
the equivalent functions should be separAte, and different trai

LLmperament called for in monitoring, and in intetventio-.

Computer. Know_ dge-Based Systems

and the Operator's Internal Cognitive Model

not a new idea that, in performing 3 task, people represent
the task in their heads and calculate whether, given rertin constraints,
doing this will result in that.

Hulk..- Machine Control

uch Ideas derive from antiquity.

in the 1950s the development of the -observer" in control systems theory
formalizec: .s idea. That is, a differential

equation model of the

external noncrolled process is included in the automatic controller and
is driven by the sLme input that drives the actual process. Any

discrepancy between the output of this computerized model of the

environmental process and Clef actual processr- is fed bark as a correction
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to the internal model to force its varfales to be continuously the same

ac the actual r,recess. Then any and all state variables as represented

(observed) in the internal model may iirectly control the

nrocess, if direct measurement of those came vmriables in the actual

environment may be costly, difficult, or impossihie. This Physical

7ealization of the traditional idea of the internal model probably

provked much of the current research in coenitive

Running in fast-time, updating initial conditions at each of a

succession of such calfulationF, the r-odel becomes A "predirtrs1

that provides the operator ith a projection of what will happen under

given assumptions of input (Kelly, 1968). Further crr, 'mpariRons can be

made between outputs of c,uch real-time models run In the computer and

those of the ope,,,l'a own internal model, not only for control but also

for failure de:_ection and isolation (Cheridan, 1981). Tsach has

developed a realization of this ae an operator aid for application to

T".yuebb control (Tsach et al., _1982).

Ideally the computer should keep the operator informed of ,;hat is

as ..vine and computing, Rnri the should keep the computer

Informed of what he or she is thinking.

Cpgnitive Science

In the last several years cognitive psychology has contributed some

theories about human inference that make the application of

knowledge-based systems partin1-rly relevant to cnervisory control.

The idea is that reasoning and decision making consist of the developing

I 00
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ann s?arcSin6 of complex pro'olem spaces (Newell and cereer,

lying one or more iefertnce oceprdures about information
-.Id

i,e-e.'ledge base that -e:,Yesents t'.-)e decision maker's 1,Iner:fenefeA

Lel:nation (Collins and Loftus, 1.075). This similar t,o be.t

Incluslive and less well developed than the internal prnrs
control theorists. Rasmussen's (le:09) qualitative 7.1oc_' ^_ si human

decision making about ;recess control is entirel. ompatIble

ew And, the contribution of specleeis in artificial Intel

concerning knowledge-based systems provldes one way to fmpleeee- e

c--)mputer portion of such humaa-cometer interaction.

A number of human factors pc _ems relate to pe,plsfs =bie_

in Win-, basic workings of a -eeplex system and to update feet .1te.

e..ieending on the current state of the system. Recent ntudies

cognitive processes in skilled operators such as taxi drive

., 1980) or chess players (ChAse and Simon, 1973) be2in to orovide tue

kind of infor-mation that will be needec by human factors designers

evaluating these issues. For example, how can people best be trained to

,ftvelop effective problem spaces? What is the optimi,i1 mix of analog and

dfnl representation? How can the _ompuLer's data base system be used

to air! the individual in developing and updating of such an internal

model? What means can he used to ensure that the current state of tne

model firs with the current state of the system? With what fre:_,ceucy

should a person be interrogated about his nr her current view of the

model to make sure that he or she is still -with it in control of the

system? For hum-n supervision co be really effective, a detailed

understanding of how the human controller grasps a complex system pit any

moment in time and update.-4 it over time is necessary.

1 01
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how can we -'etermine a given operator's interns- cognitive model of n

given task at a Eiven .? One method is to ask the operator to express

ft In natural Langu-Ige, but the 01/7)V;.(JAS difficulty is that each

-,perEltor's expression is unique, r- king it very difficult to measure

di,:crepanc from I-eality or to compare across operators. Verbal

7rotccol technioues (Laiobridge_ 7,97) make r=e of key words and

`.'rations. More formal psychometric techniques (multiattrlbute utility

F.ment, conioint or multidimensional scaling, interpretive structural

modeling, ooll_y capturing, and fuzzy set theory) offer some promising

wpv of telling a computer one's knowledge and values in structural form.

A Likely (and perhaps c..) source of difficulty is a mismatch in

the mental models of a system oe those who design it and those who

operate it. Operators who fall t recognize this disparity are subject

to unpleasant surprises when the system behaves in unexpected ways.

Operators who do recognize it may fail to exploit the full potential of

the system for fear of surprises if they push it into unfamiliar

territory (Young, loiRT). On a descriptive level, it would be useful to

uri,rstand the LoiLepoudence between the mental mnricalc

cperators

^f designers and

as well as to know which experiences signal operators that

rre is a mismatch and how they rope with that information. On a

practical level, it would be useful to know more about the possibility

improving the match of th-ce two models by steps such as Involving

operators more in the design process or showing them how the design

evolved (rather than giving them a reconstruction of its final state).

The magnitude of these problems is likely to grow to the extent that

designers and operators have different training, experience, and

intensity of Involvement with systems.

1 9



Mental Workload

The concept of mental workload as discussed in this section is not LIrcic,e

to su,,ervisory control, but it is sufficiently fmpva taut in this context

to HP inrlfldpd nc n speclai consiceration.

Homan-Xachine Control (This gprtlor i adapted l'rom ShpriA:in

1982 )

L.. last decade "mental workload" has become a concept

controversy, not because of disagreement over whether it is lu

but because of disagreement over how to define and measure ,

ifictions for mental workload are nesertheless being prepared by the

A:r Force, based on the assumption that mental workload ...ensure., will

preclioteither at the design stage or during a flight or other

o--)eration--wneLher an operation can succeed. In other ,-,ords, it is

believed that measurements of mental workload are more sensitive in

anti;:ipating when pilot or operator performance will break down than are

conventional performance measures of the humn-machine system:

At the present time "mental workload" ig a construct Tr miiRt hP

inferred; it Cannot he nhgprvpd Airprtly like human control response or

system performane,-, although it might be defined operationally in terms

of one UL several or C battery of LeDLO. There Is a clear distinction

between mental and physic.:'_ workload: The latter is the rate of doing

10;3
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mechanical work 7-le expending calories. There is consensus on

measurements based on respiratory gases and other techniques for

measurilt physical workload.

Cr paricular concern are situations having sustained mental

workload of __ ,ng duration. Many aircrnZt r...Jsions continue to require

such effort by the crew. But the introdction of computers and

-Thfr) rnn In many systems has come to mean that for long periods of time

operators have nothing to dothe wnrklnarl may he gn low Ag to result in

horr?dom enr4 serious decrement in nlertness. The operator may then

c:enly be exv)ert:-d to observe event: on a ciisplav and make critical

?,:,7g,nents--frdeed, even detect an anormality, diagnose what failed,

take over control from the -;:utomatic 7ystcm. One concern is that the

operator, rot being -in the loop,- will not have kept -p with what is

going on anc7 will reed time tc reacquire that knowledge and orientation

to make the proper diagi.w et. Vi _oke over control. Aaso of ,. is

that at the beginning of the transient the computer-based information

oracue t the operator :me it will take come time even to figure

'row r.ccess and retrieve from the system the needed information.

There have Kenn three nppronolles to measuring mental ulorklonri On.

.-IpT.roech user? the nirrrnfr mnrrifnr-tl,rprc, nvnific ppping riirpprly with

measurements of opprIatnr per qA and (lases workload on A tab.:

time-line analysis: the more disks the npprntnr has to fin per unit of

time, the greater the workloari, This prnviripc a relative index of

workload that rharnrtpri7pp tacit other faptors h.ing equal. It

says nothing Phollt the mental workload of any actual person and indeed

could apply to a task performed by a robot.

1 n



The second approacn is perhaps the simplesrto ,.Sc the

subjective ratings -_ his or her perceived
mental workloaci. Mri

done during or after the events judged. One form of this is a
siugle-category scale similar to the

Coo--;er-Har.; r scale for rating
aircraft handlinp quality, Perhaps more interesting is a three-attrib
scale, there being some consensus that "fraction of total time busy,"
"cognitive complexity," e-d -,motional stress" arc rather differe:':
characteristics of mental workload and tha7- or two of these
large when the other(s) are small. These scam., have been s,c
nilitary services as well as aircrLt

manufacturers. A rriti-'
that people are -lot always go udges4 of their own abili:y

in the future. Sone pilntc may L themselves to be quite cat
sustained effort at a higher level when in fact they er

The third approach is the so- called secondary task or r-::,Pr.t,

capacity technique. In it a pilot or operator is asked to aIloca:,ff

whatever attention is left over from the nrimary task to Tore secondary
task, such 3S verbally generatin random numbers, trackini; a dot on a
sc:2en with a small _y)y stick, etc. Theoretically, the better the
performance on the secondary task; the Less the time ieci,ired and
therefore the 1ss the mental. workload uf the primary task. A criticism
of this technique is that it is inrusive; it itself reduce
atten,ion allocated to the pri.m,lry task and therefore he a

self-contaminating measure. And, in real flight operations the crew may
not be so cooperative in performing se,_ondary tasks.

The fourth an(1 fine: techniquc is resiii a whole category of

partially explored pos,ibilities--the x:se of physiolgical measures
Many such measures have been proposed, including changes in the

Ifs



electroencephalogram (ongoing or steady-state), evoked response

potentials (:the best candidate is the attenuation and latency of the

so-ca 'ed P300, occurring 30G milliseconds after the onset of a

nhalinnginc stimulus), heart rate variability, galvanic skin ie8pon6ej

;,ry diameter, and frequency spectrum of the voice. All of these

prove:: to be noisy snd unreliab'e.

3oth t'cle Air Force and the Federal Aviation Administration currently

raor programs to develop workload measurement techniques for

rcraft and traffic control,

it an operator's mental workload annpars to be excessive, there are

several avenuen for reducing it or compensating for It First, one

should exa-nine the situation for causal factors that could be redesigned

to be quicker, easier, or lass anxiety-producing. Or perhaps parts of

the tusk could he ,pnEs4gned to others wbo ar c less loaded, or the

procedure soul be altered so as to stretch out in time the succession of

events roaring the particular operator. Finally, may be possible to

74-.=e nl' or na t the -nsk to a computer or automatic system.

Cognitive Science

rLant, for purposes of evaluating both mental, wnrklnn

cognitive models as discussed Ln the nrevfous aection, to note that there

has been an enormous change in models of mental processing in both

psychology and computer sc-7,. Tn theft recent panc.r,

Ballard (in pLesb) argue that

FelAman and
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Contemporary computer science has sharpener our notions

is -computable to include bounds on time, storage and n-n.=--

resources. It does not seem unre.able to require tnat

computational mr 1c on, cognitive science be at least 116

plausible in their pocti,inted resource requirement.

The critical rpf,.nnrce that is most obvious is time. Ne.-r..

whose basir compu'. speed is a few M..;&57:

made to account for complex -1-a-4,avlor3 which are carried

few hundred millisernnriq (Posner, 1978). Tale

higher complex behaviors are carried out in lass than -

time steps. it may appeL :hat the problem pnAf,d he

inherently unsolvable anc .at we have made an error

formulation, but recent results in computational comole,,

theory suggest that networks of active computinp:

carry out at least simple computations in the rc:iuired time

range --these solutions involve using L10jF11 ve numbers of ,-nits

and connections and we also address the question of: ilmitations

on these resources.

There is also evidence from exper,:7ental psychology (Posner, 197o)

that the hLman mind Is, at least in part, a parallel system. From

neuropsychological considerations there is reason to suppose that a

parallelism is represented in regional areas of th r,.6 p^2,-i^le for

different sorts fo_ cognitive fund-inns. Fnr example, we know that

different vii maps (Cowey, 1979) underlie object recognition and that

arate porticr of the cortox are involved in the comprehension an:

production of language. We also know more about the role of subcorticai

and cortical structures i, motcr control.

1 0 7
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The ltudy cf mental workload has simply not keT.

advances the conceptualization of the human mind

subsystemr The malority of researcllers of human, w

the inter=eren of complex task with another.

vide nce n the litsratnra that such interference d

this general :interference may account_ for only a sm

w!rian,e in tntpl wnrklnpd Mora import-Ant may 1-)A
J

cognitive systems by two tasks. Tn

1-7inIcs (3978., have recently forclated a theory of a

of facilitation or interference between task

Y,,,tance between ther cortical representation. Th

may be merely metaphorical, since we do not know wh

the actual 1-17,4,n1 .44ct-nnre nr,

relative inter connectivity of cortical area; the la

reasnna"

Viewng humans in terms of engnitive suns.istems

nernentive on mental workload (see Navon and Gophel

Imu.s2,1 for any human task to involve only a single

nccrr n_ any cixpr? location in the brain. Most t

sensory moH,1!Ity, in central analysis systems, and

-stems.. There is need for bash research to underE

separabiiity and roordinatic,n of such cognitive cyst

task anaysts that takes advantage of the nuw rognit

to ask how tasks distribute themselves among differ

Flnr" when performance of different tasks may draw on

system. There in also an obvious connection between

Jrudh and analysis :,finJividual differences o.i5e

1os
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information processing PnrinPpts, and much needs to be done to

Analysis of individual abilities to the ability to -c me -share

within the same cognitiv? system or across different systems (Landman an
Hunt, 1982).

An emphasis on separable cognitive systems does not necessarily mean

that a more unified central con:nlling system is unnecessary. Indeed,

widespread Interference between tasks of very diri:erent types

1980) suggests that such a central controller is a necessary aspec'

human performance. There are a number of theoretical views anc:,

the problem of self-regulation of savior, particularly in sL__

situations. Two principles have . applied by human factors

engineers: The first is that attention narrows under stress. us morc

attention is allocated to central aspects of the task while

attention is allocated in more peripheral or secondary

Sometimes this principle has been applied to posiLions in visual space,

arguing that peripheral vision is sacthied more than central visinn

under stress. The degree to which the general principle applies

automatically to positions in visual space or to allocation of function

within tasks is simply not very well understood--but it should be. A

second principle of the relationship between stress and attention

suggests that under stress habitual behaviors take precedence over new nr

novel behaviors. The idea is that behaviors originally learned under

stressful conditions tend to return when conditions are again stressful.

This view is particularly important with respect to the process of

changing people from one task layout to another. Tf the original

learning takes place under high stress conditions while transition nc..urs

109
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under relatively low stress conditions, a stressful situation may tend to

reinstate the responses learned in the original configuration.

Recently cognitive psychologists have begun to take into account

emotional responses produced under coaditions of stress (Bower, 1981).

One development emphasizes links between individual diff,.caacco in

emotional resnondiug and attention (see Posner and Rothbart, 1980, for a

review). Although it is A highly Rp.rulntive hypothesis at this time

this work suggests that attention may he viaw..A Ac method for

controlling the degree of emotional responding that occurs Anring

stressful conditions. In particular, differences in personality and

te7nerament may affect the degree to which attention and other mechanisms

a7,1, successful in managing stress. These new models relate emotional

responding to more cognitive processes. They have the potential of

helping us ,ulderstand more about the effects of emotion and how it may

anir?p noonitinn and h.ha-sinr stressful cnnelitinns Since this work

has dust begun, there Are few general principles to link the emotional

respons,,s to cngnittnn AR yet. Developments along this line could be

useful for htirian fantnra engineers, particularly those involved in

training and retraining and those involved in mangement of stress under

battlefield conditions.

For the most part, this discussion __as been from the vieiTnint of the

overloaded operator. For much of the time, however, the operator may be

underloaded In the field of vigilance research, which is concerned with

human or in systems in which signal detection is required but the

signals are infrequent and difficult to detect, a kreat deal is known

about exactly what parameters of signal pre...tion affect performance.

The signAl Aptontinn model (nr....n and Swets, 1966) has been shown L,

1;n



useful in analyzing such behavior. ?gain, its applicability ha.'

evaluated in more complex tasks in which signals are represented by Ell(),:f.

complex patterns of activity as would be the case in supervisory cont7,_:1

systems of the types described above.

Human Proficiency anri Culpability, Trust, c:nd Ultimate A..1

Designers of the large, complPx, rapital-intensive hih-risk-Z-'- ' r

systems we have been discussing would like to automate human or-

out of their systems. But they kr,: :hey must depend on them to

program, monitor; step in when fai-CF, occur with the automation,

gerleralize on system experience. They are also terrified of humar

Both the commercial aviation and the nuclear power industr.c:; ,are

actively collecting data on human error and trying to use it analytically

in conjunction with data on failures in physical components and

subsystems to predict the reliability of overall gyaremQ. The public and

the Congress, in a sense, are demanding it, on the assumption that it is

clear what human error is, how to measure it, and even how to stop it.

Human error is commonly thought of as a mistake of action or judgment

that could have been AVe14,444 had the individual been more alert;

a,,euLive, or conscientious. That is, the source of error is conEidered

to be internal and therefore within the control of the individual and not

induced by external factors such as the design of the equipment, the task

requirements, or of adequate training.

Some behavioral scientists may claim that people err because they are

operating open loop -= without adequate feedback to tell them when they

ill



are 411 error. They would have supervisory control systems designers

provide feedback at every potential misstep. linhility litigants

sometimes take a more extreme stance--that equipment should be designed

ko that it is error proof, without the opportunity for people to (begin

t-n) err, get feedback, then correct themselves.

The concept of human _LLUL lleedb to be Pxnmined. The mcmertion that

an error has been committed implies a sharp and agreed-upon dividing line

between right and wrong, a simple binary classification that is obvinusly

an oversimplification. 14,,,^.n decision and action involve a

multidimensional continuum of perceiving, remembering, planning, even

socially interacting. Clearly the ernction of errors in any set of human

response data is a function of where the hniInfiry in drawn. How does one

decide where to drau the line dividing right from wrong across the many

dimensions of behavior? In addition, is an error of commission, (e.g.,

actuating a switch when it is not expected), equivalent to an error of

omiRRion, (e.g., failing to actuate a switch when it is expected)? TS it

useful to say, in both these instances, an error has been committed?

What then exactly do we mean by human error?

People tend to differ from machines in that people are more inclined

to make "common -mnde errnrA," in which one failure leads to another,

presumably because of concurrency of stimuli or responses in space or

time. Furthermore, as suggested earlier, if a person is well practiced

in a procedure ABC, and mnnt nrrnncinnally A o DBE, he or she is Quite

likely in the latter case to find himself or herself doing DBC. This

type of error is well documented in prncemc control, in which many and

varied procedures are followed. In addition, when people are under

stress of emergency theytend more often to err (sometimes, howeveL,
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analysts may assume that operators are aware of an emergency when thoy

are not). People are .1gr, able to -14--ver and correct their own error-a,

which th-v surely do in many large-r-ml.. systems to avert costly

accidents.

Presumably the rationa,e for defining human error is to develop means

for predicting when they are likely to occur And for reA,,r-ing their

frequency (Swain and Gutman, 1980). Various taxonomies of human

have been devised. There are errors of omission and errors of

errnr

Errors may be associated with sensing, memory, decisi-.:1

making, or meter ckill. No man (1981) distinguishes mistakes (w7c1

intention)) from slips (correct int=rt.on but wrong action). DILL

preRent there is no accepted taxonomy on which to base the definition of

human error, nor is there agreement on the dimensions of behavior :::13Z.

should he invoked in fl,11 a taxonomy.

There is usefulness in hnth a case study approach to human error and

in the accumulation of atatiaticA on errors that leaA to accidents. Both

these approaches; however, require that the investigator have a theory or

model of human error or accident causation and the framewnrk frnm _which

to approach the analysis. In addition tnere IR a need to ,understand the

causal chain between human error and accident.

one has only to examine a sampling of currently used accident

reporting forms to r°°14" *he importance of the need for a framework for

anal:,zing human error. They range from medical history forms to

equipment failure reports. None that have examined deals

satisfactorily with the role of human behavior in contributing to the

accident circumstances.
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Furthermore, for accident reports to be useful, their aim needs to be

spec fief There is an inherent ronflict between the goals of

understanding what happened and attempting to fix blame for it. The

former requires candor, whereas the latter discourages It Other

potential biases in these reports include (a) exaggerating 4J.-agg- ra.,.ng n hindsight

what could have been anticipated in foresight; (b) be in unable to

reconstruct or retrieve hypotheses about what -3- happening that no

longer makes sense in retrospect; (r) teloscoping the sequence of events

(making their temporal course seem shorter and more direct); (d)

exaggerating one's role in events; (e) failing to see the internal

logic_ of others' actions (from their own perspertive)_ Variants of these

reporting biases have been observe,, elsewhere (Nisbett and Ross, 1980).

Their presence and virulence in Arriaent reports on supervisory control

systems merits attention.

Tn addition to these fundamental research needs, there is a variety

of related issues particularly relevant to supervisory control systems

tat should be addressed.

In supervisory control systems it Is becoming more and more difficult

to establish blame, for the information exchange hpttip.n operators and

computers is r-cmplex, and the "error,- if there ever was any, could be in

hardware or software design, maintenance, or management.

Most of us think we observe that people are better at some kinds of

tasks than computers, and computers are better at some nth..rs.

Therefore, it seems that it would be quite !l ear how roles should be

allocated between people and computers. But the Interactions are of

so subtle as to elndr. understanding. It is also rcs,,vAntir,nal wiao- to

say that people should have the ultimate authority over machines. but

14
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again, in actual operating systems we usually find ourselves 111 p:--epar,,..

to assert which should have nuthor-ty under what circumstances and for

how long.

Operators in such systems usually receive fairly elaborate training

in both theory and operating skills. The latter is 3r should be done on

simulators, since in actual systems ne most important (critical) events

for which the operator needs craininx, seldom occur. Unfortunately there

has been a tendency to standardize the emergencies (cla.:sic sta.":

engine fire in aircraft, large-break loss-of-cooling arridont in nucIa:

plants) and repeat them on the simulator until they become fix

of response. There seldom is ompha;is on responding to new,

emerence fgis, aires in combination, etc., which the rule book never

anticipated. Simulators would he especially good for such trsinioE_

A frustrpting, and perhaps paradoxical, feature of "emergency'

intervention is that supervisors must still rely on and work wich systems.

that they do not entirely trust. The nature and of their

intervention is likely to depend on their appraisal of which aspects of

the system are still reliable. Research might help predict what doubts

about related malfunctions are and are not aroused by a pot-tic-1er

malfunction= noes the spread of suspicion follow the operator's mental

model (e.g., lead to other mechanically connected subsystems) or along a

more associative line (e.g., mistrust all dials)? A related problem is

how experience with one malfunction of complex system cues the

inte.pretation of subsequent malfunctions. Is the threshold of mistrust

lowered? Is there an uniustified assumption rhat the same problem is

repeating itacOf or that the same information-searching procedures are

neAded?
ping affected?How is the expectation of successful ring
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operAtorR assume that they will have the same amount of time to diagnose

and act? Finally, how does that experience generalize to other technical

systems? Do bad experiences lead to a general resistance to innovation?

A key to answering these questions is understanding the operators'

orsi attribution processes. Do they subscribe to the same definition of

human error as do those who evaluate their performance? gives them

a feeling- of control? How do they assign responciility for successful

and uns,---cful experiences! Although their mental models should

provide some answers to these questions, others may be sought in general

principles of caml attribution and misattribution (Harvey, et al.,

1976).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Supervisory control of large, complex, capital - intensive, high rick

systems is a general trend, driven both by new technology and by the

belief that this mode of control 1.'411 prmviAe greater c.ffiric.ncy and

reliability. The human factors Aspe.Ct-S of supervisory control have been

neglected. Without further research they may well hornmo the 1,nrt1park.

and most vulnerable nr Tnnct sensitive Asprt of these systems. Reseach

is needed on:

(1) Pow to display integrated dynamic system relatimnahipa in a way

that is understandable and ..ccencible. This inr1nriam how hest

to -lim" the computer to tell the operator what it knmwc,

Ass.,,Ans. and inrA.nAs.



How best to allow the operator to tell the computer w1-7
_ or

she wants =,nd why, in a flexible and natural. way.

3) How to discover the internal cognitive model of the

environmental process that the operator is controlling and

improve that ,ngni.:ive representation if it is inappropriate.

(4) How to Aid the cognitive pre,,pas by computer-based knowledge

structu:cs and planning moriels

(5) Why people make errors In system operation, how to minimiv,

the errors, and how to factor human errors into

system reliability.

(6) How mental workload affc,.. human error making in systems

operation and refinement and standardization of definitions and

measures of mental workload.

(7) Whether human operator or computer should have euthoTity urc'cr

what circumstances.

(4) How to coordinate the efforts of the different humans involved

in supervisory control of the same system.

(9) How best to learn from experience with such large, complex,

interactive systems.

(10) How to Improve communication hpttJppn designers and operators

of technical systems.

Research is needed to improve our understanding of human-computer

collaboration in such systems and on how to characterize it in models.

The validation of such models is also a key problem, not unlike the

proble,,, of v=.14At:nz socioeconomic or other large-scale system models.

Tn view of the male of ciTeroanry control systems, 1,1 rsc

collaboration between researchers and AparAmA ApAignArs in the

1 1 t
....N. .46,

r
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development of such systems may be the best way for such research,

mo,4eling, and validation to occur. And perhaps data collection should be

in to the normal -and .bn^rmal--operation of such systems.
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USER-COMPUTER INTERACTION

INTRODUCTION

Electronic computers have probably had a more profound effect on our

society, on our ways of living, and on our ways of doing business than

any other technological creation of this century. Computers help manage

our finannes, checking accounts, and charge accounts. They help schedule

rail and air travel, book theatre tickets, check out groceries, diagnose

illnesses, teach our children, and amuse us with sophisticated games.

Computers make it possible to erase time and distance through

telecommunications, thereby giving us the freedom to choose the times and

places at which we work. They help guide planes, direct missiles, Ruard

our shores, and plan battle strategies. Computers have created new

industries and have

.-

apawned new forms of crime. Tn reality, computers

have become so intricately woven into the fabric of daily life that

without them our civilization could not function as it does today. Small

wonder that all these effects have been described as the results of a

computer revolution.

csntz and Peacock (1981) estimate that the total computer power

available to U.S. businesses increased tenfold in the last decade, and

The principal authors of this chapter are Alphonse Chapanis, Nancy S.

Anderson, and J. C. R. Lic"iAer.
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that it is exoectea to doable every two to four years. According

roust recently nvniln111. ptimatPS (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 19?:1.;.

there are currently nhniir iS million computers, terminals, and electronic

offi,-e machines in the United States_ That number is expected to orny to

about 30-35 million by 1985, at which time r.-.ere will he roughly one

computer-based machine for every three persons employed in the

white-collar work force. Spectacular advances in computer technology

have made this growth possible, decreasing the cost of computer hardy3rP

at the rate of about 30 percent a year during the past few decades

(Dertouzos and Moses, 1980).

Computers are still not as widely accepted as they might be.

study by Zoltan and Chapanis (1982) on what professionals thini- abouz.

computers, over 500 certified public accountants, lawyers, pharmacists,

and physicians in the Baltimore area filled out a b4 -item questioeire

on their experiences with and attitudes toward electronic rornpu`t,rq.

factors emerged from a factor analysis of the data. Factor 7, the

largest in terms of the variance accounted for, is a highly positive

grouping of adjectives attesting to the competence and productivity of

computers, such as efficient, precise, reliable, dependable, effective,

and fast. Factor II, the second largest in terms of the variance

accounted for, is made up of highly negative adiectives: dehumanizing,

depersonalizing, impersonal, cold, and unforgiving.

Still another factor in the Zoltan-Chapanis study indicates

discontent with computers in terms of their ease of "se. The respondents

thought that comp.ters are difficult and complicated and that computing

languages are not simple to understand. These views are apparent in

11 Ci..1_ ihr



their responses to such statements as: "T would like a ce puter to

accept ordinary English statements" and "T would like a computer to

accept the Jargon of my profession," both of which they agreed with

strongly.

The findings of that study are generally in agreement with more

informal reports in the popular press and other media about difficulties

people have with computers and their use. Indeed, concerns about making

2omputers easy to use can have serious economic consequences that may

have to be faced by more and more computer manufacturers. For example, a

small company in California was recently awarded a verdict for

substantial monetary damages because of the inadequate performance of a

computer that the company had purchased (Bigelow, 1981). In rendering

his opinion substantiating the award, the presiding Judge said, "It's a

particularly serious problem, it seems to me, in the computer industry,

rarticularly in, that part of the industry which makes computers for

first-time users, and seeks to expand the use of computers by .

targeting as purchasers businesses that have never used computers before,

1,41-.D don't have any experience in them, and who don't know what the

consequences are of a defect and a failure" (Bigelow, 1981:94).

In Europe resistance to
computerization has taken a somewhat

different form than that in the United States. Television programs

roughly equivalent to the American program 60 Minutes have been broadcast

about the re_el and imagined evils of computers.
Several

countriesAustria, England. France, Germany, and Sweden among them--have

prepared stri rt standards for the design of computer systems and have

enacted federal lawa reetricting hours of work at computer terminals_
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rolatio may soon be in effect in this counti.y.

c'ifficult/ is that current standards and regulations about comi;utn,;

sometimes based on skimpy and unreliable data and sometimes on no da-..6 at

Ail (Rupp, 1981). Whatever their origins, these events and trends are

symptoms of fairly widespread uneasiness and malaise about computers,

their usefulness, and "ability_ No one denies that computers are here

to stay. The important question is: "how can we best design them F:;1-

effective human use?" This chapter describes some of the researnh needeC

to answer that question.

Research needs are identified throughout the chapter. However

desirable it might appear to assign specific priorities to each,

that it is difficult and risky to co so for at least three reas-_,

First, computer hardware, software, and interface design features arc

changing very rapidly (for a summary of the trends and progress in

computer development see Branscomb, 1989). So, for example, tr)

increased availability of modularly arranged components for

microcomputers for personal use, In the office and at school as well as

new networking and communications features allow design improvements to

be made quickly by trial and error. As Nickerson (196.9) has pointed out,

such trial-and-error design improvements can be made more quickly than

they could be by careful laboratory research atudias.

Second, practical considerations are likely to be significant

determinants of what research can be performed. operational computer

systems rarely can be disrupted for research purposes, and up-to-date

hardware and software as well as appropriate groups of users are not

always available. Under these circumstannea it takes great ingenuity to



rnndnrr human factors research on user - commuter interactions that can

produce useful, generalizable rpsnirc_ Constraints and opportImities are

therefore more likely n assigned prioritiPC to dictate what research

is perfnrmed.

Third, there is a Rofinite need for good human factors research in

all the areas discuss, even with the caveat that technology is

changing rapidly and good research is difficult to conduct. With these

qua ificarir,nc in mind, we do provide at certain places in this chapter,

short c,,,maries indicating those research needs that we feel have higher

priorities than others.

THE COMPUTER SYSTEM

Computer systems and their environments have been diagrammed and modeled

in varinlis WAyR- Pivrc. R-1 ill.tratea elements that are important from

a human factors standpoint: the user, the task, the hardware, the

snctwarP, the prc,-Pd,,res, and the work environment. TD he lacy

cluster around what is commonly called the user-computer interface--that

surface that binds the various elements together. Diaerammine

a computer system 4- this way is to a large extent artificial, because

the various elements cannot really be considered in isolation. As will

be apparInt later on, there are interactions among all of them. The

figure is merely a convenient way of structuring and nrgani7ing the

subtopics of this chapter, which are described briefly helnw And treated

in detail in subsequent sections.

9 9



USER
(user characteristics)

WORK ENVIRONMENT

TASK
(task fequiremen)

rTrrrar C_1

UScR-
SYSTEM
INTERFACE

TERMiN
HAR L

SOFTV,J.
(data base)

(cnrrip,:tur r_p9Abillties)

PROCEDURES
(e.g., paper files, forms)
(manuals)
(documentation) I

Import-- --- of Systems

Source: Adapted from Chapmn4c (1987).
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1 The Users Beginning with the users is a natural starting point for

Ary discussion of the human factors involved in computer systems.

Thr1,c4ng on users implies what is sometimes referrer? to As ,user - oriented

design, rather than machine-oriented design. Perhaps the most important

questions about users are "Who exactly are the users?" -What are their

characteristics?" and "How can user requirements be translated into

-sir requirements?"

2 The Task The B Loud element is the tack or the job that the user has

to do with the computer. The oomplpxity of the j-b, the l'inds of

Information the operator needs to pprform the job, and the constraints

under which lobs must be performed Are all relevant considerations in the

human factors design of computer systems. Tack requirements are

discussed in the section on users.

The Hardware Hardware meads Input devices, output display,. and

s± nalino devices, and the work station that the computer operator has to

Use-

4. The Software Software generally refers to the data bases, computer

programs, and procedurAs avAilAhle in a computer system.

5. Procedures Procedures,

under soft-warp.

rnor,101, , and documentation are often included

They are shown separately in Figure 5-1 because the

problems associated with manuals and documentation Are somewhat different

thosr, associated with pro2rammine languages, commands, snd menus.

1:11



1-42nernily pcaking, rr,mputers

a-e found in relatively benign work PnvirnmPnL.

features of the work environment--eyr.pqive glare, noise .t.0

someti7es dirt and vibration-113w' rn he considered in the Ae6isc or

user-computer interface. Since standard human factors r6.nommAnri3rinu

and good engineering practice are usually adequate guides for Aesigning

most work environments in which compute*:; are located, we do not cove

environmental variables in this c ter.

USERS AND TASKS

Computer users today are almost as 1,ari,..d as people in general. Altnough

there have been a number of attempts rn categorize nr classify

users irto various groups or along various dimensions, there is

generally accepted 1.73, of doing either. Computer tacks, by cr-,;:rust, c-n

be rlacsific.d under the same hp.A4ngs as are used in task analyses.

Prnraading from the more global to the more detail" they are jobs,

tackc, and c"ht.sks. According to Ramsey and Atwood (1979),

most of the lirarAture about computer r.rks is at the job level. Some

people think, however, that computer tasks cannot be classified in

isolation; but that tasks interact with users and that the two must be

treated together. Examples are professional programmers deslgnThg

systems, professionals 'icing application programs with command l=nguages,

occasional users using application programs with menus. In ch^rt,

classifying computer users and tasks is clearly in need of systematic

work, and it in treated more fully in the cectiesnc that fnlln reiy

el 9



fn our discussion on the exemplary review of the literature on

human-computer interaction by Ramsey and Atwood (1979), which ..-as

supported by the Office of Naval Research.

Users

At tempts to classify users have followed one of several (pito different

approaches. The fl-st is to ratognri,o ilcerc into more nrlees distinct

groups on the basis of their familiarity n7 cophicriCatiOrl with

computers. This way of classifying use -mss han yielded a largo rolle,t4,-,n

of names. Examples, in alphabetical order, are: racmal tier rc (Martirl,

1973), computer professionaln (Barnard et al., 1981), dedifeared users

(Marti 1973), discretionary users (Bennett, 1979), exper-/en,ed Reece

(Shackel, 1981), familiar users (Ledgard et al, 1981)r first -time ticPrc

(-war 98 L.et al., 11), te general public (Shackel, 1981), general

(Miller and Thomas, 1977), inexperienced users 0,ida et ol., 1978),

naive users (Thompson, 1969); noncomputer sporialicfc (Shank-P.1, 1981),

nonnrogrammers (Martin, 1973), occasional users (Hammond et al., 1980),

programmers (Martin, 1973); reQUlar users (n7ida et Pl., 1Q7R), and

untrained users (Martin; 1971).

Another way of categorizing users has focused more on the iiatiire of

the user's job. This has prnfhlnc.,4 cuch categories as: analysts (S. L.

Smith, 194;1), clerical workers (Stewart, 1974), managers (Eason, 1974),

operators (Smith, 1981), programmers (Martin, 1973 ). ruQQe4 operators

(?-'Art-"n, 197.1); rvic,. personnel (Smith, 1981), specialists (Stewart,

197L), and technical users (Ramsey and Atwood, 1979).



.,:,-, a dItte.,r1T wav o classifying users 1 trms l,l allot

?e:mcnal _Ilaracteristics. Thns, Ramsey and Atwood suggest, obtaining

aur masers ahrlitles, acquired skills, general background (ini_ua

,,>ducatIon), sex, age, atzitude measures, mechanical (perhaps aiso

spatial) aptitudes, vne- hIllary test performance, r Le ,y and lent 11 of

training periods, training scores, cognitive decision style, and kellcral

inte:ligence.

Another classification nF :haracteristics would include data

the :ollowing;

1 Sensory capacities, e.g., visual acuity

2. Motor abilities P eVillc

3. AnthropnmPtT-ir airlg.ncirm hardware design

4. TrItpllpr-r,,A1 r.ppacities, e.g., general intelligence special

Ahilitien 4n nrriPr to evaluate reading levels for infor,1::,ti,-

nrac.nriarl

Tornpri ,,,gnit4ve akills, including familiarity with the Enelish

language

A. Mathematical and logical skills

7 Experience with computers and proficiency in training

Personality, e.g., attitudes toward computers

(19An), ,-ontr.st, users: only di u} tc their

semantic and cyntactic knowledge about computers. This way of

,-.1.c4.Fying users yields the O .f.., W=4.1,4% shown in Figure 5=2.

he riivers.ity ol approaches that have been taken to this problem

indirArPg that we need research understand and identify which of many

1 34



Semantic
yrin1.71,,e3gi.

sa. lot

Syntactic Knowledge

little a lot

naive user data entry
job control
language (JCL)
novices

infrequent
novice user

frequent
professional
user

FIGURE 5=2 Classification of Users According to the Extent of ThPlr
Semantic and Syntactic Knowledge

Source: Adapted from Shneiderman (19110).
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user ....
arAcerisrIrs are impnrfant for soft

rese.qrrh is needed to understand hnw to

cnr.,;rterisrirs inrn terms that can be used in

71r0 sperifirrinnq for APcigners of system software

It is Important to rerognizp tear all 1,epre, whP

seasoned systems prngrammprq nr less axpariennaA use

as newer systems are developed and /n_ pAA*PA. For

(19Rn) 'lac anggatan that wa aee.i En nnnciriar th. n.

,-nTrpiltars as 141.11 as axpart or naive

user behaviors could give us evidence of the furirtio

the range of tasks users can perform with a gi

it takes a user to learn a s3mtpm nr system update

takes a user to pprfnrm a particula:- cask nr soh, W

kinds of errors users make When 1pArning npw Rystpmg

errors are made and hnw nftan thpy are matte nr repeal

adapt to changes in system cnet,-,Pre (rni-inctnesQ) the

r.npPtimP-* and hnw users r=ate subjectively the nut

or product and the systems that perform their set of

WLICLA WC 1VWWt at what is currently known about thc

with the expert user, it appears that the former is

problem solving and is very susceptible to taskstruc

*Upward compatible means that commands and features
version of software are still availshla in a newer 1,7P

newer e slog tea; provide new commands or feature th
e fficient for accomplishing the same ends.
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The expert systems programmer typically interacts with a computer as

routine cognitive skill and is somewhat immune to structural va?-imtions

in the tasks performed (S ee Moran, 1981; Mayer, 19R1). A simple dialog

in the software that is computer-initiated and tutorial in nature is

probably more appropriate for the wL,..abional and naive user, but an

:0-07 rPv4flt-A, user-initiated dialog appears to be more appropriate for the

experienced user. It is clear that we need to gather more data shout

problem-solving c,...egies and preferences across different types of

tasks for different levels of users.

-.Of particular concern is that the research methods used in evaluating

user characteristics for hardware design have 1,pe., used 41:1 avtAi°s

evaluating user characteristics for cnftwar. A esign.

thebe LecaLch methods are appronriere for

It is not known if

evaluating software use or

which methods will provide the most information to Apcignc.1-c. Morn.,

(1981) has addressed this issue in part.

Perhaps the two most pressing research needs in this area-are to find

some meaningful way of classifying nr categorizing users and translating

user characteristics into specifir rernmmendti^ne that be used in

the design of computer hardware, snctusi-p, and An,.mpntati^n.

Tasks

Most computer and human factors specialists agree that a task taxonomy Is

needed and that system deLigners need a set of benchmark tanks to

evaluate hardware /software development and changes. A task structure

provides the rules of :he game tha t dei.es.m.Lue the Lc 2e of actions users

147
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can cannot take (Moran 1981). Tasks can vary in several ways. rhey

,nay ,i) f,Ifill Aiff'.r.nt fnctio-s for the user, e.g., professional,

-.Thr-atinn21, f%r hobby require different forms c):.

JAngn2ge c natural language, BASIC,

performed on different kinds of systems.

COBOL, 0.... A DT
J..r's..E and 3) be

In addition , almost all system designers recognize that the user's

interface with a computer system changes as tasks or lobs chanke. The

user interface includes any part of the computer system that the user

cones 4 contact with physically, perceptually, or conceptually.

user's conceptual model of the system to be used to perform a Riven

is part of that interface. Thus, we also need research to

discover a user's conceptual mode-1(s) when he or she 4'. .1-4--

with the computer.

Models suggested by Moran (1981) involve exp information

pa. Vucoo co ,hat spell out step-by-step the mental operations the user

go through to complete the task app"---4on. These models ueed to be

on a psychological theory of users. example FV specific MOucSo

that describe individual user diffe,e.Leo in understandins calculator

languages is described by Mayer and Bayman (1981).

It would be helpful if a subset of ti.e task taxonomy or benchmark

tasks could in some way be inteerated into the accounting systems of

computers so that system designers could be provided with statistical

data about tasks and users. These statistics on users should Include

information about the user type and systems used as well as errors in

usaize. One example of a keystroke-level mocel for evaluating performance

is described by Card et al. (1980).

1 3 h
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of primary need are systematic studies of the conceptual models of

users when they interact with a variety of hardware and software systems

to An specified sets of tasks, e.g., text editing, numerical problem

solving, or querying data bases. These nrflAip should choose suLLessful

mpth^Aologies for producing results that can be directly applied to

system design, or they should include new methods for evaluating the

interactions of user characteristics with task requirements. Another

pressing problem is the development of a meaningful task taxonomy that

4nrinAs.= ',nth behavioral and cognitive elements for a set of four or five

different representative tasks.

COMPUTER HARDWARE

Computer hardware cannot be designed isolation because the kind of

hardware available on a computer terminal fir-taT-mines in part the kinds of

dicing and the kinds of command languages that can be implemented in the

system. Ideally, decisions about important aspects of computer dialogs

should precede decisions about terminal hardware. In practice, the

reverse often occurs. While recognizing that these interactions exist

and that they are important in design, we A40,-..,0 the human factors

aspects of computer hardware with only passing reference to their

software implications.
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TABU! 5-1 Col; iter liyut Devices With Some of Their Principal Feature: lad %defences

Input Devre

Keyhomrd

Light Fin,

iinhF 6.,

.1 .1

11 %Wu Willi 8

light detecting

tip used to

Li_
ncirimint

opecific point

on a dimplly it

touchtl,

Joptirk--3

venire! Ho'.

to movl

ploy cursor in

e direction

corrTvondIng

Features ReLMUCCO

The vest majority Al past on
I.

devices L.. dealt Alden et al. (1912)

with keyboards. leiaonshle and fairly dettiitd phielinon A.161 (1972)

exist with respect to the phyoral properties of keys and key-

boards andto : 1 eee er extenttheir layout, logical

properties, operating procedure', etc. Guidelines for alpha-

betic keyboard§ ere particularly good, and those for n..-ric

keyrde are reasonable: Function keyk.srds sacIPmbiung. mmalmmac ilium', gYetar

dependent; guideline: can apecify their obvtlicil otooerties

but can only suggest methods and hole prn;Ifilen for fnnafon

oloPinn Intl leyout: Ti !a not deer thot chorded keyboard:

are viable except in highly apeciallted

Light pens an be

lAyA mAIAAlAn
L LA OGAV.LAVISI

used effectively for cursor -1 and

AnLCEICLLITmud construction, and for

graphical dialogs

evidence_

mamas in Ai
.1401 SI WWWWC AH UL

in general, including drawing. There 11

that greeter accuracy msy be poi.'"

OA0AC 6OOAM SAY uALL H A &A0L.AWL
AU

drawing task.. Mode mixing, as by alternating use of light

pen And keyhnArdi ran aignifirantly diarlipt performsnce,

since the light pen must be pi-i-A "p snd replaced with each

interval of use. Continuous us of a 144 pens At hilt

nn fq.mahrsidil y tithode ray tube (CRT) tesinsls

with vertical diaplay surfacea, can be quite Wining.

There hee been no known reeeereh on dosirahla phydral And

logical properties for 1lLht pens.

There are mere ntudiea of the pRO of joystickl. enttin-

nous trackinn teaks, but feu otoeies .1 theic fo; di:-

cult: or conthopui wad oeiecUori or Itit

411. 9, IhAle! thet hpe beet perferme' h.
I_

the mum, light pen, and trackball !

terms of speed, accuracy, or both. Joyetir

times ustd for windowing and Loomn4 coos!

14 0

I In

m 11AL AL AlL.IgLL.II CL GAO A7U/r.

Goodwin (1975)AA

Irving et el, 0976)*

Card et al. (1978)*

togiah et All (190)t

ItY101 it 11. (1976)*



TARLE 5-i Continued

to the direc-

tion of *tick

govpc:tent.

Track"II--a

partinlly ex-

posed hail In $

filod 'Nine ro-

tated by the

!,And grnprally

toed to MOVe a

displayed cqraor

Ina direction

uut,,,ponding

to the, direc-

tion of .nve-

Aent of ball

rotation.

Mouse--a .mall

device rolled

by hand on

surface gen-

erally used to

move A d!MPIATed

cursor in a

direction cor-

responding to

the critrElluu

of ibovement

.L.
kur mvuect

displAva. No Lr.v0,,h on this topic vAJ found, achoogh

the results of tracking etudiea may be applicable here.

Otherwise, no clear recowlendationa for joyatick proper-

ties have ewerged. even with respect to basic laws

like pnmition vermin rate veraue elcelerstion control.

These issues say be fairly task-apoeifie,.

The trickhall appears to be effective for both eimete

And continuous operand
malarfnn Agri graphical input

tarks, and it may yield the hest perfv....,. when graphical

Inputs must be alternated Min keyboard Input. No

empirical data on phygfca! properriem were found, but acme

pinch data are thought to exist in the tracking literature:

Although the souse in not in widespread use, there is

evidence that It Is an irprrivP device for text

selection. No
date are known its phyoical

prope rripmi or Its use in other take.

.1 ill

141

Irving et .1: (1976)*

Card et MI. (1;704

rn (10/11%.,

English et 4/41 tLyur,-



wilily F-1 r..1,1n,AA4nut.r JJ 41.,sucu

Graphical

input tablet--

a fist surface

which detects

the position

end movement of

hand-held

stylus generally

used to generate

drawing vu a

display.

Touch panel--,

a device which

nuorlmu the

ul
IA 1 _

auPty ell J

senses the lo-

cation touched

4 A finger

or stylus.

bee control

Thnabwherle,

suitcheap

potentloweere

Tactile input

devices

Graphicel input tablets ore capable of fairly high

pointing iiccurecv (within G.08 cm, scomding to one

mtnAy). 'Ploy ore rnmannly need for freehand drawing

but may be inferior for discrete .,..lion InpuP "m":

They may also involve a performance deciewent due to

1nu itImulum-nompnnue rnapAtihility when the drawing

surface is from the diepiny surface.

U. ...1.401.m1 skarrnrmArt^a, Asfm Limn. ConnA A.allne withnu CMIALAJ.L.4 1/iaaw4mw. umbo, 600,0

the .ouch panel. While its inherent reaolution Haiti

env precIndo sprinint nee fnr fine diarroto posit :oil And

continuous position input, it feel: natural and Bey

become a moon device be more coarse tociLloning and

elartinn from Hate.

A knee control has I. tiled in vHU

diecrete position input. It le not

otheruitio And area uolagy to see

study for

AlIVOIU IV VC AU use
serious use.

Theme have been atudied prlaarlly outside the computer

nyltomn dnlaln and are discussed in standard human factors

reference aources. Thsy are not often used as input

devices for ifiteractive computer system

Although wise tactile input daVirPO have been proposed,

little boson factor: raleatch hag been done on thee other

thsn that concerned with pinathstics.

i Li 9

English et el. (1967)1
floLalaoc.

(106Q1

Johnoon (1977)

English at Ai. (196))*

Chapenia (1972)*

Noll (1972)



TAW 5-1 Contlnue4

paychophyainlo-

Orel Input

devices

viand printing

for optical

chewier

recogrItien

(or for

Ortry b

typiot)

Hark sensing

Electromyogrephic oignolo hive.ive provided superior perform...,

In gome control teaks to joystick: end other manual control

devices. Dee. of heart rate. keiboard resPonse Istenc7,

electroencepheingraphir input; Or, is technologically

feasible, slthouah sophisticated Input I: not yet achieveble

yin these metho4a, There ACM ethical end legal problems ofp

veil es technological difficultiee. SIgnifi.ant humin firtn"

data were not found with reepoect to computer-related use of

khan& ,M41111411MO-k.CV% %,4 Iftly,U.

The current eteCO of this, technology limit, it: use to rale

tiviii simple Input task:, Even in these there ere problems

Oth different epeakers, nolee, etc. Although optech input

MRS like n very desirable and natural Input erode and Is

clearly preferred °vet other coamuulcation mode: for Interper-

sonal communicntion, it Is not riser whether It mill prove

to be uldely spplicsble for huun eoaputer iateroPtInn "'Int

Very Little inforintion rev found thot would 000lat the de-

signer in ..5.Iting to for vhith epeech Input is appro-

priate or in selecting en appropriate speech input device,

for potion pharlirt.oritie constrained hand printing "A"'"A

rocognitinn (KO input resultO In JAM input ['Leo end evisc

time; high ,,..154tIonerror rates es well, Although simnel

trenscription of ouch data Clearly %auuut be avoided In many

teenel the pi.rv.dIrgnes of evidynes ;u sit. thot direct kid-

hilerd entry yields better perforuanea than printinf, vith e

little prattit , :lam Oen me ere not Amid typlos.

Some error and input rite date On hind printing exists, along

printing
with some Information "An"' the effect of retinue

contreints on input perforate-Ice.

As with hand printing, this fora of ....,Aption resat t1 in

lover Input row then dose prartirad but unskilled tvuint.

Engle error end Input retri del exist: Rey In ollghtly fettle

than cone reined bend printing.

crir, rrti
1.::14,71y . 14

Slock

Maga et ii. (1967)4

Addis (1772)44

Aotdol (1970)a

hounottin and

Anderson (1961)4

Chow!: (1975, 1981)44

Ton (1974)

Angier (1976)4

Devoe (1167)*

Kesterson and Bluth

10v1A1111aly41

LI 51 pith (1967P

uvula (1971)11

pow (1967)4

gulp and Kulp (1912)1



TAM 5-1 concl .ICU

Pervi rartia

To-J-tont

itlephone

kryponrhIng rprfnrimArwm diffprn mIgnifirantir frnm ordinary

typing bernuee of differences in'both'the machine and the

typical data to be keyed. Sono reasonably good data exist
mw.[ rrrrrV. RLla.VIIL11 LAMAn8 MUM C.16.V.1 awlocus

studiee auggest that the touch-tone telephone it a

latiafactory device foi- occanionai Use um U computer terminal,

even by naive computer users. ft seeme clear, though; that

It in net 6 ootlofeetory devite for prolonged interaction

or for significant want; of nonnnmeric

Neal (1970"

Hiller (1974)*

Sith and Goodwin

(1910)

Witten nod Mmdeme

(1977)

*The reference conteini user performance dote or relatively detailed reeulte of controlled experimental

work:

*The ref..,, p.,,,,fite survey or questionnaire Vita or .1----rixes experimental r---I.V .

Source! Adapted fro. ?Aire end Atwood (1979),
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Input Devices

Designers of interactive computer sysrems can select from a very large

number of devices for inserting information into computers. Table S-1,

modified from the work of Pemsey and Atwood (1979), lists 16 different

kinds of input devices, comments on some Of their features, And

ider,r4f4es the principal references to studies of these devices. Since

thesituation has not changer; m8rer4ally since the Ramsey-Atwood

report vas issued, its finings are &till valid.

By far most of the work on computer input devices has been done on

keyboards; the literature is large and varied. Seibel's chapter in the

Van Cot and Kinkade (1972) handbook is a good starting point for anyone

interested in these problems. Ramsey and Atwood reference a numvser of

studies done after Seibel's chapter was written, 8IId there is-a fair

amount of even newer work, e.g., Hirsch (1981) and Hornsby (1981). The

available literature on keyboards is sufficient to answer most practical

questions. This is no longer en area urgently in need of extensive

research.

The situation with regard to alternative input devices, such as light

pens, touch penelc, and hand printing, is different. Most of the work

that has been Anne on these devices has compared two or more iuplit

devices in specific applications. There are not many studies of this

kind in the literature, although Card et el. (1978) did evaluate the

speed and accuracy of four devices for text selection. Recearch is

needed that will lead to a set of recommendations sh,...t the kinds of

145
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Input devices that are best suited to general classes of tasks

text input, input of numerical data, selection of commands and operanris

from displays, discrete positional [graphical] input, and continuous

positional [graphical] input) and perhaps to general cla..e0 of work

environments.

A much more serious concern is that there have been practically no

studies of the optimal design of input devices, except for keyboards.

That is, given that a light per. hprrpt than a keyboard for some

applications, how exactly would one design the best light pen for

job? Research is clearly needed on the optimal design parameters of

input devices other than keyboards.

Voice input to computers deserve special treatment because

does not involve a pbysinal mechanism that the user manipulates as such

and (2) speech as a human output is disrinrrly differe-t from the

movements of fingers; hands, or feet that are required for the activatlon

of most conventional computer input devices.

Speech has a number of characteristics that theoretically make it an

attractive candidate for computer inputs. It is fast, effective,

versatile, flexible, And requires little effort. Moreover, almost

everyone knows how rn talk, so that tra4-4-g is generally unueLew.ary.

One of the principal reasons why speech input is not widely used,

however, is that terhoology 1-1s not been able to provide us with speech

recognition napabiliripg that even begin to approximate those of human

listeners. Nonerhpless , the state of the art is advancing rapidly.

Thprp are now some ve ry good speech recognition devices available and

the1r rApAhiliries are certain to increase greatly in the foreseeable

future,



Although speech has some .44-"list advantages as a medium of

commuriratinn, it is also easy to identify applications in which speech

Input to computers W^nlei not be desirable. Some of these a 11ppcatinns

involve certain kinds of users (for example, persons with speech

iMpediments) others the task (for example, intricate mathematical and

rhemiral enrmulae are not °--41v described orally), and still others the

wnrk environment (speech input is not very efficient in noisy

environments). For more rel'-"- guidance about applications in which

the voice should or should not be used, the only soured. of help are

rernmmendnt4nne comparing visual and auditory forms of presentation (see

Table 5-1).

Table 5-2 and others like it in the human factors literature suffer

from four major defects. _First, the recommendations are oriented more

toward output devices rather than input devicesthat is, they dn not

compare speech with other possible forms of data 4-npute However

Attractive speech may appear as an input medium, some data are available

suggesting that it is not necessarily the solution for al- _4 rnsitinT40

(see, for example, Braunstein and Anderson, 1961). seeond,

recommendations such as those in Table 5-2 are not sporifinallY oriented

toward computer applications. Third, these comparisnna are not

sufficiently comprehensive to be of much use to computer designers. For

example, none of these compari sons rnnsifierc in detail user

characteristics or the work environment in which computers are used.

Some environments have rows and rows of computer terminals in close

proximity. Imagine the babble thAt- might result if 50 operators were

inputting information by voice simultaneously into computers! Finally,

existing comparisons of vision and audition provide information that is
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rr n vague to be of Any TrAPtiPA, IMP tn A Primnutgmr decioner. For-r -o-

example, how is a designer to deride whether a message is simple or

complex?

What we clearly need is a detailed, nomprehencive, and cpiant4totive

set of pondirtnnA under hich speech inputguidelines About the nrenige w

to computers is and is not degirehle. Thacp onifiPlinac consider

the user, the rack, and the work environment in which computers are

located.

Although some very go0A speerh renngnirinn .nanhinac are available

they have some important limitations. First, they all are -'rd

renngnition that is.., they do not ronniriwc. pee-h .

Second, they are capable of resp^^,44,,g only to vocabularies restricted

size. Third, they are user-depe,,A.,.^t, fc...t is, the) must be programmed

to learn to recognize 1.7r, rri spoken by a particular person and will

generally respond accurately only to that person's voice. Speech

rae.c^g,,ition that can respond to connected speech or that are

speaker-independent are well beyond the current state of technology.

Despite these important limitations, speech input to computers can be

clInn.ccf111,,,,, and useful. There is not, however, a good base of research

-dings conditions under which speech recognition machi:es con be

used effectively.even with their limitations. rocKWA. example, how much

useful work can be done with vocabularies of various as

effectively can people be trained to leave pauses between words in

connected speech so that individual words LOU be reco2nized?. Bow

effortful is it to speak while de]iberately leaving pauses between

words? If vocabularies of restricted size must be used, how effectively

can one construct complex inputs with the available Qords? What rules of

4 9



.rammar and syntax must be observed if one is L=0LLicted to

Inc0'n.10ry? What should that v---"1-ry be? The condition

speech recognition devices can be used most effectively is

unexplored area of research that should be vigoronsly

c °9nample of research in the use of voice input to operata A

computer network has been conducted at the Navy PoRtgynAuet

Poock (1980).

Output 1)Pvices

Although teletypewriters and alphanuneric cathode ray rube

are the most common forms of output devices used in rnmpute:

there are numerous other possibilities: plasma displays; li

diodes (LED) and liquid crystal displays; tactile displays;

displays, including synthetic speech; graphical displays; la

and even psyrhophysinlogiral output

these varinus output nevi crag ia aummori,FaA

on Ramsey and Atwood (1079).

CRT nispleys

The sr.?.e of t

Table 5-3. whi

Enough research has been drone on CRT A4splays to support gui4

their docign (nplit?, 19A1; Sh-rtl-ff, 1980). Although the

available A6 not 0n0,,Pr all the q-0-"nns designers may have

a substantial number of them. Most heir "yew.. v.. .4 0. 4 r%4.,,WWW,ALS.G.Wl17

150



TABLE 5-3 Computer Output h-vieee 77th Kom. of Their Principal Features and lefeacmr.

Type of Display frAILUECO References

Refreshed CRT

Storage tube

CRT

plasma.panel

1 1b.krArl. CWILALC4

18.-
1,11M p[Lutc,

The ordinary. refreehed Cathode ray tube (CRT) is currently the

balk computer display. A good deal of data exist

Appropriate Vimml propertlee of CUT dimplay0. Studies that

have coo pared tint' performance using CRT: with perforence

using other display devices, however. do not provide a satis-

factory 14" for seleeilrin derldinnO.

For soe graphical applications, direct-view storage tube:

he preferable to roframhort diardiva. The ntornoe tube

allows very high-density, flicker-free displays but impose'

nignificant constraints on intersalva dialog. Although

inforsation exists concerning the Wile functional advao-

Wes and disadvantages of such di:playa, no opt:Iced date

narronfoo to human factors concerns were found.
r-

Plume panel dlaplaya are inherently "dot" or punctuate

digplayni And ntudien of oymbol generation aethods are

thirmAtInn pvintn on huunnrelevant. Little empirical 1

performance septets of plans displays per se.

Reasonable guidelines exist with rpect to the design of

teictypwriter terilmala, Including both phy.".' .110

functional properttno. gas tho discussion of kiegOirdi

.lip
rakwe. a'1

4

Reaearch on typography 4.1 volusinnun And directly applicable.

RefieorL J1.--1. r.h. 14mm nrinor floor! In enr..n urnilug uxact.LA, 1.41611 AA1IL

Niter output is ocantv but consistent with findings of typo-

graphic renearch (e.g., mixed upper-lower rep. le best for

Shurtleff (nn)*

Steele (1971)

/111M%
VOLULLO tA71V,

6uLuvs and nylon

(1961)a

(1972)1"

Ling (1973)



TARE 5-3 Continued

Laser displays

rAAAin pnunrahonsioni Cuidiolinee ars not known to exist

but could be conetr-^1.AA
with dtiiptue'l eurvey of typographic

researrh literature. We of line printers for
pselidogrephle

displays is common but little discussed in the literature.

Pseudographics is an inexpensive way tn convey simple eraphical

information and should probably be used more widely to hatch

applications.

Reasonable human foctora guidelines with respect visual Gould and Nekritie

propertlee have been proposed; but this displays ere not (1968)

widely used.

peoltoe and horn

/melee
VA.11,141

Tsctile Although r.oa tactile dieplays have been propoled or even Noll (1912)

display,
developed. little human factors researrh his been done other

than that concerned with prosthetics.

NyChOphy610.'

LUAlLes.

diOnleve

Psychophysioloeical input is techaii.elly fusible now, but

pychophysiologicel displays are
.411 & tnnir for

research.

are-&,.. There is conflicting evidence
with L..r..,t to the parfore- Lindia et el. (1961)**

displays ance effects of large-group vireo Individual displays. Seith and nugget.

The main advantage; of lerge-screen dlepleyc are a larger (1965)**

dieplily Area and the existence of ;Ingle diepley that fm

the same for all viewers. Unfortunately, higher
Low,'
display content is not achiveble tr the resolution

limits of existing technology (e.g., light valve display')

and may be oschleash:s in principle, since the large-srreeo

dieplsY usually illtpds a miler visual angle theft an in=

dividuel displey located elm to the um



TABU 5-3 Concluded

Speech and Although apeech output clearly has :any advantages over other
synthetic output :lodes for interpereonal comunicitiont there is essen-
speech tinily no inforistion on the conditions for which speech

would be on .rr..priste cosputer Moot,

Charente (1915, 1981)*

mrhe reference presents survey or questionnaire dots OT susissrilet experimental multi,

**Tte reverence contras user pertorsam
dots or relatively dlitillidm a contrIlled axperisental

work.

Source: Adapted fro; Paley end Atwood (1979l,

3
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supported by research data, and those that are not seem reasonable. The

two most important unresolved questions concern th.. size of displays and

the use of colored displays.

With regard to size churl-10ff (198n) has devoted a chapter tV

questions of legibility as related to display size, but he has nothing to

say about the more important question of how much information can be

presented on screens of various Military applications of computer

displays, for examplp, in rnnkpirc, must be small by ne,eepity. icZnw

small can they be and still he legnsle?

presented on small displays?

How ca.- information best be

The -nnverse problem may occur when many

people must view the same display. In that case the relevant questions

are: Now large can displays be? How can information best be presented

on large displays? These are not Questions relating simply to the

legibility of thir' information

nnec"rIS 'an °' 41Y be

presented on displays of various size; such

resolved on the basis of available data. What is

needed is research - the interactions between display size and the

amount of infnrrnatinn that can

nliactirtric on the

be most effectively presented.

use of color on CRT displays is also still

essentially unresolved. The advantages of color coding for

id-ntification purpc,ees are, of course, well documented, but the

long-term effects of work .h2 with colored CRT displays for data entry,

inquiry, or interactive dialo2 are not known. Although many people RPPM

trs 111-e colored displays, others find them annoying and 2arish. The

scanty research evidence available Secrets to show that colored CRT

displays produce no substantial perfccr:acce beneftrs. More research may

enable designers to make informed decisions about the possible benefits

of color on CRTs versus their cost and o-her disadvantages.
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Id., has been done on displays other than

CRTs Of particular interest are synthetir spperh displays.

Computergenerated speech is now available in a variety of devices, and

the quality of the speech in some of these devices in quite gnnA. The

situations in which computergenerated speech in a vinhle alternative to

visual displays, however, are not known _ Rasic research paralleling

that on speech input is needed to produce defensible recommendations

about applications in which speech output can or should be used.

Workplace Design

Computer displays and input devices are generally assembled into work

stations consisting of terminals, consoles, desks, and chairs. There in,

of course, very large and useful literature on the physical layout of

workplaces (see, for example, Van Cott and Kinkade, 1972), but there in

very little empirical research on work station design specifically for

computerrelated tanks and settings. The importance of these problems is

highlighted hy grP.at deal of litprm ture, mostly from Europe, about

cnmpleinta frcm -,,,rkers using CRT devices (see, for example, Grandiean

and Vigliani, 1980).

Similar complaints from a consortium of labor unions in the United

States were received by the National Institute of Occupational Safety auu



Health (NIOSH) in 1979. The general nature of these complaints was that

employees uQing rRT terminals experienced a variety of symptoms including

hP.a.,hes, general malaise, eyestrain, and other visual and

ancaalacvaleral problems. In response to these complaints NTflsH

aaaaa,taa an extensive investigation of computer work stations in three

companies in the San Francisco Ray area (Murray et al., 1981). The study

aaac4ated of four phases: (1) radiation ---.,rements, (2) industrial

hygiene sampling, (3) a survey of health complaints and psychological

mood states, and (4) ergonomics and human factors apaanapmpnts.

Although radiation from CRTs had long been suspected as a potential

health hazard, the NIOSH study seems to have conclusively ruled it out.

X-ray, altravinlpt, and radio-frequency radiation in all sites and at all

work stations tested was either not detectable or was well 1-,Plow

acceptable occupa rinnnl levels. Similar negative conclusions were

reached about the chemical environment. Hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide,

acetic acid, and formaldehyde levels in and around work stations were not

appreciably different from what one would find in an orainary living

environment.

The results of the survey of health complaints were quite different,

however. They show that operators of visual display terminals (VDT)

experienced a greater number of health complaints, particularly related

to emotional and gastrointestinal problems, than did comparable operators

who did not work with VDTs These findings, accord i ng to the NTosN

report, demonstrate level of emotional distress for the VDT operators

that could have potential iong-term health consequences. The NTnSM study

concludes, however, that it is quite likely that the emotional distress

shown by the VDT operators is more related to the type of work activity
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than to the use of VDTs per se. With the growing number VDTs In our

society, it is clearly of considerable impnrt.nce to establish how much

of worker complaints can be traced tn VDTc And hn,-, to other factors

(Ketchel, 1981; M. J. Smith; 1981).

urgently needs to be investigated.

The NIOSU report hag more to say about the ergonomic and human

factors aspects of the computer workplace than about any other aspect of

computer work. Keyboard hPights, table and chair designs, viewing

distances and viewing angles, copy holders, and other aspects of work

Thic is g research question that

station design all come in for criticism. Computer work stations 4,n

Amerira ApppAr hP as poorly designed as those in Europe (see Grandjean

and Vigliani, 1980; Brown et al., 1982), forcing operators to adopt

strained postures and to contend with glare .'."d generally substandard

viewing conditions (Ketchel, 1981). Although he 4' data fog good work

station design are available, they need tn be assembled 1n a good set of

guidelines specifically oriented toward such design. This aisu appears

to be an urgent research need.

General Problems

Three general problems relating to computer hardware have received almost

no attention: (1) the design of transportable terminals and data, (2)

the design of robust computer systems for military purposes, and (3) the

design of computer terminals for use in unusual or exotic environments;

for example, in moving vehicleR nr under water.
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Specter 1 r advances in microelectroni es have made it ooeeible to

package enormous computing power into small packays. The full potential

of this miniaturization has not yet been realized ol explored, jtie need

human fartnrc research leading to the design and use of transportable

terminals, inoluding input and output devices and data in the form of

cassettes,

Most computer systems are designed for use in benign environments.

As the uge of computers becomes more common in the military services,

data will 11A urgently needed on how to design them for the rough

treatment they are almost certain to receive under operational oonditions.

Vibration, high-g forces, immersion in water, and perhaps other

Pnvirownant.1 conditions affect machines as well as their operators.

Certain input devices, for example, light pens or even keybnards, may be

eiiffioult or i-possible to use when the computer and the nparatnr are

subjected to excessive movement, vibration, nr g forces.

essentially no information about the usability of computers or the design

of computers for use under such condlrinnn, Although this may not be an

We have

immediate problem, it is certain to become increasinglyy

computers are integrated into complex systems for use in harsh, exotic,

or unusual environments.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Software has many different meanings tn computer grinnticto and r o-puter

analysts who develop or use computer programs that inrincla commend

languages, dialog systems, and specialized applications systems with data

5 5.,
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bases. Software Way have original ly been synonymous with computer

nrnoramc hnt in c'eneral snftwArP nnw rnnci t of "thn npnrntinpnl

requir,enc for a system, its specifications, design, and nil

its user manual c and g'" c, and its maintenance documentation' (Mills,

1980:417).

Research in h--an f.ct-rc in software has evaluated the

human-computer interface with command languages, programming languages,

dialog systems, and feedback and error management. Frequently the human

factors studies have emphasized ease of use and ease of learnin2 as well

as efficiency of completing the problem-solving tasks on the computer.

The recent experimental and observational studies were summarized in the

special issue oh human factors in CompucIng Surveys (1981), the IBM

Systems Journal (1981), and in articles in Human Factors, the

International Journal of Man Machine Studies, and Ergonomics. T

a6dition, there are exemplary technical reports, such as Williges and

Williges (1981), Led and et -1. (1981), Shneiderman (1980), and the

proceedings of the Conference on 1211W(2.
4 Computer Systems

(Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, 1982). The more popular

trade magazines, e.g., the April 1982 issue of BYTE, also feature

articles on human factors in software design. Many authors express the

need for additional careful research studies in software design and

rritiri7n many current results as Incomplete anti inroncictnnt,rhin to pnnr

mnthntinlngy, use of snhjert populations limitfld to particular types of

users (e.g., rnllogo ctnriPptc), inatipqnatt. eX9rimpnt 1 designs; and

misuse or poor use of ctnt4ctir.c.

Selleact.r4 ceFu g 4A-14nes for software designers are found in Engle

and Granda (1975) and the recent reports by Willigec nnd Williges (1981)



and Ehrenreich (1981). Although there exist guidelines as well as

selected research studies in human factors issues in software,

considerable research needs to be done in order to provide information of

use to system designers of software.

The reaaaLeh efforts nppApA in hymen factors in software design can

be divided into two areas: (1) methodological studies and (2)

substantive studies of coftware design features for the end user. The

two areas are not always independent, and some research studies require

attention to both. Tn either case we are concerned about human factors

research in software systpma with which end users interact or interface,

not about research in programming language :aesign per se; thin in aarnally

the concern of the computer nrogrammer or systems analyst.

In the methodological area, research is needed on how to develop a

suitable simulation capability for the design of dialog and in*erface

systems. We need to understand how to evaluate present software systems

as well as how to mock up new systems for testing and evaluation with end

users. The choice of dependent variables in evaluating software is not

clear. We know little about how to collect user srairstics on the ease

of learning of new software, how to record errors and complex

response -rime metrics from end users in time-sharing systems, and how to

measure user satisfaction. Research is needed on what components of

usability are most important for different kinds of users and

applications (see McckPl, 1981).

One of the problems in this area is that we don't know how to do

research on these topics. There is no agreed-upon get of 0mpirical

methodologies far conducting research studies about software ice -ae The

studies *hat have been done are frequently context- specific and/or about

1 o
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or two software features and are difficult to generalize and

integrate with other data in the area. .Examples include evaluations of a

given command asking users to translate the abbreviated form into

English, .ff.nry of modifications of conditional nesting structures in

FORTRAN, user efficiency of indentations to locate single bugs in PASCAL.

and modifications in a language used in teaching at the University of

TU1,,ILUo A research program undertaken by a multidisciplinary group at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University by Williees and

Ehrch sponsored by the Office of Naval Research [human-computer

interaction and decision behavior, NR SRO -101} is attempting to develop

principles of effective human-computer interaction, including

establishment of a user's model of command languages. This research is

interdisciplinary and programmatic in nature. Another set of

methodological studies is needed to discover how to develop guidelines

and what kinds of guidelines for software characteristics are most useful

for system designers and engineers; for example, Smith has described his

ideas and progres,. in this area in the proceedings of the ConfereuLe uu

Human Factors in Computing Systems (Institute for Computer Sciences and

Technology, 19C2).

In a substantive area, research is needed to understand the control

of users' input accuracy through "clever" or "novel" feedback during

actual user experiences as well as what the "format structures" be

for providing fpPrihark on Prrnrg that users make. Data reeds to re

rn110r"-" on how bast to provide effective error correction f."" ures,

help messages, and what range of default procedures should be provided to

'4d user eff4n4ency. T2.n, need research to evaluate how important feedback

and system response time are for improving user effini.ency or ease of
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use. There is a need for methodoingy and quantification of user ease and

efficiency. At preselt, studies evaluate different types of commands in

a laboratory rather than in r-Al-ue .ettingc, and it is not clear that

the most effective commands in the laboratory are applirAble. in applied

system uses. We need informs,i-,n on what length of commands (one, two,

or three words) or how many f...r.ter only one and wait for system -espouse

or enter six at once) are preferred by casual users rather than expert

software programmers.

variety of studies are needed in order to evaluate how best to

develop natural language dialog systems and in particular what kinds of

language-based models of human communication are most appropriate for

commands in operating systems, editing systems, knowledge-based systems

and query systems for human computer interactions (e.g., Reisner, 1981).

Additional researh is needed to 'understand how to develop

knowledge-based systems for a variety of users. Vnowledge-based systems

are developed by a formulation of the application problem, designing and

constructing the knowledge base of expertise., developing schemes of

inference, search, or problem solving. winning the confidence of experts,

and evaluating the programs for production versions. Examples nf

knowledge based systems, frequently referred to as expert sy,$Lems,

assisring users in such tasks as: (1) deducing moleculsr

structures from the outpt't of mass spectrometers, (2) advising when and

where to drill for ore, and (3) diagnosing blood infections. it should

be noted that there are three different kinds of end users of these

systems, only the first of which is a user in a conventional Informati-Ai

retrieval system: (1) in getting answers to problems, the user as

client, (2) in improving the system's knowledge, the user as a tutor, and

1
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(3) in harvesting the knowledge base, the user as pupil. A summary of

repent research related o knowledge-based or expert systems can be found

in T. C. Smith (19Rn). Some of the major features of these systems,

the schemes of inference or prnhlem-golving approaches used in

defining nrructuren for the knowledge bases, are reviewed by Feigenbaum

(197P).

A recently developed specialty is software Annnninteri with nperiAl

grapni,c licp1ayc At present the development of both hardware and

software fnr graphics use are At the gadget stage. WP need to know how

t^ design software modules fnr graphics use, what modules are hest for

various graphics features in AAAitinn to pnintn, linen, and rirrleg, and

how to mix keyboard and pen inputs in ways other than up and down a nun

and drwing pad devices. Most graphic software has hierarchical levels

for command use; it ic ,unknown if AiffereAt levels are needed or how many

ArA. needed and which comWands are beet to use at each level. pcn, the

best ways for interacting among the hierarchically nrAaraA laualc of

commands for draw and edit and the .01110A fnr terminating are unknown,

We need more information about what 4.-nnA, menus, and sper.ial symbols

should he used in creating grAphir.c. Methods have been developed for

partitioning a display screen into multiple, sometimes overlapping

windows, each monitoring an independent pr,,p.c_ `there hp. heen very

little re ,h on how best to make use of this kind of capability. We

little about how to use color effectively for different kinds of

graphics displeys and applications.

Several of the Above research recommendations have been recognized by

M(ren (1981), who also suggests that further research is needed to

understand users t models in interacting with a variety of

1 63
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snftware systems. In addition, Thomas and Carro

(1981) have emphasized that the areas of most tie

human -to- computer communi,-Ition process, in''1"4

advantages and disadvantages of natural language

different tacks. Computers have become more a p

today, and we need to study what impact the new

on nrgahi7ntinnn and their structures as well as

making of the new management information systems

As 14 final point; it should be noted that we

interaction between hardware and software design

developments such as voice input and video disks

incorporated into all types of computer systems.

Important research that should be done invol

analysis of now methodologies for conducting sof

second, users conceptual models of software sys

c stems for a variety of tasks,

to develop and evaluate additional knowledge-bas

client, tutol-, nnei/nr pnpil, _71,-,0 needed are at

-nderstand what software features facilita

graphics in different tasks,

TMCUMENTAT ION

Documentation was once defined as printed matter

explains hot, a system of some kind works cr shou

documentation comas ne,-ennnrily separate from the

64
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itself was a thing of print on paper. Tn the context of the computer,

however, documentation can be part and parcel of the system it describes

or explains. Recent experiene. ,-,,linates that on-line documentation has

many advantages over print-on-paper documentation. It cannot get lost or

separated from the systDm. Inasmuch as the user is working with the

computer, the computer can monitor what the user is doing and help find

the parts of the documentation that are pertinent to the user's current

activity and current quandary. When the user thinks he or she

unde,...ds what to do the computer can help do it--and may be able to

try it out in a tentative way that will not cause much trouble if the

user's understAing is faulty. The possibilities are obviously

revolutiona.:y. Because ohline documentation is relatively new, however,

not much is known about how to design Ana implement it effectively.

Clearly the first priority for research in documentation is to explore,

evaluate, and improve techniques of on-line documentation.

On-line doc"-°ntction within thP system is not the answer-to all

needs for documentation, of coin-se. Some computer systems (such as

batch- processing systems and automatic process-control systems) are

noninteractive, and others (such as many avionics systems) do not have

enough memory or storage to make on-line documentation feasible.

Documentation for such systems is, by and large, not very satisfantory.

There is still nperi, therefore, for improved external documentation,

doc--e that 4.2 scsncisted with the system but not in it. Wright

(1981) has several useful suggestions for documentation designer's,

Including suggested aids that take the form of hPuristacs for analyzing

the user's interaction with the text. Her cuggerinnS also consider
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types of users and the user's (reader's) purpose rather than the prodncpr

designer's (writer's) purpose as a classification fnr

Of course, external documentation need not npoesaarily be

pr_Int-on-paper documentation. It is an interesting ices ro aggociatp a

"documentation cpmputer" with the system to ..hich the documentation

TPrfAinG In some instances, the documectatin comp-ter might be a small

machine, even a portable one, taking the -flac., -f a "ew manuals; other

instances--those that have veritable .,_umentation--mighr

require a documentation computer system of icant size. In ar.

experimental system on an aircraft carrier, foz- example, the couiputzl:

system that handles Aflc"sflent,t4^^ is a network of -bout 30 PERQs* that

are 16-bit rhiphari "percnoal" computers of c1,1,ctnnt41 Capah41".V.

Documentation as Part of an Overall System

The aircraft carrier project introduces a concept that will no doubt be

very important in the future: Documentation and what users do with it

A parts sq a larger s ..f.stet.. If the use of documentation- leads to the

discovery

are

of a defective part, inventory must be checked and ordering may

have to be done. Tf the use of dnr.umPlItatinn leads to isolation of a

software hag, software maintenance fork must be 'ions.. Tt wrmld be

convenient and would foster efficiency if the same system that handled

documentation also handled inventory and software maintenance. To

*PER Q is a trademark of the Three Rivers Computer Corporation.

1
V/
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improve the overall effectiveness of documentation, research is needed on

the in,,,tions cf documentation with other parts of the overall task

su,port system.

computer-Based Versus Print-on-Paper Documentation

The cussion thus far has focused on computer-based document' nn, even

when the system being uw,uwcu,cu 4s not itself an interactive computer

system. That choice reflects the judgment that rese;:rch in

computer-based documentation is more likely to make a major payoff than

nngning research in print-on-paper documentation. The latter research

has led to many improvements and the total effect has been significant,

but, insofar as conventional documentation 40 concerned, diminishing

returns have get in, rnmnuterhacea anrnmentatinn, by rnntract, with the-

capability of the computer, offers hope of a very major Ativanre. While

computerbased Anrflm.ntstion is not a new concept by any moans, it has

just recently begun to be studied systematically. The "help systems" and

the "tutorials" of the 1960s and 1970s were written without the benefit

of research of the kind that was devoted, for example, to programming

languages. no a result, it has been said, the help systems needed help

systems and the tutorials needed tutors. Our conclusion is that now is

the time to make a strong research attack on computer-based

dnrrnmeantatinn, including celf-instructional programs, coherent

system-wide help systems, Anc"menttior. keyed to the behavior of programs

(:o that an error calls forth an explanation of what went wrong), and

programming languages that write programs to explain



Capturing the Intent of the Creators of the System

As suggested earlier, documentation must be viewed as a part of the

overall system that .uteracts with other parts of the overall system.

The time dimerls- the history-- f the overall system is a very

important base of the interaction. Most systems are developed through

efforts to improve earlier systems, and those that do not are developed

from some kind of de sign activity in the minds of system designers.

(Programs Are systems, of so emme can be said of programs).

The Intentions of the improvers and designers are crucially important tn

understanding what the systems do. how they work, and how they he

used -but intent tend not to be captured in the plans and designs.

computer program, for example, uslally tells how to do something, not

what it is that lg }wing done, and it Is very difficult to reconstruct

the programmer's intentions from the program. Research on this topic may

or may not improve the situation, but it clear that the sit.ration needs

to be improved. A broad vie., of documentati,s is important. The right

apprm;i-s may be to create computer basedp terbased cs:.ign solid upgrading

-etasystems, within which improvers and designers would work under

constant mnnitnrin-,g with as much emphasis on recording iintentions and

goals as on devising the means for achieving them. Note that thin

notion, If not developed with sensitivity to privacy issues, could lead

to serious ethical prnhlams.

6,1
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Dynamic Graphics and Documentation

Although :iocumentation was, in earlier days, primarily print on nannyy-r--,

some documentation has been available iII other media, such as recorded

speech and movies. The latter offered, at connirisrahlp onct,

advantages of kinematic graphics and moving gray -scale and ruler

pictures. The computer promises to reduce the cost of preparing

kinematic graphics by having a single, static proeram create dynmmir

^,,multidimensional patterns that develop over time. Th, video dinir

promiscs reduce the cost of storing and playing hark all kinds of

information. t=peciall.y pictorial Information. Together the computer and

the video di._ liay c2en up new era f, )r dynamic graphic documentation,

At present the ck:77,:,uter can select and r,,,4ent in A fpw y

one of the approximate p!- -7n on a video rdi sk, It.-^"" run off

sequences of continuous frames as a movie or skip around under rtrno`mm

control and show fast slide sequences. What it selPcrs ran be

cord-L-inned, of course, by the responses of the viewer ,r 1:4°'-'°-s. These

capabilities present an exciting opportunity to explore and develop

approaches to documentation.

Another exciting opportunity is being under the rubric of

program visualization. The computer is capable, of course, of displaying

representations of its own internal Operarinn. It can present sequences

of symbols representing the program that is being an daLa

on which the program in oppraring. filt..r,atively, it can preseat graphs,

diagrams; And pictures to tali rhP person at the console what the p.:.ogrpm



should be doing and what it it in fact doing. This lArr,,- approach to

r;nnnr,.ntntinn, which requires sophisticated gtanhi oisplay not widely

available in the past, is now economically as WP11 aR technically

feasible. The hope that iconic displays will prnvP aupntior to

symbolic displays in presenting the broad picture of the behavior of

computer programs and systems and in helping negplp dual With their

inrrinic complexity. With the iconic approach; it may he pn,==ible to

provide something analogous to a zoom lens, through whinh one

able to monitor and c.vuLLOl the broad p, i rturp as long as everything

proceeds according to plan, then fnrus on the off.nAing A.-tails as soon

as trouble arises.

Documentation in the Form of WnnwlpAgo. Bases

Conventional documentation_ takes the fnrmg of natural language

diarams, sketches, pictures, and tables of tiara; it is ApgignpA

exclusively to be read by eye. New forms of dnclimPntnrion are becoming

essential: po5nter structures, semantic networks, procedural network° .

and production rulLs, documentation deslgned to be interpreted by

computer programs. Such documentation will probably be used first in

interactive Computer systems rn help end users or programmers and

maintenance workers; but in due course it will be used also in fully

automatic system,; sophisticated enough to read their own Ancrnnentation

and restructure themselves to overcome diffinnitiec and

perfornce. Some work has already been don.. on such dnrnmPrItnriOn in

the field of artificial intelligence; much more needs to he fion.-. It is

1 'n
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essential to couple research on documentation closely with other research

pertinent to the systems in which it will be used--for example, with -work

on inter:ictivc tutorial systems for end users, interactive maintenance

systems, and optic maufacturing systems.

Computer Systems to Facilitate conventional nop.pntPriori

The foregoing emphasis on computer-based documentation pipregc,pc our

conviction that it is the high-payoff area within the Ant-Hmnntntinn

field, but it should not be taken to imply that conventional

documentation is dead. We think that two main foci have the greatest

potential payoff for research in conventional documentation
'It

understanding the target group of people that '.:1-1e documentation is

intended to help and the tasks in which they will be engaged when they

use the doc uwcuLaLiuu and (2) using computer systems, with good editors,

formatters, and composers to facilitate creation and prnAnctinn of

conventional documentation.

The theme of understanding the users jg developed elsewhere i- this

chapter. Great advances have been made in the last few years in the

desin of computer-based systems for creating and prPA-"-g conventional

documents, and research in that area has much new technology to work on.

Indeed, research ig needed to develop the capability to make the new

priitnrc frIrTnAttDrg, composers easy to use in order to facilitate the

preparation of Aoct,,PPtPtion tat will make them and other systems easy

to use. Kruesi, for example, supported by the Office of Naval Rcscaich

(NR 195-160), is investigating the relationship between the types of

1 7 1
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documentation provided to programmers and their pprfnrmanre on a wide

Variety of snftware-rPlated tasks.

In summary, research should be emphani7pA 4n .pveral areas pertinent

to documentation (I) techniques of on-line documentation, (2)

interactions and information flows between document subsystems and other

subsystems, (3) efforts to capture the intent of designers and upgraders

of sytems, (4) dynamic graphics and the video disk, (5) dynamic graphics

and prngram visualization, (6) knowledge bases, (7) understanding the

uses and users of documentation, and (8) computer-based systems f ,7 the

development of conventional documentation. Of these suggestions two

primary research needs are to know how and when to use display

documentation with graphics and what program visualization techniques are

most helpful to users.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary research recommendatons in the areas of users, tasks,

hardware, software, and documentation inr1ndP a major emphasis on

developing new methodologies to evaluate what meant by ase of use in

human-computer interaction_ noes of use mean the extent to which it

is easy to learn to use a computer; does it imply good design

and software for a variety of naive, casual, and professional

of hardware

users; does

it mean that any task can be done quickly and without errors; does it

euccmpasl. a component of judged satisfaction about use; or does it mean

all of these?
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We need to know what user characteristics are important determi....

of successful human- computer interaction for a specified set of tasks,

such as data base inquiries, computation and accounting problems, and

or word processing functions. In the area of hardware design,

more research is needed to evaluate alternatives to keyboard input

(including voice input), uses of color in displays, the best sizes of

displays, and alternatives to CRT displays. Studies in evaluating

software are barely beginning to provide data for design u;. . We don't

yet know how to conduct systematic r t-Lh. studies in software design,

what independent variables are most important, and what dependent

variables of human-computer interaction should be recorded. We don't

have data to support the design of a simulation facility to effectively

evaluate commands in operatin,; cystems, g systems, knowledge-baed

systems, and query systems. We need to understand users' ...- ,,p,ual

models in interacting with specific software systems, and we uccu .Lore

information about the advantages and disadvantages of natural_language

software systems. Documentation may well become part of the available

software for users; when and how to display documentation is an important

area for research. Research is ..ceded on how best to use graphics and

special kno-....dge bases to facilitate uses of documentation either on

line or in manuals. Current documentation is designer-oriented rather

than user-oriented, and the perspectives should be Olanged so that

documentation Is used more effectively.

Although the research needs outlined are nur,-t-ok,s, a major emphasis

In thin chapter in on systematic studies that include_ all four

s,ihctantive variables- -user and tack rharartprisIirg, hardware, software,

and documentation- -and the Interaction of these components with a

clear-rut set of studies to define ease of use.

(:3
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VT

POPULATION GROUP DIFFI

Many areas of research in human factors have o

fit the average person. Ill those IbLUUJCS, inc

traditionally have been treated as little more

Thus few data are available in many areas of 1

interaction of different systems with variable

age levels. Attempts to classify, describe

individual and group differences extend to the

history. Some of the earliest decipherable sa

references to the phyRinpl and mental Aifferpr

serf TIC,DieMPn, slaves and mnni-arg, nnn be

persons. -t was not unti: the nineteenth rent

study of individual end group difFerpnrpn assn

rigorous qualities of Frientifir inveSrigntinn

Franc.in Galtnn (1R92-1Q7-1) to oeerribe the net

differenrpc are the fr,,,rAzcirre of what Is com

differential psychology.

The principal authors of this char::er Ere Trwil
Chapanis.
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_Since Calt-tvil- investigations of individual and group differences
carried out by psychologists, anthropologists; and sociologists dumber in
the hundreds of thoutands. There is a ptyChological journal, The Journal
of Cross-Cultural Psychology, entirely devoted to studies Of this kind.
Ode of the most important appIicatiOnS Of this work in ptythblogy has
been the development of a multimillion dollar testing indutttY.

Psychologists have devised hundredt of tests of ability, -Chievement,
skills; knowledge, and pertonality (Butos'; 1978) that are used routinely

for classifying and selecting e016loyies for thousands Of jobs and
occupetions.1

One of the most ambitious and thorough attempts to relate individual

characteristics of Workers to job 'requirements is the DittiOnary of

OccUpatfodal__Titled.(U.S. Department of-Labor, 1977); This compendium

gives profiles of the educational; ptitdei interest, physical, andw
temperament charatteristics required of a worker to ackieVe ii*Orage, .

successful job petformance,in thOUtands'of Occupations; The MP.iiitary

services have tried to do something similar on a more inodest scale. In

the preparation of personnel requirements datii, the Air Force ,Design

Handbook (Air Or Systems Command, 1969) specifies: hat tasks should be

rated along six dimensions: ambientenvironment, equipment

chatatterittics, mental demandt, physical demands, haiard exposure; and
task criticality. Figure 6-1 ShoWs the three levels of mental demands
that may be required of people 'by various duties and taski.

1Tests are also used for other purposes, example, diagnosing and*classifying mental illnesses, but our coWftrn here is with job-relatedactivities. 1
1
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1

CODE 1 requires little or no formal training; just a bahic introduction
to the task; ab_i_ltty-to follow relatively Wilitted or oral
i11-t-,eu.A=L;w1fr-ffttlejudgmetit, since only elementai! decisions involved;
little concentration; little or no retall of tele04et knowledge for
decisions.or inference; only precise determinations; t6c.h as GO /NO -GO;
UP/DOWN; MORE/LESS; YES/NO; ALL/NONE, CORREC7/INCOR4E94i,co

\

CODE 2 requires moderate technical knowledge and training;- some ability
to adjust to changing situations; occasional exercise of jUdgment
involving use of technical knowledge; ability tOtiinderstipd and use
technical manuals; some initatiwe Andingenuity_required; occasional
recall of relevant knowledge and experience of the_;pract/cel type for
decisions or infererAes; decisions involving somewhat depailed procedures
or measurements; as it assembling, disassembling; installing; removingc.
inspecting; testing; operating, adjusting; computing; monitoring;
servicing; etc;

CODE 3 requires a high degree of complex and varied technical kdowIed0;
withconsiderable fin-Mal and informal training; a high degree of
continuous.concentration; with attention to advanced and involved
elements of the -task; continuous exercise of a high degree of judoep,
with decisions_ based on varied and complex factors reqUiring
understanding of underlying principles and procedures; extensive recall
of relevant and precise knowledge and experience for decisions and
Inferences;_ frequent decisions at the theoretical and abstract level;
precise -and detailed analysis; correlating; computing-

P
organizing, and

sequencing of processes or data; as in variable emergency procedures,
troubleshooting, planning; scheduling; etc;

e_

FIGURE 6-1 Classification of the Mental Detandg Made on Peitttnelby
Duties and Tasks

Source: Air Force Systems Command (1969).
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Although it is seldom explicitly stated; the Underlyipg rationale of

most,of thede classifications is that the job or the ottUpAtion isa
./

given, a fixed quantity. The aim of personnel selettibb is the:retort to

find persons who have the Abilities; skills; and other tharacteriatIcs

required to perform particular jobs. From thettand*int of human

factors; however, a job is not a fixed quantity but rather something that

can be modified and detigned to fit people with ;varying characteristics.

Thus it becomes important to know'in what ways people vary anc14y how

much. In this area there are serious gaps in our knowledge. The most

thorough translation Of individual difference data into design

4requirements has been done in the field of anthropometry; which involves

measurement of the hUMan body. It is possible to Write equipment *design

specifications so that the equipment will fit 90 percent, 95 percent; or
N,any other proportion of a particular user population. The infOrmation

necessary to write squall7 precise -design specifitAtiOns for ot,her human

dimensions and charACteristics; however, is not aVaitable.

Attempts have been.made to do that, but further research is needed on

this complex problem. The Air Force's six task dimensions of ambient

environment; equipment characteristits; physical demandsirazard

etpOtUre; and task criticality are a good initial effort (see Table 6=1);

yet the Air Force Design_EAridbOOk acknowledges its limitations: "Because

of the brad range of equipment Characteristics; complete criteria are

_ALnot presented here; The following are merely suggested guidelines"

(;SectiOn pN4C3, p. 13). Fo.r example; the manual stated that Code 1

equipment is complex bUt adequately designed for ease of use.

.- What the definition &Jet not specify is ease of use for Whom.

Something that is easy for an to use may be completely beyond

15



TM,: 6-1 Classification of Equipment Characteristics and Took Criticality of_ttorious T)isks

Code Equipment Characteristics , Task Criticality

Equipment is simple and, presents no operating or

msintenonce problems In relation to the Duty or

Tasks; equipment complex but adequately destina-

for !see of use; equipment simplifies took per-

formsnce; human engineering principles

effettevely applied -to all aspects; no features

impose a burden on human capabilities; etc.

Humsh engineering characteristics mirglnal;_

ACCPOP for repsic or replacement possible; but

difficult; some controls or disployo violate

minor population stereotypes; layout'of con-
.

troll! and displays permits, but does not

facilitate performonce; displays moderstely

difficult to rend or interpret; controls some-

what dl icult to reach or manipulate; etc.

Equipment unsuitable' for proper taaltperfor-.

manse; insufficient information presented in

displAys; displmys illeiblI control,

extremely difficult or impolsible to reach or

manipulate; equipment require. three hands to

operate; accessjor_mointenanee estrvely,

diffiCult or impossible; etc.

(Not sppliCshle to'equtpment characteristics,

sks that are not critics! to the operation of

the system or subsystei; if they are not'accom-

plished correctlyithere will he no significant

effect on the operational capabilities of the

system or the success of its designed'mission;

improper performance may have some effect on a

subsystem operation, but would not jeopordlte

the overall system performanceor mission

suecess.

Teske that are critical for subsystem operation

and may result iii home system degradation if not

correctly performed; Wks whose failure permits

some operational capability but degrades the

applicable subsystem to the extent that only

porttml_miesion_success_coin be achieved; tasks

, that affect equipment winch is important to the

optimum capability of the system but where

alternate modes may be selected; with whose

Ullure would restrict the system in Its

primary mission, but would not prevent the

selection of other targets of opportunity;

tasks where malfunctions might isake it

impossible to deliver.mtores by electronic

actuation but will permit manual delivery.

Tooke that must he performed correctly since

they are critical to mission success; with task

!Andre the spite's may continue to work (i.e.,

its basic cspabilityi such as flyjngi may not be

effected) but its operational effectiveness is

degraded to en unacceptable level or mission

fulfillment is rendered impossible;

Tamps which; if_not_performed correctly; render

the system completely inoperative And incspAhl,

-11 performing its mission.

riorre: Ati Force Systems COmmAnd (1969);

-I-71 117-C
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the capabilities of an individual with bray an ele?entary scEool.

education. To state the problem explicitly, We dd not know exactly hOW:

to design complex equipment So that it can be used with ease b pkiple

With average IQs, people .with IQS as low as 80; atiple with fifth grade

reading abilities, or people for whom EnAish is a second language.

'HE IMPACT OF FEDERAL. ANTIDISCRIMINATION LEGISLATION

Antidiscrimination legislation bat focused attention on human factors

issues related both to complying With 'legislative requirements and,

maintaining the,productiViiy of a work force with greater diversity than
_

in the past As a result there is increased concern over the interaction

of individual differences with program& such as job redesign and training

as well as over organizational attitudes- toward various 06pulations

(e.g., the elderly) thaimmy constrain their performance.

As a result of the U.S. Civil Rights Act., federal guidelines have

been developed concerting personnel decisions that affect protected

classes, which include: AMerican Indian or Alaskian natives;- blacks not

of Hispanic origin, Hispanics; and Asian or Pacific Islanders. I

addition, federal legislation has made it illegal toliscriminate on t

baSis of sex, age; or disability.. Aty personnel action resulting in

he

adverse impact against any of theSe groups can result in litigation. It

this context, personnel deCialons are not Ilmited to selection or

promotion but rather refer to any personnel practice,/uch as job and
;9-

workplace redesign, SeleCtion for training, and the use of training as a
7

basis for promotion.
9



Legal actions resulting from charge ofAdiecriminationhave

Stimulated research on the procedurls ncessary to assess the validity of

these types /of personnel practices; how ver; most of the emphasis has

been on th7sestablishment of procedures to validate selection tests

(AbleriCat Psychological Association; 3c)). Similar concerns are being

expressed about methodologies for evaluatingXraining and job redesign

-'(Battlett,_1978); The research emphasis has,been on establishing data

_bases; so that it is possible to desig programs that do not have Adverse

impact.

At a consequence of antidistriMination legislation as well as social

and economic factors, people from special population groups are moving

into occupations that were previously considered,nontraditionaI for

them. An example Is women who are entering manageriaa and blue-collar

jobs and themilitiry SerViCeS. The military services are also accepting

more people (male and female) Who have lower ability as measured by

rraditional academic aptitude measures. These changes in the composition

of the work force and the armed services have revealed an important

problem in addition'to the human factors issuesof designing jobs;

equipment, and training to accommodate individual differences: It has

only recently been: recognized that organizational attitudes toward people

entering nontraditional jobs, may adversely affect productivity by

:hindering their performance and constraining occupational aspirations..
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SEX AND JOB' PERFORMANCE

Sheridan's (1975) description of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company's experience in placing women in craft jobs illustrates the-

implications of human f for sex and job performanc; Despite .

rigorous recruiting and c prehensive training efforts; the women

recruited into a particular'job dropped from training at an average rate

of 50 percent, and the women who completed training usually did not last

A full year on

physical tasks were extremely difficult for w en to perform;

*
the job. A task analysis of th4rjob indicated that the

furthermore,, this analysis determined which tasks were causing the most

difficulty. SoMe of the most serious problems centered on the use of a
.

ladder that weighed approximately 80 lbs. and was 14 feet long before

being extended. WoMen had great diffic9iy placing the ladder against a

building because they'had to apply force below the midpoint of the ladder

just as the force required to raise it-was increasing; A fiberglass tube_

was connected to the top rungs of the Iaddi6r that enabled the worker to

push the ladder against the building much more easily.. As a result,

workers Who were 5 foot 2 inches weighing 120 pounds were,able to raise a

72 lb. ladder with one hand; These and other design modifications not

only allowed women to perform the job but also resulted in fet4er back

injurieslior men.
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AGE AND JOB PERFORMANCE

Important considerations with regard to age and jbb performance are tat

tbeaverage age 'of the population is increasing and both age

discrimination legislation and rulings against fofced retirement are
j

resulting in a larger number of older people in the work, force. Many of
10

these individuals will require additional training as a result of job

shifts;- technological changes; or simply interest-in a new career. The

biases operating against these people are made obvious by Britton and

Thomas's (1973) study of the .views of employment interviewers They
.6

noted that 50-year-old workers were _viewed as the most difficult to place

during a recession, the most difficult for an employer to train,'and the

least able to maintain production schedules. These views are based on

preconceived beliefs that older workers cannot perform as well on the job

and cannot easily acquire new skills. Data relevant to these questions

7

are virtually nonexistent; a thorouth review (Fozard and Pdpkin; 1978) of

perceptual and cognitive data analyzed by age reinforces the view.that

there are few data relevant to work situations. -Much of that review is

--
based on data from laboratory experiments on topics.spch as paired

associate learning; iconic memory; and visual discrimination; making

generalizations to work situations hazardous at best.

The deficient state of this research is summarized in Sheppard's

(1970) generalitations about basic research on aging and job

perfor ance: The research fails to differentiate various aspects of the

work situation; incluSing physical; psychomotor; sensory; and social
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10

characteristics; most of the emphasis is _on average performance, with

little; if any, attention to the substantial number of individual

differences; and, there blind faith in trend extrapolations. If

Workers age'sj3Q-740 have loei morale than workers ages 20-:30, it is

simply assumed that workers-ages 40 -50 will have even lower morale.
A

A good example of the implications of our lack of knoWledge is
5

evidenced by the continuing controversy concerning airline pilot age,

health, and-performance. An Ir;Ititute of Medicine (1981).report notes

that although the average,risk of acute incapacitation increases with

aged, there are large individual differences. In addition, while there

are decreases in capacity; speel ,or accuracy of attentio memory,

intellectual skills with increasing age, there is also evidence that

well-practiced skills may not show any age-related decline. The report

conclUdes that there Is a need for research on age - related changes among

pilots and a need for research-on pilot performance on, tasks k that are
%

,_.

representative of actual, work situations; ;,4.

Of more immediate relevance to this report are the relationships

between group variables such as age.and equipment design. For examplei

as they age; many people require thelpse of bifocals. How does the use

of bifocals relate to the need to read informAion from displays such as
4 j

thosefoundonwordprocessingequipmentils_it possible that the

displays must be designed differently or that the information must be

displayed differently depending on the age of the

such as these tonstitute a largely rnexplored

operator? -Questions

opic for research.



4,

Another serious g p

INTERACTIONS AMONG VARIABLES

our knowledge is how various individual and group

differences interact to affect job performance. For example, there are

consideAble data available relating aging to maximum oxygen uptake,

xhich determines the capacity of an individual to do prolonged heavy work

(Astrand and Rodahl, 1977). ` hese data show that there is a steady
.

decrement in aerobic beginning at about age 20, uft that a

60-year-old attains a 70 percent of the maximum of a 25-year-old..

Unfortunately, there are a few data on most population differences or

individual differences as they are related to work situations. McFarland

and O'Doherty (1959) concluded the $bllowing regarding the relationship

of aging and work performance 454-455):

Although most studies show an unrelieved pictzk; of decline in

capacities; it is well to remember that this constantly changing

-
balance between physiological and psychological impairment, on the

one hand, and increased experience, wisdomi; and judgment, on the

other, occasionaI2y results in actual improvement of capacities,

especially in:those functions which are of greatest importance in

daily living.

These and other interactions of variables are another almost completely

untapped area of research.
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NATIONAL AND ETHNIC DIFFERENCES

There are, of course, o er
differences in population

characteristics that thOuld be considered in job redesign and training
systems. National and ethnic differences have implitations for equipment
design that have just recently begun'to be investigated (Chapanis,
1975). these differences are reflected in anthrOpbaietric, physiological,
psychological; language, and.cultUral variables that affect equipment
design.A

For example, Ruffen-Smith
(1975) notes that telegraph aystettliiire

biiginally used as communication
dtVices:in air traffic control- systeMS;

however; with the increased amount Of speed of air traffic, voice-communication systems replaced telegraph devices; ObViously', the Use Of
the different languages of the many dationsinvolved in air travel was ti
Serious impediment to the operation Of voice systems. After World War II
English was chosen as the language of use because at that time most:

.

Aircraft were operated by English-ipeaking countries. Yet there it a
Wide variation in English dialects and pronunciation- to the extent that
some dialects, such as that spoken in Newcastle% are not understood byir
people elsewhere in the British Isles ObViously the:problems are more._
severe when the speaker's native languagaJs not'English.4 :

Ruffell-SMith's analysis of communication
errors indicates that this

_ -problem can be*Seriout in airraffic communication especially when the
speed of reaction is a critical element in avoiding an attident.
Clearly, the imPlicatiOns of these population differences should be
considered in design decisions. r 2 0:3
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Ethnic Variables in Human Factors Engineering (Chapanisi 1975)

provides other examples of equipment design coMpIexitlet,caused by

language differences: One chapter (Hanes; 1975) shows the variety of

accounting keyboards that have been designed to.iccommodate some of the

European and Mideast languages. An tper cpter (Browni 1975)

illustrates the design problems that were encountered in designing a

computer terminal for Japanese; a language that is ma;-kedIy different

from the Indo-European languages. In general; tbere is little

appreciation'Of the problems ihvolVed in designing-equipment for diverse

national and ethn groups. The Human Engineering_ Guide to Equipment

Design (Van Cott and Kinkade; 1972).is the best single source of human

factors data availablei yet ft is almOst entirely concerned with American

and European data. It is necessary to learn to what extent its data and

design recommendations need to be modified or supplemented for

international use.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AND TRAINING

Closely related to problems of equipment design are those associated with

\the training of individuals to operate COMpleic'eqUipment. Here again our

information is seriously deficient. An apprOath that hat some promise is

the aptitude- treatment interaction (ATI) MOdel. The goal of thit

approach is to match a particular mode of instruction to an individual's
.

distinctive characteristics so that each person is assigned the Most

appropriate learning procedure. A disordinal aptitude - treatment'

interaction is one in which individuals With high Aptitude perform best

204
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with one treatment (e.g., training or display), while those with lower

aptitude perform best with another

of the individual determines

c ance of success. Aptitude

characteristics that relate

treatment: Thut, the aptitude level

the form of treatment that has the best

in this context refers to any personal

learning and so can include a broad range

of variables; such as styles of thought, personality, and various

SLdastic,aptitudes.- Treatment has typically referred to instructional

-modes like programmed instruction, computer-assisted instruction, visual

versus verbal presentations, xetc; it can be generalized, however, to any

intervention, including job redesign.

An exhaustive review of this appealing strategy is provided in the

text by Cronbach and Snow -(1977). They examined a la number of

potential aptitudes, such as learning rates, abilities, wand personality;

And considered their interact s- with various instructional technique!. ,--

While early reviews of this toiiic were more pessimistic, Cronbach and

Snow's_ extensive review and reanalyses of data have led them to conclu4e

that aptitude treatment interaction effects are real phenomena. They

note that the findings that most clearly suggest ATI effettS are those

dependent on

the-one that

prior learning experience: 4he technique that works best is

an individual has already experienced. However, ATI effects

have not often been geneyaiized or replicated. Goldstein (1980) notes

the need for systematic empirical and theoretica0 l research that matches

indivilival differences among learners toovarious instructional

strategies. The haphazard

abilities to any available

produce dividends.

assignment of individuals with particular

instructional technique is not likely to

20r0
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BARRIERS TO SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE

Another important topic is the identification of barriers to successful

performance for different groups; For example, some employment

interviewers perceive women as more likely to be absent and to have fewer

skills; even though they have no evidence to support these beliefs

,(Brittoill and Thomas; 1973); Similarly, the elderly are viewed as

difficult to train (Britton and Thomas; 197). Researchers Concerned

with these issues emphasize that the identification of organizational

constraints, in military organizations for example, is a first step inI

understanding and resolving their serious-retention problem. One study

(Boyd et al;, 1975) 'of 1,573"women in their first tour in the Army's

basic training program was critical of the program's failure to provide

rea isric expectations about the training process. Subsequent to the

basi%. training pro ram supervisors reported the' main difference between

good and poor performers was job-related attitudes (discipline, following

orders, military courtesy) that were not adequately presented in basic

training.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH ON POPULATION GROUP DIFFERENCES

A research program to explore issues concerning population group and

individual differences would need to take several approaches:

(1) It is necessary to conduct literature reviews and examination!,

206
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of reports that foreeast which type Of population group Vatiakles

(such as age and sex) and.which type of work situation parameters
(such as visual displays on a word processor) will be important in
the future.

(2) It -is necessary to collect And examine zvailable theories and
empirIcal data about the relevant parameters (e.g., changes in

inforMation processing capability as a function of age).

(3) Research should be sponsotid on a number of topics:

(4)

The relationship betWeen population group variables and

performance'on relevant work tasks;

The interaction betWeen population group differences and

various interventions; such as.job redesign and training;
o The specification of design changes based on research

'findings resulting from these research recommendations:

In addition; data should be collected and analyzed to identify

and remove organizational
constraints that serve as barriers to the

suceessful performance of various population groups, such as women
and aged and handicapped people.
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VII

APPLI ED METHODS IN HUMAN FACTORS

At part of an engineering teat, hkitati faCtOrs specialists apply their

kowledge and skids to system definitiOn, des4n; development; and

eva/6ation in order- to optimize the Capabilities an4/ performance of

human-machine comb-nations; Their task Can be formidable in complex

system development. For example, military standard MIL-H-46855B of the
\-

Department of Defens'e details the human faCtOrs requirements that must be

Addressed in the development of military systems; an outline of these

requirements appears as Figure 7-1. The outline is also a reasonable
A

representation of the human factors considerations that may be relevant

to the development of any system.

In designing and creating systems human factors specialists use a

varied' of analytic and data-gathering techniques to assess problediS;

develop machine and human requirements and functions; and evaluate system

The principal authors of this chapter are Alphonse Chspanis_and Robert
Hennessy. It is based on a workshop on applied methods held in December
1981 under the sponsorthip of the Committee on Human Factors, The
workshop participants and; therefore; the principal_contributOrs to this
chapter_dre Alphonse Chapanis (workshop chairman), Johns Hopkins
University; Stuart R. Card; Xerox Palo Alto Research Center; David
Meister, US Navy Personnel Retearch and Development- Center; Donald L.
Parks, Boeing Aerospace Company; Richard W; Pew, Bolt Beranek 6 Newman
Inc.; Erich P.'Prien; MemphisState University; John B. Shafer; IBM

Tporation; and Robert T. Hennessy; National Research Council.
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3.1 General Requirements
3.1.1 Scope and Nature of Work

o Analysis
o Design/Development
o Test and Evaluation

3.1.2 Human Engineering Program Plan and Other Data3.1.2.1 Human Engineering Program Plan3.1.2.2 Changes to the Human Engineering Program Plan3.1.2.3 Other Data
3.1.3 Non Duplication (of Effort)3.2 Detail Requirements
3.2.1 Analysis
3.2.1.1 Defining and Allocating System Functions3.2.1.1.1 Information Flow and Processing Analysis3.2.1.1.; Estimates of Potential

Operator/MaintainerProcessing Capabilities
3.2.1.1.3 r Allocation ofFunctions3.2.1.2 Equiptent Identification

3.2.1.3 a sis of-Tasks
3.2.1.3.1 Gross Analysis of Tasks1. Determine System Performance Can Be Provided by Proposed

Personnel-Equipment Capabilities
2. Assure Human Performance Requirements Do Not Exceed HumanCapabilities
3. Input Data far

o Preliminary Manning Levels
o Equipment Procedures
o Skill/Training Requirements
o Communication Requirements

4. Critical Human Performance
5. Possible Unsafe Practice
6. Promising Improvements in Operating Efficiency3.2.1.3.2 Analysis of Critical Tasks1. Identifying

o Information Required by Man, Including Task InitiationCues

Information Available to Man
Evaluation Process

o Decision Reached After Evaluation
o Action Taken
o Body Movements Required by Action
o Workspace Envelope Required by Actiono Workspace Available
o Location/Condition of Work Epvironmento Frequency/Tolerances for Actiono Time Base

Feedback on Action Adequacy
Tools and Equipment Required

FIGURE 7-1 Outline of Human Factors Requiretents in the DeveldpMent ofMilitary Systems
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o NUMber of Personnel Required arid Specialties/Experience
o Job Aids/References Required
o Special Hazards Involved

Operation interaction Where More Than One Crewnian is
Involved 4

o -Operational Limits of Man (Performance)
o Operational Limits of Machine (State-of-the-Art)

2. Covering All Affected Mission/Phases, ILcluding Degraded
Modes of Operation

3.2 .3.3' Loading Analysis
1. IndiVidual Crew Member Workload Analysis Compared.with_

Performance Criteria
_ _ 2. Crew Workload Analysis Compared with PerfOrmance Criteria
3.2.1.4 Preliminary System and-Subsystem Design

3.2.2 Human Engineering Studies; Experiments and Laborat y Tests
3.2.2.1 Studies; Experiments and Laboratory Tests
3.2.2.1.1 Mockups and Models
3.2.2.1.2 Dynamic_SimuIation

3.2.2.2 Equipment Detail Design Drawings
3;2-.2.3 Work Environment, Crew Stations and Facilities Design

o Atmospheric Conditions
o Weather and Climate
o Range of Accelerative Forces_
o Acoustic Noise; Vibration and Impact Forces_
o Provision for Human - Performance During Weightlessness
o Provision for Minimizing. Disorientation
o Space for Crew; Activity and Equipment
o Physical; Visual and Auditory Links for All Man-Equipment

Interfaces
o Safe; Efficient WalkwayS,StaitWayt; Platforms; Inclines
o Provision to Minimize PaythophytiOlOgital Stresses
o Provision-to Minimize FatigUe-=Phyaical; Emotional;

Work-Rest cycle
o Protection from Hazards -- Chemical, Biological,

Toxicological, Radiological, ElettriCal; Electromagnetic
o Optimum Illumination Pet.Vitual Tasks
o Sustenance; Storage and Satitatidt
o Crew Safety Protection Relative to Mission Phase and Control-

Display Tasks
3;2;2.4 Human Engineering in Performance and Design

Specifications
3;2;3 Equipment_ Procedure Development
3.2;4 Human Engineering Test and Evaluation

3.2.4.1 Planning
3.2;4;2 Implementation (Include As Applicable)

o SimLlation or ActUal Conduct of Mission/Work Cycle
o Human Participation Critical to Speed; Accuracy;

Reliability; Cost

FIGURE 7-1 Continued
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o Representative Sample of Non Critical Scheduled/Unscheduled
Maintenance Tasks-

o Proposed Job Aids
o Use_of Representative User Personnel; Clothing and .Equipmento f Task_Performance Data Collettion

-b TaSkS-Performance Discrepantiet=Requtred vsi'Obtained
o Criteria for Acceptable Performance

3;2.4.3 ' Failure Analysis (Human Error Factors)
3.2.5 Cognizance and Coordinatititi (InterdisdIplinary Integration)3;3 Data Reluitements Per Contract 13604 List

3.4 Data Availability to Procuring AdtiVity
1;5 Drawing Approy.al by;MFE fob Man=Machine Interface

FIGURE 7 -1 Concluded
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or subsystem performance. Although many of these probleMS would ideally

be solved with the experimental methods used in scientific research,

practicing human factors specialists rarely have the luxury of using

properly counterbalanced experimental designs, with a range of levels of

factors and the precise control of unmanipulated variables. This is npt

to minimize the importance of experimental methods WhiCh are' used

whenever possible and have proviLd much of the basic data in human

factors handbooks. However, applied meth-Oda are necessary both as

suplements to experimental methods, e4s., for problem analysis and

structuring, and as substitUAS when the pressures and constraints of the

engineering design environment preclude experimental investigations.

Most practical work-in human factors is done under conditions that

involve ,the incomplete specification of system functions, complex

ombinations of conditions that cannot be separate d or controlled,

restricted sets of alternatiVes; limited time and opportunities for

Investigation, and pressure to'produce definitive results quickly. From

necessity, human factors specialists haVe evolved an armatentarium of

applied methods that are appropriate to these conditions and that are

TAese applied methods 'areunfamiliar to most academic researchers.

formal means for acquiring or organizing information about human factors

tharatteristicsthatariseinthecontextAfsystei_design, development;

and evalyation.evalyation.

Applied methoda.Jare diverse; reflecting the many purposes' for WhiCh

human factors information is used. Some Of them come from psychology,

for exklple; questionnaires and techniques for acquiring, summarizing,

and
,
analyzing data. Sore -h 'ie been borrowed, with or With-Out

modification; from other fields, such as industrial engineering and time

4 21G



and motion engineering. for example, analytic methods draw heavily on

the engineering practice of systems analysis, which identifies inputs;

outputs, the functions performed, the range of values that variables ma

assume, process flow, the sequence of events, and the timing of the

int9rrelations of system components. Other methods, such as the critical

incident technique:and link analysis appear to have been created by

human factors specialists to meet their needs in solving particular

problems.

Whatever their origins, applied methods have been developed as

tools to help answer questions when there are constraints of time,

dollars, and freedom of action and when experimental methods, are not

suitable to answer the ques ions that arise in system development.

Although it is characteristi of applied methods that they make it

possible to acquire and pr uce data.and information,only to the degree

of resolution and reliability sufficient for a particular purpose; these

methods are systematic-and objective+Trocedures. That is, the procedures

are repeatable and input and-output data are operationally defined.

The importance of applied methods in human factors work is clear

from the mumber of technical reports and journal articles that discuss

one or more applied methods. Two recent reports (Williges and Topmiller;

1980; Geer, 1981) list human factors procedures necessary for Air Force

system analysis, design; and evaluation; the latter report gives brief

~`descriptions and critiques of approximately 48 h ma92enginering'

procedures; the majority of which are applied methods. Figure 7-2 lists

applied methods.tbat appeared in keyword lists of articles published

between 1976 and I91 in Human Factors, the journal of the Human Factors

Society.
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Accident studies

/Attitude studies

Critical incident studies

Delphi techniques

Fault tree analysis

Functional analysis
';

;,Lapse time photography

Near-accident studies

Operational sequence analysis

uirements analysis

Activity analyses

Cost-benefit analys4s

Decision analysis

Failure mode analysis

Flow analysis

Job analysis

Link analysis

NetW6rk flow analysis

Questionnalrep

Task:analysis

FIGURE 7-2 Applied Method Names Appearing
it9human Factors Between 1976-1981
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Despite this wide varie of applied methods, there is general

agreement among human factors specialists that we need to improve

'-'fisting methods and deVelOp new ones (Topmiller, 1981; Meister, 1982).

Advances in technology, particularly in the speed, power; and memory of

coMputerd have gendrate4 concern recently with the human factors

elements of computer software. At the same time, the explosive growth of

computer use, with resultant increases in the complexity and integration

of system components, the aut ation of functions, and the use of

artificial intelligence, all hake profound methodological implitations

for the analysit and'deacription of the role of humans and computerd in

such systems.

Applied methOds have never previously been treated as a single

topic deserving attenyon in its own right.* Consequently, infOrmation

has never'been gathered on the number and varieties of applied methods

available and the frequency and adequacy with which they are used. The

workshop held by the Committee on Human Factors, on which the discussion

this. chapter is based, was an attempt by committee members and a group

of acknowledged experts in applied methods to identify problems and needs

with respect to applied methods; Even in the absence of data on the

variety and frequency of use of applied methods, we have been able to

identify several major problems and to recommend solutions, which may

make substantial improvements in practice possible. Three major problems

are discussed: (1) the lack of adequate documentation; (2) the limited

.*This situation contrasts with experimental Methods, for which there are
many textbooks and source books for readers at all levels of
sophistication.
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opportunities available to learn applied methods, either in colleges and

unive sties offering human factors courses or as part of the continuing

educatio of human factors specialists; and (3) the lack of research to

improve existing methods and to develop new methods that will provide the

data and information needed in current and future practical human factors

work.

DOCUMENTATION OF APPLIED METHODS

The practical work of human factors specialists, unlike scientific

research, does not result-in an orderly progression and an orderly

accumulation of knowledge. Human factors projects (i.e., participation

in the design of systems) and the solution of special problems come and
4

go in great variety. Typically work is performed, reported, and

forgotten as new systems and problems develop. Codified, archival

repositories of practical work--i.e., review books and articles that
e

summarize the knowledge and procedures used in human factors applications

to some point in time=are rare. As a result the historical memory of

h factors methods resides largely in the heads and in the report

files of practitioners. By contrast, in the literature on scientific

research, the methods used by investigators are maintained and

disseminated in the curricula of university departments and preserved on

library bookshelves.

As an important first step toward improving knowledge about and use

of applied.methods, we therefore recommend that one or more projects be

initiated to compile and review the available imformation on applied
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methodologies used in human factors and related fields; such as

ifithiatrial and organizational psychology; personnel selettibni and

instructional psychology. The object of the review would bi to determine

Whit Methods shave been :used, hpw they have been used; where they are

used; and what their advantages and disadvantages are The project

should also include a critical analysis of the Meth-Oda. Other purposes

of the review would be to structure or codify the methOdS and to document

them for subsequent educational and research purposes.

It would also be extremely valuable to practitibbitt; educators;

and researchers in hUMAn factors to have a compendium that codifies and

provides standard or generic descriptions of applied Methods that are

used in practical human factors work.. Development of such a compendium

would require a great deal of judicious and careful effort. One of the

primary difficultiet Would be to decide which methods are Viable; valid;.

and useful. Because such a compendium would necessarily be an implicit

endorsement Of the methods described; we recommend that eight criteria be

used in the kiection process. Methods that meet the criteria listed
_

below could be regarded as having sufficient stature to be of value in a

variety Of hutian factors applications:,

Importance oes the method produce needed information?

Cost--Is th method efficient in terms Of effort and time?

Utility--Can procedures, for using the method be easily interpreted

and implemented?

Available Input Parameters--Caii the necessary data be collected in

a direct; objective, and reliable way?
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Usable Output--Does the method produce results that are

interpretable and useful 'for decision making?

Validity /Verification- -Can or has the method been found to produce

the information it is supposed to?

Theoretical Foundati6nls the method `supported by accepted

behavioral or measurement principles?

Robustness Can the method be applied to a variety of problems or

in different contexts?

These criteria imply that the approach to documenting standard

definitions of applied methods should be conservative; That is, only

those methods for which there is evidence of practicality and/ validity

should be selected for inclusion in a compendium. Methods used in

workload assessment provide.an example of the importance of using these

criteria; Measurement of workload is a current topic of intense research

interest; consequently &large number of theories, approaches, and

positions have been put forward. Since most of the recent work has not

been validated through practical application, it would be thappropriate

to describe them as siandardo accepted methods. Older methods exist for

assessing imposed workload that, while perhaps wanting in certain

respects, have been proven through repeated use to be practical,

relyble, and valid (Parks and Springer, 1976) and are likely to meet our

criteria. Nevertheless, there will be hard choices to make in deciding

what constitutes an accepted, standard form of a method.

Multiple'vaations of a method should probably not be included; A

compendium that includes only a set 6f core methods that meet the

criteria would be of great value for both practical work on system
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development and as a foundation for theeducation of human factors
students at colleges and universities.

Attempting comprehensive coverage
of all variations of methods itUld

unnecessarily complicate the task of
docuMentation and delay the compilation, causing totaUgion and

'-consequently inhibiting its acceptance. A single, solid definition of
each particular method would be most useful, since by its nature an
applied method Uhdirgoes some variation in each instance of its use
because of the requirements and constraints of a particular' project. In
the meantithe, additional documehtation and research to extend or refide
the standard methods can be carried out.

In the course of compiling a reasonably
comprehensive list Of the

most generally known applied Methods (see Figure 3), it became apparent
that the methodologies could be grouped into five Categoriesaccording to
their purpose. Five categories Of applied methodoloiies seem

ropriate: analysis, identification of needa, data collection,
prediction, and evaluation. 'Each methodology appears only under one
heading, although several of them are appropriate to more than one
category.

The organization of Figure 7-3 is prObably a useful guide to the
scope of work involved in documenting applied methods. The categories
reflect a sequence of methods used, froth the early concept definition of
A system to its evaluation. there.is also a rough correlation between
the difficulty -and detail involved it particular methods and the stage of

application in the process of system deVelopment.

tocumentatioO Of applied methods necessarily' required review of the-?1
technical literature

to,extract descriptitihs ofappIied methods. To
expect a single or a Small group of experts to_adequately review and
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ANALYSIS

System Analysis
Function/Task Analysis
Information Analysis
Scenario Analysis
Workload Analysis
Time-Line Analysis
Operational Sequence Analysis
Failure-Mode Analysis
Fault Tree Analysis
Link Analysis
Function Allocation
Anthropometric Analysis
Decision Analysis

.

Display Evaluation Index

IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDS

Critical Incident Technique
Surveys/Questionnaires
Accident Investigation_
Interviews/Grofip Techniques
Definition of User Population

DATA COLLECTION

Activity Analysis
Time Lapse Photography
Real Time Film/Video Recording
Direct Observation
Physiological Recording
Quantitative Performance Recording and Analysid-

PREDICTION

TheHuman Error Rate Procedure (THERP)
Data Store
Human Operator Simulator (HOS)
Control - Theory

Accuracy Theory iA
Predetermined Time Analysis
Readability Indices

FIGURE 7-3 Generally Known Applied Methods Categorized by Purpose
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EVALUATION

Tet'F.lan Evaluation
Simulation
MockbpS
Walk Throughs
,Cheik Liiii
Rating

FIGURE 7-3 Concluded
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document the entire range of applied methods would be impractical; a more

feasible approach would be to subdivide the work according to the five

categories of purpose. The individual tasks would thereby be more

tractable and make better use of the skills. -of individuals whose

knowledge and expertise is likely to be confined t9 a single category

rather than ;he full range of methods. Thisappro th would also allow

the work on each subset methods to be performed. oncurrently.

Whatever the approach taken, producing 'a compendium of standard-nsable
,_

descr tions of proven applied methods would be an extremely valuable

contribution to the field of human factors and consequently t thelfuture

4

development of human-machine systems.

SURVEY OF HUMAN FACTORS SPECIALISTS ON APPLIED METHODS

Because of the dearth of. information on the variety:and use of applied

methods in human factors work we recommend a survey of human factors

practitioners concerned with the acquisition, design, development, and

evaluation or modification of equipment and systems. Such a survey would

determine the importance and frequency of use of existing applied methods

in their work; the kind of information most needed in 114man factors

applications for which existing applied methodologies are inadequate or

nonexistent; and the methods for which descriptions and gUidance for use

are most needed.
.

The survey would provide the necessary information on which to. base

documentation, education, and research efforts. Review, codification,

standardization, and documentation of existing methods shquld proceed
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according to the priorities of importance and frequency of use derived;

from the survey-A Information from the survey would be useful in shaping

human factors curricula in colleges and universities so that students can
do,

be trained in applied methods that they will subsequently need on the

job. The Continuing education needs of human factors specialists could.

also be met by means of tutoridls and symposia On the applied methods for

which there is the greatest need for information. finally; the results

of t survey would provide a sound basis for basic research efforts to

extend or improve existing methods or develop new methodsto meet these

needs.

Construction of the survey instrument itself would require a review

of the technical literature for descriptions and definitions of applied

methods, which the survey recipients would be expected to rate. The

literature review would also provide additional data, complementary to

.

the anticipated survey, on the variety and frequency of use of applied

. methods reflected in the technical literature; A product of this review

would be4a relatively. .comprehensive bibliography of technical reports and

journal articles. that discuss applied methods in more than a cursory

fashion; this bibliographic information would be extremely valuable for

subsequent efforts on the codification and documentation of existing

4
methods and the initiation of research efforts to extend these methods or

develop new ones.
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EDUCATION IN APPLIED METHODS

ucat'ion in Colleges and Universities

The absence of codified information and the lack of easy access to source

reports inhibits instruction in applied methods at colleges and

universities that offer degree programs or courses in the field of human

factors; Gewal human factors textbooks give at best only's cursory

overview of a few applied -Methods and present case study examples that

highlight the substantive issues and results rather than the methods.

There are no texts suitable either for college-level instruction or as.a

reference for practicing human factors .specialists that adequately treat

applied methods. The single exception; Research TerhnIques_in_Hunan

Engineering (Chapanis, 1959), discusses'only a iiiited set of methods;

For the most part, instructors must on their own experience and the

descriptions of applied' methods gleaned from the technical literature to

develop course material. They have no current and comprehensive

reference works to develop a balanced and thorough Course in applied

methods.

Human factors work is diverse and is performed in may

settings-7i.e., military research and development centers, other

government facilities, and commercial organizations. Ideally,

instruction in applied methods would emphasize the methods of most use in

real-life settings; Without data on the variety and frequency of use it

22
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is difficult to decide which applied me/hods shoul taught in human

factors courses at the undergraduate and graduate els. Clearly the

developlent of a compendium of applied methods; recommended in the

preVious section; Would be of substantial benefit for formal educational

purposes. Until such a compendium exists and survey data is compiled on

the variety; frequency of use; and capabilities of applied methodi; no

meaningful recommendations can be made to improve education in applied.

methods4in colleges and universities.'

Continuing cation in Applie Methods

Of equal concermis_the lack of suitable continuing education courses:in

appliecLmethods for practicing human factors specialists:

The problem of inadequate' methodological' preparation in formal education

extends to the work setting. At present it appears that many presumably

welltrained huMan factors specialists work witHout adequte:.knowIedge of

applied methods; and what knowledge they do have about these methods:is

acquired on the job;

Currently employed human factors specialists could benefit greatly

from continuing education in applied methods specifically related to

their current work. Development,et colleges aRi universities of

educational programs in applied methods that provide a thorough treatment

of a range Of applied methods would reqUire a substantial amount Of.;

planning and course design work. Undoubtedly the broad inception of

these programs, and the realization of theiq eventual benefits in

practice, will be some time in coming:' Unlike formal edudation in
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applied methods; however, the development of courses for continuing

education could be done more easily and produce:more immediate positive

effects; Human factors professionals are likely to be more easily

educated because of their general knowledge of human factors techniques
4";

- and the likelihood that they have at least a working familiarity with

some applied methods. Because of their preViotelteducation and

experience, continuing education courses ford them can be much more

practical, with less emphasis on theoretical foundations; Based on the

membership of the Human Factors Society, which numbers nearly 3,000, a

reasonable estimate of the actual number of practicing human factors

specialists in this country.who could benefit from continuing education

in applied methods is between 5,000 and 10,000.

Fostering and promoting continuing education by means of tutorials

on applied methods is one of the most important and immediate ways to

improve the field of human factors; -Moreover, this kind of activity

could most easily be initiated by military and other federal agencies

charged with advancing scientific and engineering knowledge and

practice. These tutorials could directly benefit human factors

specialists employed bythe government as well as those employed by

diVilianorganizations that develop equipment and systems for the

government. It is therefore recommended that initial tutorials on

applied methods be developed and conducted under the sponsorship of one

or more government agencies. While we suggest methods to be-discussed in

the tutorial below; it would be more prudent to base the choice on a

needs analysis'of the data derived from the survey recommended above.
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Such a tutorial could serve several purposes besidtt the obvius
one of improving the

professional competence of hutan factors

specialists; First, the materials generated for the tutorial would
contribute to. the development of standard definitions and documentation
of applied metheidbi since the course materials would have to describe the
subject methods With sufficient care and detail to allow human factors
specialists to use them easily and properly. Second, the tutorials would
be a means for vaiidiling a prior need,nnalysis

of which applied me/45d#

are considered most important to human factors
practitioners, Attendance

at the tutorials Would also help answer a more fundamental question: Is

there genuine interest in learning about Applied methods? Thirdi'the

initial tutorial would serve as a test to evaluate
instructional. methods

'And course structures for training in the use of applied methods.

1t is suggested that the initial tutorial should consist of:thnee

parts: (1) an introductory review of the applied methodologies within
each of the five Catego itt listed in Figure 1-3; (2).a comparison of

ttChniques within each Ca egory and a discussion of how to select the

appropriate method fora particular applicatiOn; and (3) detailed

instruction and practical.Vork on a few selected methods. We suggeSt

fiVe particular methodoltigies as subjects for the, initial tutorial:

Task analysis;

Time line analysis;

Activities analysis;

Simulation; and

Information AnalySig.
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Because these methods as well. as others are either poorly or

inconsistently defined, brief definitions of the five methods recommended

for the first tutorial are given in Appendix A. It would not be

practial to cover more than five methodologies at the initial tutorial;

five may even be too many.

There are a number -of other specific ic cOncerns relevant:to the form

tutorial On applied methods. Experience has shown

tutoria to be only the first step in learning t15 use a particular

*
technique properly.: Generally, an individual needs several dii6rs of

and development of a

supervised application to become competent in using.a particular method.

Therefore; the tutorial should not be simply a symposium but rather

should be a workshop in which the attendees could gain handson

experience. A byproduct of the initial tutorial would be the

development and testing of the structure and effectiveness of the initial

instructional methods.

A tutorial on applied methods would probably require 10 to 40-hours

of planning and preparing for each hour of instructional time. Sin6ethe

tutorial should include practical workshop exercises in addition to

lecture; a good part of-the effort of preparation would have to be

devoted to development of materials. It is likely that the practicum

would require one. or more assistants in addition to the instructor.

An individual or small group should be selected to develop a master.

; plan for the tutorial, workshop. The primary goal would be to choose the

methods to be taught in the tutorial. This determination should he' based

largely on the'needs analysis.of the data gathered from the methods

survey.of human factors practitioners recommended abr,e. The individual

or group should also address such issues as the number of days the
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tutorial should run; whether it Should be conducted
independentlY or in

association with
\--

national meeting; the estimated costs, and t he
'aelectfon of iiidtructors.'.

The-most obvious audience for the first tutorial are hUMAti factors.
practitioners; although the needs of other groups of profeSsinnals that
could benefit from learning about applied Methods; such at engineers,
managers; students; and university teachers, Should be considered at some
point. Engineers are an important audience since they are likely to need
to use applied methods in the course of system design and development and
they are not likely to know where to seek inforbiatiOn on methddologies.
Managers are important becauSe.of -their influential role in equipment and
system development; Due to their position of authority,

managers are
able to influence practices Of their employeeS. College and university
teachers are a relevant audience, since what they learn would be passed
On to their students. And students, especially students in engineering
and human factors; are a particularly important potential audience
betause of their receptivity to new techniques and the apparent, lack of
adequate education in applied methods in colleges and universities

The tutorial format appropriate for human 'factors prliOtsionals may
not be suitable for these other groups. If the first tutorial 'Ioloves to
be beneficial to hUtan factors specialists, it would be worthwhile to
design others tailored to the backgrounds and needs of these other.;,

.grOups. We recommend that tutorials for these other groups be developed
first for engineera and subsequently for the remaining groups.

For all audiences the tutorials should be- repeated at Several times
and locations both to make the

experiente available' to all who are

interested and to recover the initial
development costs;
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RESEARCH ON APPLIED METHODS

Each applied method was originated to fill some particular need for

information to support system design, evaluation, or problem analysis.

Through a succession of repeated, successful use in different contexts,

methods have evolved and have become known and accepted 'as tools of the

trade in human factors work. Because they were developed as a means to

some practical end and so vary in form depending on the situations in

which they are used, there has never been very much concern about their

refinement or extension. -That is, an applied method has rarely been

regarded as an important topic worthy of research investigation in its

own right, independent of a particular use This lack of status is

partly reflected and partly caused by the absence of standard
00

documentation of applied methods. In addition, the people who use

a0p1 ied methods are practitioners and, in some sense; generalists in

human factors rather than specialists it methodology. There is no body

experts who devote their careers to the study and development of

applied methods rather than thOir actual use, as there is for

experimental design and statistical analysis.,

Applied methodt, however, are the principal means by which human

factors work is accomplished.. In light of their contibution to systems

work; applied methods are a sufficently important topic to deserve

research attention. Advances should not depend iolely on incidental

efforts made by human factors specialists in the coupe of their-work.

Basic research specifically devoted to the validation, refinement; and
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extension of existing tethOdS and to the development of new methods is

essential;

Improvement and Extension of Existing Applied MethOdS

As previously discussed, fundamental problems are the lack Of doCUMehted

definitiong and descriptions of existing applied methods and the lack of

.' knowledge about what information IA needed.in human factors work.

Documentation and survey work is necessary to provide baseline

descriptions and to help identify the particular problems and

tcomings of existing methods;

Without this information it is difficult to specify What research

on Which pareitular methods would have the greatest value in "terms Of its

contribution to the improvement of human factors work. NOnetheleSS, we

propose some e4sting methods as subjects deserving research attention

because from our experiente it is apparent that these methods are widely

used, critical to system design and:development work, and could be

substantially improved: workload analysis; function allocation; task

Analysis; survey techniques; and protocol analysis.

Workload analySis is already the subject of many ongoing research

programs; however, it is important enough to merit expanded support for -

research on workload assessment methods. While the five methods named

Above are, in our opinion, most deserving of research attention, the

oeder of presentation should not be construed as indicating priorities

among them; There is insufficient knowledge about the needs of the human

factors community to assign priorities.



DevelopMent of New Applied Methods

In discussing current and future problems and trends in human factOrt

applicatiOns to system development, Meister (1980, 1982) has identified

those Informational requirements of human factors specialists that imply

needs for the development of new applied methods; On the basis of these

suggestions, we make general recommendations fOt research leading to the

Sevelopment of five new applied methods:

1. Methods for interpreting or extrapolating task/system

requirements into personnel requirements;

2; Performance measurement methods that express measures in

terms relative to base rates for particular system

tharatteristics and/or demands;

3. Training technology methods for translating task/abiIities

'requirements into training programs;

4. System evaluation methodsstatic* dynamic; and

comparative; and

5. Methods for describing and evaluating task or system impact

On affettive responses of personnel.
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S UMMARY

There is a serious disparity between the importance of applied

methodologies for human factors work, particularly systems and equipment

design; and the efforts being made to doCUMent and cgdify them in a

standard manner; to educate behavioral science and engineering studentS

in their use in colleges and universities; to provide. continuing

education in applied methods to working human factors specialists; and to

engage in research to improve existing applied methodologies and develop

new ones. It is of great importance to document what is currently known

about applied methods. Increasing the accessibility of information on

existing methods would be more Valuable than developing new methods;

What follows is a summary of Out recommendations with respect to applied

methods.

o Existing methodologies ShoUld be assessed and documented in a`

codified compendiL that provides standard descriptions of the most

useful applied methods. This compendium would serve both as a

comprehensive and readily available source for learning about and as a

basis for determining specific research needs.

o Human factors practitioners should be surveyed to determ ine the.

importance and frequency of use of existing applied methods in their

work; the kinds of inforMation Most needed in human factors applications

for which existing applied MethOds are inadequate or nonexistent; and

methods for which they teoite descriptions and guidance for use..
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o Tutorials on applied methods should be developed tri'meet the

continuing educational needs of human factors. specialists. MethOdS

recommended for the initial tutorial are: task analysis; time line

analysis; activities analysis; simulation; and information analysis.

o Basic research should be performed to'iMprove and extend

existing applied methods. Methods in need of research intlOde: workload

analysis; function allocation; task analysis; survey techniqUee; and

protocol analysis.

Basic research is also required develop new methods that can

provide the Information needed by human factors specialists to do their

Work. New methods needed include: (1) methods for interpreting or

extrapolating task/system -requirements into personnel'seIection

reqUiteMents)performance measurement methods that express. measures

in terms relative to base rates for particular system characteristics

and/or demands; (3) training technology methods for translatin

task/abilities requirements into training programs; (4) system e luation

methOds--statici dynamic; and comparative; and (5) methods for describink

and evaluating task or system impact on affective responses of personnel;
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APPENDIX A

SHORT DEFINITIONS OF APPLIED METHODS'
RECOMMENDED AS SUBJECTS FOR TUTORIAL

Task Analysis

Task analysis is the process of analyzing functional requirements of a
system to ascertain and describe the tasks that people must perform.
Task analysis has two major aspects: '--The fiist specifies and describes
the tasks; the second and more important analyzes the specified tasks toc
determine the number of people needed; the skills And knowledge they

. 4.

should have; and the training necessary. Results of taskanaIyais are
used: n the development of operating procedures and technical manuals and

task
the determination of critical equipment characteristics and task deMands
imposed on people. The analytic method involeS-decompositioU of task
content into their constituent elements; such as/ stimulus input; required

responseiequipment output; and feedback information.

Simulation

Simulation is used (1) to allow users to experience; in advance of its

operation; portions Of a system that are more complex; moretdangerous; or_ .

more expensive than an experiment could allot-4. for o () to predict

performance'of ,systems that do not exist; SittUlation is a human fattors

2 th)



methodology only when it is combined with ons of the observational or
, .

measurement methodologies. And to extrapolate the observations or

-4 measurements to the real world requires a determination of the extent to

which things that affect the observations of interest are realistically'

portrayed in the simulation. How to make this determination.

(cost/transfer function; part versus whole task simulation; which things

to simulate) is the key part of the technology that is*tilllargely
6

unresolved. In the absence of other effective means of predicting the

behavioral consequences of system design; simulation is crucial.

Time Line Analysis

Time line analysis organizes a detailed task list for the operational

scenario and procedures into serial order and plots the times of

individual tasks in sequence against a time base.. It portrays

sequential; parallel; repeated; and /or intermittent tasks according to

what is done. The resulting accumulation of tasks and totzq perforryince

time can be used to raise:

1; The validityof the operations to be performed in contributing

to system objectives;

2. The feasibility of performing required tasks within the required

fimel

3. Antecedent hardware and operationsconditions to ensure that the

requirements of each task element are met;
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. The compatibility of demands;on the operatori ensuring that

antetedent taskg are identified and performed; required skills
and performantet are feasible and practicali and diffitUlti
complex, or conflitting demands are avoided and

5. Workload dematids,by comparing time requirements to complete a
task series to the time available for completion within the
constraints of a given system;

Information Analysis

information analysis identifies information and its flow through a
System; usually as perceived from a user's Viewpoint. For examplei the
flow of information necessary for the operation of ail office differs from
the_fIow of documents through that office. 'Certain system actions occur
to the information received; which in turakbecomes inputs to subsequent
actions. Information .analyses enable human factors Specialists to assess
and design the information requirements Of the user interfaces.

Attivity Analysis

In many situations involving field environments, simulations, or

mockups, itA.s desirable:,and useful to catalog the distiibution and /or

sequeniial.dependenties pa workers' activities; In activity analysis an

o'bServer'periodicallyOr aperioditallYaamples.the work:being performed

and clattifies the results ittO:4 set of categories.

241
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Obtained from direct observation or from video or film recording;

Individual samples are then aggregated into activity frequency tableS or

graphs or state transition diagrams. These analyses are especially

useful for documenting the way in Which task requirements change with

alternative system designs or environments or for estimates of relative

cost effectiveness; manning requirements; or simply for understanding how

individuals or groups spend their time.
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